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0.0 Introduction 

This document assumes the reader to have some knowledge of the CDC 

~ORTRANs and of SCOPE, or a similar operating system. 

"' The MNF compiler was written at the University of Minnesota between .. 
1967 and 1971, the main authors being L.A. Liddiard and E.J. Mundstock. 

Their aim was to produce a compiler which was compatible with the CDC 

compilers (RUN, FUN, and FTN) and to provide: 

(1) extensive compile time error and cautionary messages, and 

good cross reference listings; 

(2) good execution code [better than RUN, perhaps not as good as 

FTN(OP1'=2)]; 

(3) execution time tracing statements - which, if used, would not 

unduly degrade (2); 

(4) logical extensions to the language such as expressions as DO 

parameters, and format free I/0 statements; and 

(5) ·efficient compilation. 

The aim, then, was to produce the maximum information per run 

(in .order to reduce the number of runs), and to ·Write a fast 

com~r producing good code {in order to make those runs as 

cheap as possible). 

0.1 Present State of MNF 

The compiler has been in serious production use in (at least) the 

Universities of Minnesota and London for over 2 years. As the availability 

of MNF has become more widely known so have more installations used it -
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and there are now about a dozen users. Recently, the University of 

Minnesota has provided CDC with the compiler to be installed in the 

~COSYL library. 

Minnesota still maintain the compiler and issue corrective code 

about 3 times a year. In addition to correcting bugs this code usually 

provides extensions to the compiler's facilities. Since MNF is maintained 

by its authors the quality of the corrective code is excellent. Following 

CDC terminology, new code is issue.li as a 'PSR'. The present version of 

the compiler (February 1973) is 'PSR 12' - butthe version used at BKY 

is PSR9, since it takes time to install the new code and to rewrite any 

local changes. 

0.2 What MNF contains 

The MNF compiler is one COMPASS routine of about 70000~statements, 

In addition, Minnesota provided new versions of the often used 

FORTRAN mathematical functions (SQRT, SIN, EXP, etc.) These are both 

faster and more accurate than the equivalent RUN/FUN or FTN functions. 

Also provided is a new formatted I/O library of 5 routines, which is again 

_faster {up to twice as fast) than the CDC libraries. These-execution 

routines could also be used by RUN/FUN or FTN with some change to those 

compilers. The routines also handle FORMAT-free I/0 statements. 

MNF is at present being run on most recent CDC systems, inc.luding: 

and 

and 

SCOPE 3.1,3.2,3.3 and 3.4 (6000 computers) 

SCOPE 2.0, and SCOPE 1.0 (7600 computer) 

KRONOS (6000 computers) 

Because of its good design, MNF has proved amenable.to arbitrary changes 

in operating systems. However, transferring it to SCOPE 2.0 was not 
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trivial, and required about 4oOO cards changing. 

0.3 Special Compiler Features 

"' MNF has (of course) been written so that it can compile several 

programs 'at once' [i.e., the compiler is re-entrant]. It is not run in 

re-entrant mode because the system overheads in saving tables etc. (core 

areas) have been found to degrade compile speed by a factor of 3. This 

would, however, still leave MNF about 3 times faster than FTN - so we 

are talking about orders of magnitude of improvement in this case. 

A further facility of MNF is to operate in 'BATCH' mode. This means 

that the compiler can accept many {student) jobs presented as one file. 

This mode of operation is very efficient when many s~ll jobs are to be 

run, but has not yet been implemented under SCOPE 2.0. It is not used 

at London, due to operational difficulties, but is used extensively at 

Minnesota where a typical. 'batch' may contain about 8 jobs. In this mode 

the compiler does its own banner pages and accounting, and so needs 

modification to suit the whims of the installation. One set of figures 

which demonstrate the efficiency of MNF batch is provided by the 'OHIO 

STATE Benchmark' the (real time) figures being 

SCOPE 3.2 - FTN- 7.5 mins 
" - MNF - 2.5 II 

" MNF(batch) -0.75 mins 

This benchmark contains about 150 short FORTRAN jobs. 

In addition, the KRONOS version of MNF is well adapted to the 

needs of TELEX users. 

These various modes of MNF (BATCH,SCOPE 2.0, etc.) are selected 

by assembly time switches. The SCOPE 2.0 version has been implemented 

at the University of London. 
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0.4 Documentation 

Minnesota produced.a MNF Reference Manual which contains good 

descriptions of the new features of MNF •. Since the new features include 

execution trace statements, free format I/O and the like - some parts of 

this manual are vi taL · Copies of the most important sections of this 

manual are attached as Appendices 5 to 11. A partial IMS is available 

which includes flow charts and table formats, but there is little explanatory 

tert. The IM3 is.improved from time to time, but at present is useful only 

to expert maintainers. 

·o. 5 MNF Performance 

It is very difficult to compare compiler performance, however, a 

set of 30 'typical' FORTRAN jobs run on a 64oo provided:-

Comp~ler Total·CP T~me Total Real T~me 
I 

(~urn of dayfiles) (from system dayfile) 
MINUTES MINUTES 

' 

FTN3.0 30.6 39 
. (O?T=2) 

FUN 28.9 
" 43 

MNF 24:2 30 

MNF(T) 35.2* (not measured) · 

[All the jobs reached normal termination - STOP/END] 

-*MNF(T) is like FTN with all DEBUG options' on' - i.e., TRACE ARRAYS etc. 

So MNF appears to beat FTN in its highest optimization mode. In 

execution CP time only, MNF was faster than FTN (OPT=2) in 18 out of the 

30 jobs. 
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In 13 cases FUN was faster than MNF in execution CP time. The 

league table was (on _64oo - 65K SCM SC0~3 .2_):-

s;ompiler No. of Jobs No. of Jobs No. of Jobs No. of Jobs 
with fastest with fastest with fastest with fastest 
xeq • CP compile CP total CP total PP 
tinie time time time 

FTN 
(OPT=2) 6 0 4 0 

FUN. H l 16 *** 18 ** 
-

MNF. 16 29 10 12. ** . 

** MNF was printing a cross reference listing which, with short routines, 

doubles the compiler output. At London we have deleted the FUN cross 

reference map because it contained no useful information. 

*** When FUN was bad it was really bad. FTN and MNF were never really 

bad in execution. FTN was really bad in compilation however. 

In compilation MNF was always greatly superior to FTN. The 

execellent 'real time' of MNF is partly due to its small demands on the 

system compared to FTN. On the 7600 at London (32KSCM) MNF compile rates 

have varied from 50,000 to 290,000 statements per minute (will all source 

listings printed). The average compile rate on the BKY 7600. using 

SCOPE 1.1.4 is 120,000 statements per minute. 

The FTN (OPT=l) ra.te for these jobs varies between 500 and 30,000 

statements per minute 
\ 

never as good as\ . MNF . 

The RUN(FUN) rat~ is always better than FTN but 

These league tables are confusing. Since there seem to be few 

experts in ·'throughput' , I prefer to believe the real time figures which 

reduce to MNF=l minute /FTN=l.3 /FUN=l.4. [FUN is more or less the same 

as RUN76]. 
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Referring back to section 0.0 it must be realized that the above 

times do not take account of the 1 maximum information per run 1 
• · The 

number of runs of any program would be reduced by the better messages 

etc. of MNF. This is something that is very hard'to measure, but I have 

known serious programs where the number of runs may have been halved. 

So perhaps we should improve the MNF figures by a factor of 2. Note, 

however,.that the use of full execution tracing degrades MNF CP execution 

time by about 50%, TRACE SUBSCRIPTS (bounds checking) being fairly 

expensive. These tracing facilities are a valuable feature of MNF and 

are sup~rior to the equivalent FTN DEBUG. 

0.6 . Errors 

The errors known to exist in the MNF compiler are listed in Appendix 1. 

All of these errors are in process of being corrected. 

0.7 Limitations 

7600:-

There are 3 major disadvantages of the present MNF compiler on the 

(1) It does not (yet) have the LEVEL statement so that LCM 

cannot be accessed. The LEVEL statement will be implemented 

in 1973, and is similar to the old RUN LARGE statement. 

(2) It does not produce relocatable binary object code, and 

can only generate zero level overlays. An option to generate 

normal relocatable code will be added in 1973, and full over

lay processing will be added at the same time. 
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(3} It may take a lot of compile core. The minimum core (i.e. 

. . just the compiler code} is about 16K decimal (40K octal} • 

To this must be added the tables and code generated during 
'y' 

compilation and areas needed for non-COMMON arrays. The 

actual compile core is (more or less} dependent on the 

worst routine - some tables being kept between routines. 

The declaration A(lOOOO) will add 10000 words to the compile 

core, unless A is COMMON. The minimum compile core needed 

for a small program is 45000 octal words. See Appendix 11 

for further details. 

A further limitation is that COMPASS subprograms may 

not be ~reely intermixed with MNF FORTRAN routines. Such 

subprograms must be assembled by means of an explicit COMPASS 

call. Examples are given in Appendix 2. 

-·· 
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1.0 How to run a simple MNF Job 

. Since MNF accepts most RUN/FTN syntax there should be no need to 

change your program. This should be true even if you use strange CDC 

statements like: v 

IF(EOF,5)1,2 
or L=SHIFT(I,6).A.77B 

However all declaration statements (type, COMMON, DIMENSION, 

EQUIVALENCE.,' EXTERNAL, and DATA) must be placed before the first 

executable statement. 

The control card for MNF is· (more or less) like that of FTN or RUN, 

but th~ B option is different. 

The simple control card 'MNF.' will read the program from the 

INPUT file, compile it, and print a source listing with error messages 

and cross reference map on the OUTPUT file. Then MNF will load the 

p~ogram and execute it. So there is no need for an LGO. card in this· 

simple case. (See Appendix 2). 

If you like t~e cautionary and non ANSI usage error messages then 

you can obtain them by using 
MNF(E..O) 

If you want to start execution of the program even if it contains 

'fatal' source errors (like I+l=2) then use 

MNF(D) 

If you want an object listing use 

MNF(O) 

and, if you want execution time tracing (like FTN DEBUG) use 

MNF(T) 
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This will slow down execution of the program by a factor of up to 2 

(usually a factor of 1.5) - but will provide excellent debugging 

information including counts of the number of times that statements are 

executed, and information on illegal subscripting, incorrect FORMAT 

conversions, etc., etc. The MNF trace facilities are both cheaper and 

better than current versions of FTN DEBUG. 

SIMPLEST JOB: 

. HARDER JOB: 

JOB CARD 
MNF. 
EOR 

MNF program 
EOR 

Data (if any) 
EOF 

***N.B. ***. 
These examples assume that MNF 
has been installed in the system. 
Current control cards to use are 
given in Appendix 2. 

***N.B.*** 

Source program (I) is on COMPILE file, compiler output {L) is to go 

to file TAFEl. Tracing required (T), all p·ossible error messages required 

(E=O), object listing required (o), and execute even if fatal errors in 

source program (D), full cross reference map required (R=7) 

JOB CARD 
.REQUEST(OPL) 
UPDATE(P=OPL) 
REQUEST( TAFEl) 
MNF(DOT=TAPEl, I=COMPILE,E=O,R=7) 
EOR 

UPDATE cards 
EOR 

MNF program 
EOR 

Data (if any) 
EOF 

[say] 
[output on COMPILE file] 
[say] 
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1.1 The MNF Control card 

B=file 

c 

D 

The MNF control card options are briefly described below. A 

full description is given in Appendix A of the MNF Reference Manual 

(attached). 

B- Binary output file (must be loaded first - see below). 
Default is B=LGO (ie.- execute) 
(MNF cannot punch binary cards yet, nor produce relocatable 
binary)~ This option is NOT correctly described in Appendix 6~ 

c- Call FTN library routines and compile FTN style calling 
sequence (in Al) rather than RUN ·style (in Bl). The MNF 
coded I/0 library is used - but all other library routines 
are taken from FTN. "Default is not C. 

D- Debug - compile all statements with 'c¢' in c.c. 1 and 2 
and execute even if there are fatal source errors. MNF 
dOes not accept FTN DEBUG statements (q¢ or not). Execution 
terminates when the first fatal error is "executed". Default 
is not D • 

• 
E=number E- Error message level: 

(0-5) 

.J ... file I-

L:file L-

O=file . o-

1 = COMMENT 
2 = NOTE 
3 =·CAUTION 

(e.g. "CO:rrriNUE not DO terminator") 
(non-standard (ANSI) FORTRAN used) 
(e.g. 'Is A=A correct' or redundant statement 
number). May be rather serious errors. 

4 =WARNING (e.g. argument type in subprogram is difficult 

5 = fatal 

6 = deadly 

from the call). MNF checks syntax across 
routines. Warnings are usually serious errors. 
(e.g. I+l=2). These are numbered 'ERROR 
0001', etc. 
('Not enough core' or 'Compiler bug'). Usually 
not enough core for compiling-try putting 
local arrays into COMMON - or ask for more core. 

Default is E=2 (notes and comments not printed). · 

Input file (source program) for compiler. Default is 
IaiNPUT. 

Listing output file for compiler. Default is L=OUTPUT. 
Should only be used if listing is not.to go to OUTPUT 
(see 0, and R), below. 

Object listing file {must be the same as L file - in fact 
0 'turns on 'L, so that LO, and 0 are the same as 
0 = OUTPUT) 
Default is not 0. 

.,, 
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P=-=nurnber P- Pagu (uctuully line - at pre~.>ent) limit in execution. MNF 
will abort the job if number is exceeded. Default is 
P=5000. 

R=nwnber R-

'l' T-

Reference listing (on the same file as L, or 0 - usually 
OUTPUT). A cross reference listing is printed for each 
routine.) 

R=O No cross reference map is printed 
R=l C.R. map of statement numbers, and variables 
R=2 C.R. map of variables and arrays sorted by address. 
Rc3 Combination of R~l and R=2 
R=5 Same as R=l but includes unused.variables (nulls). 
R=7 Complete map is printed. Combination of R=2 and R=5 

Default is R=3. 
by RUN or FTN. 

This map is much better than those produced 
See Appendix I of Reference Manual.(attached). 

Tracing during execution. Turns on: 
TRACE SUBSCRIPTS (out of bounds] 
TRACE SUBPROGRAM CALLS [count calls] 
TRACE STATEMENT NUMBERS [count execution] 
TRACE FORMATIO [check type of list item 

vs . type in FORMAT] 
TRACE DOLOOPING [check for infinite or negative 

DO iteration] 
TRACE TRANSFERS [check for valid Computed and 

ASSIGNed GOTO's] 
This tracing is very useful, but slows down execution. 
The statements can be controlled (turned on and off) within 
the program also (see below). 
Default is not T. See chapter 10 of Reference Manual 
(attached). 

Other (illegal) options will be detected by MNF, and the program 

will (probably) be compiled but not start execution - unless a D option 

has been accepted before the control card error was found. 
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The MNF card has the usual SCOPE format so that 

MNF(options) 

can be written as 
MNF,options. 

1.2 Running MNF with other programs 

MNF can be run with COMPASS, or relocatable binary (etc.) routines 

by using the MNF(B=file) option. The MNF file must always be loaded 

FIRST, however - so that the MNF 'B' option differs from the B option on 
' ' 

the FTN and RUN cards. Note that the B option, as it is at present, does 

NOT work as described in Appendix 6 !i.e. Appendix A of the Manual), and 

that COMPASS subprograms must be assembled using an explicit COMPASS call. 

Examples are given below. 

\l ! 
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COMPASS WITH MNF ***N.B.*** 

JOB CARD 
.MNF(B=GASBAG) 
· CoMPASS (B=GASBAG) 
LINK(F=GASBAG;X)_ 
EOR 

MNF program 
EOR 

COMPASS program 
EOR 

Data (if any) 
EOF 

See Appendix 2 for control cards to 
use until MNF is installed in the 
system(s). 

~N.B.*** 

[MNF binary file on GASBAG] 
[Append COMPASS binary to GASBAG] 
[Execute file GASBAG] 

Binary with MNF 

***NOTE*** 

JOB CARD 
MNF(B=BALLOON) [Use B=file to stop automatic execution] 
COPYBR(INPUT,BALLOON) [Put MNF file in first but don't execute] 
LINK(F=BALLOON,X) [Load binary cards and execute] 
EOR 

MNF program· 
EOR 
Binary deck(s) 

EOR 
EOR 

Data (if any) 
EOF 

The above control cards are for the 7600 SCOPE 1.1 system. MNF can 

also be run on the 6600. See Appendix 2 for details. 

Of course, if the MNF program calls the binary (or COMPASS) sub-

programs then these subprograms must have a calling sequence which is 

compatible with MNF. The MNF calling sequence is the same as RUN/FUN, 

unless MNF(C) is used - in which case the FTN calling sequence is assumed. 

Note that MNF(B=LGO) will automatically load and execute. In MNF, 

LGO really does mean LOAD and GO. Also, the MNF binary output must be 

loaded FIRST. Otherwise it behaves like RUN and FTN. 
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Compatibility and Bugs 

Compatibility Problems with RUN76 and FTNX 

There are some major restrictions with the PSR9 version of MNF. 

These will be removed during the course of the next 6 months or so: 

A. OVERLAYs are not accepted by PSR9 and fully relocatable 

binary ~ode is not produced. 

B. The ECS (FTNX), and LARGE (RUN76) statements are not avail-

able, so that there is no way to access LCM. 

C. Embedded COMPASS subprograms are not accepted (MNF recognizes 

the IDENT card, treats it as a fatal error, and then skips 

to the next END card). COMPASS subprograms must be assembled 

by means of an explicit call to COMPASS. This in itself is 

trivial, but may require re-ordering of the source deck. 

Note that on RUN76 and FTNX compilation will be considerably 

more efficient if COMPASS routines are placed all together 

at the end of the FORTRAN programs. Intermixing COMPASS 

and FORTRAN routines causes the COMPASS and RUN76 (XFTNX) 

compilers to be swapped iri and out from disc, which is an 

expensive operation. If the deck is on cards, then the 

re-ordering is trivial, and if the deck is an UPDATE OLDPL, 

then the * MOVE directive may be used to advantage. *MOVE 

is described in the BKY UPDATE reference Manual Page 2-17. 

The format is simple: *MOVE, deckname1 , decknarne2 which 

places the deck whose *DECK name is name1 after the deck 

whose *DECK name is name2 • 
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D. Compile core requirement will usually approximate to that 

needed by RUN76, but i~ there are large local arrays (i.e. 

arrays which are not in blank or labelled COMMON) then MNF 

will set up those arrays at compile time and thus need 

more compile core than the same job on RUN76. Most jobs 

can overcome this problem by putting large arrays into 

COMMON. Core usage is further described in Appendix 11. 

Since MNF is more than twice as fast as RUN76 in 

compilation the cost of compilation is less,even when more 

core is used. 

Some further, less serious, incompatibilities are 

listed below. 

(1) The EOF (endfile) test. is different on all 3 compilers: 

Compiler 
Statement 
Form MNF FTNX RUN76 

IF(EOF,n)a,b yes no yes 

IF(ENDFILE,n)a,b no no yes 

IF(EOF(n))a,b no yes no 

IF(EOF(n).NE.O)GOTOa yes yes no 

IF(EOF(n).NE.O)a,b yes yes no 

~F(EOF(n) )GOTOa no no no 
I 
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From this we draw the following conclusions: 

The IF(ENDFILE,n) and IF(EOF(n))a,b forms should never be used 

even on RUN76 and FTNX. 

The recommended forms are: 

IF(EOF,n)a,b - RUN76 compatible;and IF(EOF(n).NE.O)GOTOa- FTNX 

compatible;or IF(EOF(n).NE.O)a,b- FTNX compatible. Note that EOF{n) 

is a type REAL function in both MNF and FTNX - which means that the 

form IF(EOF{n))a,b is a two branch arithmetic IF statement. This is 

a strange statement form - unique to CDC FORTRAN, and is flagged as an 

error by MNF. Ideally, the EOF function should be type LOGICAL since 

it has a true/false result, but FTNX does it the wrong way and MNF has 

tried to be compatible with FTN and RUN. Note that the declaration 

LOGICAL EOF will probably cause wrong results to be obtained on all 

3 compilers. A further imbecility of this feature is that the function 

called EOF(n) will actually reference the library function {routine) 

called IFENDF, so that a user desiring his own routine EOF must insert 

the statement EXTERNAL EOF in the calling program, on all three compilers. 

This is the worst implemented feature of any of the CDC FORTRANs, and 

can be avoided by MNF. users by means of the more elegant statement 

READ(.END.=a,u,fmt) list;which is fully described in Appendix 4. 

(2) Specification statements (type, DIMENSION, COMMON, 

EQUIVALENCE, DATA, EXTERNAL,and statement functions) must all appear 

before the first executable statement in MNF. The order of the 

specification statements themselves is free (statement functions must 

be last) but the following order is recommended since it is compatible 
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with FTNX {which has stricter rules than MNF) and with standard ANSI 

FORTRAN: 

(1) type {e.g. REAL) and DIMENSION 
(2) EXTERNAL 
(3) COMMON 
{4) EQUIVALENCE 
(5) DATA 
(6) statement functions 
(7) the first executable statement. 

FORMAT and NAMELIST statements may appear anywhere. 

{3) FORTRAN II statements are not accepted by MNF nor FTNX, but are 

(to some extent) allowed in RUN76. In particular, the following state-

ment forms are not allowed in MNF nor FTN: 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 
READ INPUT TAPE 
FORTRAN II SUBROUTINE (etc.) 
FORTRAN IV SUBROUTINE (etc.) 
ASCENTF SUBROUTINE (etc.) 

It is very strongly recommended that such statements be removed 

from any programs that still use them, since they have no chance of 

working on other computers - they will only wo!·k on the CDC RUN compilers, 

and are not maintained even on RUN. The header statements (FORTRAN IV 

SUBROUTINE, etc.) have no meaning and the words before SUBROUTINE 

(or FUNCTION) should be removed. An exception to this is ASCENTF 

SUBROUTINE - and such subroutines must be re-written in COMPASS since 

ASCENTF is no longer available at BKY, not even as part of RUN. 

(4) The FORTRAN II library functions - i.e. with names ending in 

'F' are not available in MNF nor FTNX {LOCF is available). If your 

programs contain a few references to such functions, then the 'F's 

should be removed - and remove the 'X' from the beginning if it is an 

integer function e.g • • 
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Change ABSF to ABS 
II COSF II cos 
" SINF " srn 
II XINTF " INT 

and so on 

If there are many references to (say) COSF then the following 

routine could be added to the source deck: 

FUNCTION COSF(X) 
COSF=COS(X) 
RETURN 
END 

The deck will then run correctly on all BKY FORTRAN compilers. 

( 5) ·The 0 nnn form of octal (Boolean) constants is not allowed on 

MNF nor FTNX. These should be changed to the nnnB form - which will 

also work on RUN76. Note the fatuity of the 0 form in the statement 

I = 0777 

which will be taken by all 3 compilers (RUN76 included} to refer to 

the variable of name 0777 rather than the constant 777B. 

(6) MNF and FTNX evaluate mixed mode expressions (i.e. mixtures of 

REAL and INTEGER values) differently from RUN76. RUN evaluates the 

whole expression in the mode of the dominant operand, whereas MNF and 

FTN evaluate each term in the expression separately and then convert 

the result to the dominant type. This makes a difference with 

expressions such as 

A = R +I/J with I = l$J = 2$R = 0.5 

RUN76 gives 

A = R + FLOAT(I)/FLOAT(J) = 0.5 + l.Oj2.0 = 1.0 

MNF and FTN give 

A = R + FLOAT(I/J) = 0.5 + FLOAT (1/2) = 0.5 + 0.0 c 0.5 
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The main problem arises with integer divisions, as above - but 

loss o~ accuracy can also result when real and double precision values 

are mixed indiscriminately. When in doubt about the way a mixed mode 

expression will be evaluated, it is best to write the expression 

explicitly - as in 

A = R + FLOAT(I)/J 

In order to alleviate any compatibility problems with RUN76, 

MNF prints a message for each statement where mixed mode arithmetic 

has been used, it is: 

cAUTION CHANGE OF TYPE IN STATEMENT - DOMINANT TYPE USED. 

(7) A further difference between MNF and the CDC compilers is that 

MNF generates rounded hardware instructions for real (i.e. floating 

point) expressions, whereas FTNX and RUN76 generate unrounded in

structions. It is well established that rounding produces more 

accurate results than does unrounded arithmetic, and both sets of 

instructions run at the same speed. Most programs are not affected 

by rounding in that the printed results are exactly the same. However, 

where results differ significantly between RUN/FTN and MNF (and the 

differe~ce is due to rounding) it .is likely that the algorithm used 

in the program is incorrect - in that undue reliance is placed upon 

the accuracy of the machines. Dubious results will often arise 

through taking the difference of two nearly equal numbers and then 

using that difference in further computations. 

(8) The FTNX 'debug' statements are not syntactically the same as 

the MNF tracing statements. The MNF traces will do all that the FTN 
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statements will do - and more - but the statement form is different. 

It is recommended that.MNF tracing statements are punched with a C$ 

in columns 1 and 2, and that the MNF(D) option is lised to 'turn on' the 

C$ statements, since if this is done the program may be run without 

change on other compilers - the C$ statements then being taken as 

comments. It will be noted that most of the tracing statements are 

activated simply by using the MNF(T) option. 

The use of MNF tracing is very strongly encouraged since it 

greatly reduces debugging time at small cost. These statements are 

fully described in Appendix 5. The source listings printed by MNF 

are also well designed for debugging purposes. Users are urged to 

read the listings arid error message.s before seeking further advice, 

since the aim of MNF is to present error messages which are intelligible 

to the normal user. 

Changing your programs to conform to the ideas in the above 

section will make them easier to transfer to other machines and to other 

compilers. In addition, CDC cannot be expected to maintain the archaic 

features of RUN for eve~ and so, if my suggestions are followed, your 

programs will be less at the mercy of any changes made in the operating 

systems on the BKY machines. The NOTE level messages printed by MNF(E=¢) 

will ease conversion by drawing attention to all possible problem areas. 

Apart from obvious exceptions - such as the control card descriptions -

the various RUN and FTN reference manuals can also be taken to apply 

to MNF. With the exceptions described above, MNF is "upwards compatible" 

with FTNX and RUN76 in that RUN and FTN programs will work on MNF. Of 

course, the advanced features of MNF - such as free format I/O and . 
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statements like PRINT, (SIN(X), X= 0,3.142,3.142/18o) will not work 

on FTN nor RUN. 

The writer would appreciate comments on the MNF compiler and its 

library, and descriptions of any bugs and incompatibilities found 

which are not already mentioned here. Enquiries should be addressed 

to C. F. Schofield, Room 1127 -Building 50A (Telephone extension 5118). 

il 
,I 
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Errors in the February 1973 PSR9 Version of MNF 

The first object was to get MNF working on the 76oO, and although 

the compiler and library is available on the 6600, there are some 

serious restrictions upon the I/0 operations available on that computer. 

Below are listed the known errors in the compiler and library as at 

10 March 1973. The errors are listed in approximate order of importance. 

It will be seen that most of the errors are of a trivial nature, and 

it is hoped that MNF is about as reliable as RUN76 - and probably more 

reliable than FTNX. Of course, questions of reliability will only be 

determined when MNF has a large number of users. It is, however, 

certain that bug lists for RUN 76 and for FTNX, were they to be published, 

would be quite as long as the list below. 

(1) The only I/0 statements handled by the 6600 MNF library are the 

formatted (coded) READ ,WRITE ,PRrnT, and PUNCH statements. The following 

statements will cause a field length (MODE 1) error in the BKY I/0 

routine QFNDFET: 

READ(u) and WRIT.E(u) - Binary I/0. 

ENDFILE, REWIND and BACKSPACE - Coded and binary. 

Note that all of these statements work on the 7600. The 6600 restriction 

is due to the non standard FORTRAN library used on the BKY 6000 system. 

(2) MNF(C) - i.e. the FTN calling sequence mode - has been relatively 

little used in the past, and probably contains more errors than the 

other MNF modes. However, the compiler and libraries have been arranged 

to accept MNF(C), and any errors not described here should be reported 

to the undersigned. 
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(2A) . There is art error in the MNF(C) library (both machines) which 

causes wrong results unless all buffer sizes on the PROGRAM statement 

are set to at least 2020B. E.g. 

PROGRAMME (INPUT=2020B, OUTPUT=2020B) Note that 2020B is the 

default buffer size on the 6600 but the default size on the 7600 is 

422B. So 6600 jobs will run without a declared buffer size - but 7600 

jobs will not • 

(3) MNF(CT) -

The error only occurs if the C parameter is used. 

i.e. FTN calling sequence and tracing (debug) turned on 

produces false fatal error messages for the following sequence: 

COMMON A (100) $ A(J) = exp$ X = SIN(A(J)) $ A(J) = exp- fatal error 

here. 

(4) ·The PROGRAMstatement must be present. If it is omitted the 

loader prints the fatal message -NO MAIN PROGRAM. (both 6600 and 7600). 

(5) ATAN (0.0) produces an indefinite result. This error should be 

fixed soon. In fact several of the errors described here may have 

been corrected by the time this document is printed. 

(6) A mode error occurs in execution if the character length of an 

ENCODE or DECODE statement is outside the range l!LE.n.LE.l50. 

(7) TRACE FORMATIO (also turned on by MNF(T)) gives a ·correct error 

message, but the octal address of the list element is wrong. 

(8) A variable with the same name as an intrinsic function is given 

the same type as the function. E.g. CMPLX is assumed to be of type 

complex unless declared otherwise. 

(9). The statement following a non-recognized (illegal) statement is 

lost during compilation. 
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(10) Sense switches set up (by control cards) prior to compilation 

are destroyed by the compilation process. 

(11) The name of an ASSIGNed variable which occurs in a TRACE statement 

is somet.imes printed incorrectly. The printed message is otherwise 

correct. 

(12) The following input causes MNF to stop in compilation: 

(a) some FTN debug statements - e.g. C$ FUNCS 

(b) illegal BUFFER statements - e.g. BUFFER IN (1,1) (1.0,2.0) 

(c) a statement function as the first card in a deck - e.g. 

SF(A,B) = A*B/(A + B) 

(13) An error occurs if a program having more than 15 actual (i.e. 

not equivalenced) files is loaded. 

(14) The constant O.OEO is not set up correctly at compile time. 

(15) Parenthesized expressions in logical IF statements occasionally 

cause problems. E.g. IF((A.LT.B).OR.B.LT.C.OR.C.GT.D) GO to 5 is compiled 

wrongly. Note that the parentheses are redundant. 

(16) The compiler tries to remember constants over several statements, 

and this rememberance is false when there is an intervening ASSIGN 

statement. E.g. the sequence 

is compiled wrongly. 

J = K+4 
ASSIGN 20 to N 
L = I+4 

(17) Statements for which fatal compile errors are detected do not 

always generate code to jump to the ABORT routine if the statement is 

'executed' by means of MNF(D). 
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(18) The s~quence number {i.e. source line number) in a TRACE message 

generated from an input list is not correctly printed. E.g. 

3* TRACE B 
4* READ 5, B 

The sequence number printed in the message below is not actually correct. 

*TRACE* STORE INTO REAL VARIABLE B AT SEQUENCE NUMBER 4* VALUE = 1.0 

(19) In certain cases, legal EQUIVALENCE statements get a spurious 

error message, although the state~ent is correctly compiled. E.g. the 

following sequence produces spurious messages: 

<X>MMON A,B 
REAL C(2) 
EQUIVALENCE (A,C(l)), (B,C{2)) 

Note that the second equivalence is redundant in this case. 

{20) A greatly abbrev.iated cautionary message is printed when a 

COMMON block is defined which has a different length than in a previous 

definition. E.g. the statement COMMON/DISMAL/B(l) may produce the 

message CAUTION - DISMAL. 

Ir any errors are found which are not described above,, they 

should be reported to Clive Schofield - Room 1127 - Building 50A 

(X5118) .. 

li 

• I 
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MNF has been installed in the 7600 system with the library as a 

system library file (named MNFLIB). At present the compiler is avail-

able on the 6600 as a PSS (datacell) file (library MNF, subset MNF), 

and the library as another such file (library MNF, subset LIB66). 

The identical compiler is used on the 6600 and the 7600 (this 

is like RUN76) - and the MNFLIB and LIB66 libraries are basically the 

same, with LIB66 containing four extra routines which are available 

on the 7600 system, but not on the BKY 6000 system. 

MNFLIB (7600) contains: 

INPUT$ 
OUTPUT$ 
INOUT$ 
ALNLOG 
AS IN COS 
ATAN 
ATAN2 
EXP 
RUNSYS 
SINCOS 
SQRT 
SYSTEM 
SYSTEM$ 

TANH 

(replaces INPUTC and KRAKER) 
( " ·OUTPTC " KODER) 

(ALOG,ALOGlO) 
(ASIN ,ACOS) 

(The 7600 RUNSYS plus mods for MNF tracing) 
(SIN,COS) 

(The same as the 7600 RUN SYSTEM) 
(The 7600 FTNX SYSTEM$ plus mods for MNF tracing. 
Used only by MNF(C) jobs). 

and TRACE. and ABORT$ (called by MNF(T) jobs) 
All other routines needed during the execution of an MNF job 

(e.g. those for binary I/0) are taken from the 7600 RUN library or 

the FTNX library if MNF(C) is used. 
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The control cards needed for a simple MNF job on the 7600 are: 

(1) JOBCARD 
MNF(B=BIN, other options if any) 
LINK(F=BIN,P=MNFLIB,X) 
(eor) 

MNF program 
(eor) 

Data (if any) 
(eof) 

Note that the file name BIN is arbitrary, but it must not be LGO. 

7600 MNF with COMPASS subprograms 

(2) JOBCARD 
MNF(B=BIN ,etc.) 
COMPASS (B=BIN) 
LINK(F=BIN,P=MNFLIB,X) 
(EOR) 

MNF program 
(EOR) 

COMPASS subprograms 
. (EOR) 

Data (if any) 
. (EOF) 

Note that the MNF program must be loaded first (it must be loaded 

. into RA+l01B), and that COMPASS subprograms cannot be simply intermixed 

with MNF programs - they must be separately assembled using COMPASS. 

7600 MNF with UPDATE and COMPASS subprograms 

(3) JOBCARD 
REQUEST(OLDPL,etc) 
REWIND(OLDPL) 
UPDATE(options) 
RETURN(OLDPL) 
MNF(I=COMPILE,B:BIN) 
COMPASS(I=COMPILE,B:BIN) 
LINK(F=BIN,P=MNFLIB,X) 
(EOR) 

UPDATE cards for MNF and COMPASS decks. 
(EOR) 

Data (if any) 
(EOF) 

.. 
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6600· 

As mentioned above, MNF is not yet installed in the 6000 system, 

but is available as two PSS files. The library file (MNF subset 

LIB66) is identical to the 7600 library, t~IB, with the following 

four routines added: 

SIO$ 
GETBA 
CPUSYB 
CPUCIO 

(used only by SYBTEM$ on MNF(C) jobs) 
(used by all jobs) 
(used by all jobs) 
(used by all jobs with I/0 statements) 

These routines are not in the "standard" BKY 6000 system library, 

but are in the 7600 system. 

Any routines not present in LIB66 that are needed by an MNF 

job during execution are taken from the RUNF library - or the FTN 

library if MNF(C) is used. 

The control cards necessary to run a simple MNF job on the 

.6600 are: 

{4) JOBCARD 
*6600 
LIBCOPY(MNF,MNF,MNF) 
MNF(B=BIN, other options if any) 
LIBCOPY(MNF,LIB,LIB66) 
LODE(I=BIN,L=LIB) 
XEQ. 
(EOR) 

MNF program 
(EOR) 

Data (if any) 
(EOF) 
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6600 MNF with UPDATE, and COMPASS subprograms 

(5) JOBCARD 
*6600 
REQUEST(OLDPL,etc) 
REWIND(OLDPL) 
UPDATE( options) 
RETURN(OLDPL) 
LIBCOPY(MNF,MNF,MNF) 
MNF(I=COMPILE,B=BIN) 
COMPASS(I=COMPILE,B=BIN) 
LIBCOPY(MNF,LIB,LIB66) 
LODE(I=BIN,L=LIB) 
XEQ. 
(EOR) 

UPDATE cards for MNF and COMPASS decks 
(EOR) 

Data (if any) 
(EOF) 

LBL-1570. 

The file name BIN is arbitrary, but it must not be LGO. 

.. 
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Appendix 3 

The MNF Library 

The MNF library contains 5 routines used for coded rjo. These are: 

INPUT$,OUTPUT$,INOUT$,CPUCIO, and CPUSYS. These routines are faster by a 

factor of 1.5 to 2 then the equivalent RUN library routines, and are 

further described below. 

When tracing - MNF(T) - is used, two further MNF library routines are 

called to print the trace output: 

and 
TRACE. 
ABORT$ 

(765B) 
(5B) 

ABORT$ is also called by jobs with fatal source errors which are forced 

into execution by means of MNF(D). Finally, there are 11 mathematical 

functions: 

ALNLOG(ALOG,ALOGlO) 
ASINCOS (ASIN ,ACOS) 
ATAN 
ATAN2 
SINCOS(SIN,COS) 
TANH 
EXP 
SQRT 

(107B) 
(115B) 
( 63B) 
( 74B) 
( 72B) 
( 63B) 
( 54B) 
( 43B) 

(Other functions are taken from the RUN76 ~.e. the RUNF) library). 
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These functions have been tested at BKY with the following results on 

the 6600. 

Compiler 

FUNCTION 
on RUN76 FTN (not T) 

6600 MNF RUN( OLD) {and RUNF) (and FTNX) 

Time Error Time Error Time Error Time Error 

SIN 21 10 25 60 30 8 26 60 
cos 22 10 25 35 29 8 25 35 
EXP 18 10 27 5 29 5 15 25 
ATAN 22 8 29 10 31 10 29 10 
TANH 21 8 45 500 49 70 31 50 
SQ,RT 15 4 22 4 16 10 22 4 
ALOG 21 5 31 5 24 5 26 6 
ALOGlO 26 5 31 5 26 5 27 8 
ASIN 26 10 58 6000 58 6000 54 6000 
!A cos 26 8 60 2000 61 2000 57 2000 
i.ATAN2 25 10 44 12 44 -- 29 --
Times are in micro seconds per call on a 6600. Errors are in units of 

10**(-15) - an optimum error being about 4 units. All figures are 

approximate. 

.. 
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These functions and their type complex equivalents have also .been tested 

on the 7600. The errors were nearly the same as on the 66oo, and the times 

are given below. The MNF functions are optimised for the 6600 at present, 

but the 7600 results are still good. 

Compiler 

Function 
on MNF RUN76. FTNX (not T) 

7600 
Simple Complex Single Complex Single Complex 

(6600) (66oo) (6600) 

SIN 5.3 19(94) 6.1 19(122) 6.3 16(76) 
cos 5.8 19(93) 5.8 18(123) 6.0 16(78) 
EXP 5.0 17(84) 4.9 17(113) 4.2 13(64) 
ATAN 5.5 7.0 7.~ 
TANH 5.1 8.2 7.1 
SQRT 4.8 12(73) 4.4 13(74) 4.4 12(69) 
ALOG 5.4 21(93) 6.2 21(120) 6.4 22(108) 
ALOGlO 7.0 6.6 6.6 
ASIN 6.8 10.3 10.3 
ACOS 7.1 11.0 11.1 
ATAN2 - - - - - -
Note that FTN does ~ checking of argument values - this is only done if 

FTN(T) is used which slows down the FTN results by at least 20%. RUN and 

MNF both check arguments properly. A new, faster, version of MNF EXP will 

shortly be available. 

~· 
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It is clear that the MNF functions are superior to the various RUN 

and FTN functions. We intend to replace the RUN functions with the MNF 

ones. The functions assume a RUN style calling sequence and MNF(c) causes 

the standard FTN functions to be called. However the MNF functions could 

be modified to accept an FTN calling sequence and so replace the FTN 

library also. This would confer the benefits of compatibility in addition 

to greater accuracy and speed. 

The MNF coded I/0 library requires (at the moment) a reasonably 

SCOPE-compatible version of SYSTEM·(i.e. Q8NTRY, etc.) so the 7600 RUN 1.0 

routines RUNSYS and SYSTEM are used by MNF and MNF(c) oh both 6600 and 

7600. 

One nuiscance is that; when MNF(c) is used both RUNSYS (and SYSTEM) 
• 

and SYSTEM$ are called, and SYSTEM$ also· calls SIO$. The compiled code 

calls SYSTEM$ (END., etc.), and the I/0 rou-tines call RUNSYS and SYSTEM. 

I have added SYSTEM$ from 7600 FTWC to the MNF library so that MNF( c) 

jobs will run on the 6600. What with RUNSYS, SYSTEM, SYSTEM$, and SIO$, 

MNF(c) jobs will use more execution core than on FTNX. 

. . 
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Summary of Core used by null program 

6600 7600 

RUN76 
(BKY I/0) .MNF MNF(C) FTN MNF(C) 

Q8NTRY(47) RUNS YS ( 450) RUNSYS ( 450) SYSTEM$ (lOll) RUNSYS ~ 450 ~ 
END(30) SYSTEM (316) SYSTEM (316) SlO$ (1276) SYSTEM 316 
QTRACEB(lO) SYSTEM$ (1122) REMARK$ (26) SYSTEM$ (1122) 
SYSTEM( 126) SIO$ (1255) SlO$ (1276) 
QFILEND(l2) REMARK (13) REMARK$ (26) 
REMARK(l3) 
/QJOBSFL/(2) 
/QASAFLG/( 1) 
/QLINLMT/( 1) 
/QFILEAD/(1) 

267B 766B 34oOB 2335B 3434B 

.. ' '" 

RUN76 
MNF (CDC I/0)_ 

RUNSYS (450) RUNSYS (303) · 
SYSTEM (316) SYSTEM (316) 

766B 621B 

I 
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Summary of core used by READ, PRINT routines. 

The MNF library contain~ 5 routines used for coded I/0. These ~re listed below 

RUN76(66oo) RUN76 ( 7600) MNF(66oo, 7600) FTNX (7600) 
(BKY I/O) 

OUTPTC 70. OUTPTC 50 OUTPUT$ 1120 OUTPTC$ 74 
KODER 1241 KODER . 1235 KODER$ 1376 

INPUTC 116 INPUTC 56 INPUT$ 1222 INPUTC$ 116 
KRAKER 734 KRAKER 1026 KRAKER$ 1471 

Q.READST 46 RUNIOP 323. INOUT$ 202 
Q\oJRITES 42 CPUSYS 53 CPUSYS 53 
QFNDFET 45 CPUCIO 506 CPUCIO 506 
SYS$ 21 ( CPUSYS is 34 on 

6600) 
(CPUCIO is 273 on 

6600) 

/Q.BCDBUF /231 /CIOBUF/ 425 
/$IOSC/ 30 /FREEFOR/ 3 

GETBA 17 · GETBA 17 

Total Length = 3o62B Total length = 3515B Total length = 3774B · Total length = 3320B 
(4616B with SlO$) 

t .. ' . 

I 

I 
0\ 
I 

~ 
I ..... 

V1 
~~ 



Summary of core used by READ 1, X $ PRINT 1, X $ END 

66oo .. . . 

RUN76 RUN76 
(BKY I/0) MNF'. MNF(c) (CDC I/0) 

INPUT and 
OUTPUT 

4044 4040 4040 1044 default 
buffers 

SYSTEM 
Q8NTRY 267 766 34o0 621 
etc. 

CODED 
I/0 3062 3542 3542 3515 
routines 

TOTAL 7415B 10570B 13202B 5402B 
I 

• 4" ..... 

7600 

MNF. MNF( c) FTNX. 

1044 1044 1044 
. . . 

766 3434 2335 
( +SlO$) j 

3774 3773 3320 
( -SlO$) 

6026B 10474B 672l.B 

I 
.....;j 
I 
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Section Contents 

1. Introduction 

2. FORTRAN file handling 

3. Normal format processing 

4. Read statement status and error checking 

5. Free Format input 

6. Free Format output 

7. Example program 

8. Other FORTRAN I/0 statements 

9. Error messages 

LBL-1570 

"NOTE: In this Appendix the character ' is the BKY character I 

and is an 8-4 punch on cards." 
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1. Introduction · 

This appendix contains a basic introduction to the input and output 

facilities in the MNF FORTRAN compiler. Emphasis is placed on the READ 

statement facility to jump to labels on special conditions, and on the 

facility to use normal READ and WRITE statements without specifying an 

associated format number. 

The .END. and .ERR. parameters on the READ statement are similar to 

those available in IBM/360 FORTRAN. They enable a user to recover direct~ 

from incorrect data or an end of data condition (see Section 4). 

Of more interest to the general user will be the descriptions of 

the free format input and output statements (see Se,ctions 5, 6 and 7). 

For many elementary applications and especial~ for beginners to FORTRAN, 

the power of the FORMAT statement is not needed. When using MNF, a WRITE 

or PRINT statement without a format specification may be used to output 

the value of a variable in a standard layout which depends on the type 

of value to be printed. An input string (i.e. data) for free format 

READ statements consists of values separated by spaces or commas. These 

values will be assigned to the variables in the input list. These free 

format statements are especially useful for teletype users. 

The extensions described above are provided by new library routines 

(called INPUT$ and OUTPUT$) written at the University of Minnesota. MNF 

programs will no longer use the CDC routines INPUTC, OUTPUTC, KODER and 

KRAKER. This change ~ill be refle-cted in the loader map printed at the 

bottom of the compilation output. 

Please note that most of the facilities described in this document 

are non-standard FORTRAN and will only be available with MNF and ~ with 
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RUN, FUN or FTN. These statements vlill (probably) ~ot wcrk on other 

machines, or corr:pilers. 

Acknowledgerr.ent.is made to Imperial College, London for permission 

to reproduce the material in this Appendix. 

·2. File Handling. 

2 .1 PROGRM-1 Card 

FORTRAN programs refer to files by means of unit numbers. The 

identification of a unit number with a filename is made on the PROGRAM 

card, which should normally be the· first card of a FORTRAN main progr~. 

Eyery FORTRAN job. has some special files associated with it. The 

:fila named INPUT is the standard input stream (card reader) and the file 

called OUTPUT is the standard destination for output (printer). In 

addition, any information written on the file PUNCH will be punched on 

BCD cards at the end of the job. 

Thus, if the statements used for Input and Output are the simple 

.forms: 

READ fmt, L 
PRINT fmt, . L 

where fmt is a format number and L is the I/0 list, a suitable program 

card is: 

PROGRAM XX (INPUT, OUTPUT) 

If the usual conventions fer unit numbers are followed (that is 

input on unit 5 and output en unit 6) in statements like: 

WRITE (6,fmt) L 
READ (5,fmt) L 

unit numbers 5 and 6 must be made to reference the files INPUT and OUTPUT 

respectively by using the following program card: ... ·. 
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PROGP..A1·1 TEST (INPUT ,OUTPUT ,TAPE5=INPtrr, TAPEp=OtrrPUT) 

This is the file environment vrhich MNF sets up if the PROGRA!-1 card 

is omitted. 

As a further example, consider the case where some coded data on 

a mangetic tape is to be processed. 

JOB CARD 
REQUEST(FRED) *TAPE REQUEST* 
MNF(D,T) 
RETURN (FRED) 
7/8/9 . 

**NB** 
See Appendix 2 for present 
control card~ 

**NB** 
·. 

PROGRAM TEST(FRED,OUTPUT,TAPE5=FRED,TAPE6=0UTPUT) 

• 
• REWIND .5 

READ (5 ,1000) A .. • 
WRITE (6 ,2000) B 

.. 
END 
6/7/8/9 

rewinds file FRED 
read from file FRED 

write on file OUTPUT 

The program card is needed here because the "input" file instead of 

being on cards is actually on the file (tape) called FRED. 

Another way of writing this program is: 

JOB CARD 
REQUEST(TAPE5)*TAPE REQUEST* 
MNF(D,T) 
RETURN ( TAPE5) 
7/8/9 

PROGR.Al-1: TEST(TAPE5 ,OUTPUT, TAPE6=0trrPUT) 

• 

REt·TIND 5 
READ (5,lOOO)A 

• 

WRITE (6,2000)B 

• 
. END 

6/7/8/9 

j' 
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2.2 File manioulation 

2.2 .1 R~fiiiD u 

This causes the file referenced by unit ~ to be repositioned at 

the start of the file. ~ may be an integer from 1 to 99 or a simple integer 

variable having a value in this range. It may also be a list of unit 

numbers separated by corr~as. (This is a non-standard facility of r~). 

2.2.2 BACKSPACE u 

Unit u is backspaced one record. If the file is already positioned 

at its beginning, the statement does nothing. As in REWIND, u may be a 

single specification or a list. 

2.2.3 ENDFILE u 

This causes an end of file to be written on the file referenced 

by unit u. 

3. Normal Formatted Input/Output Processing 

3.1 Input/Output Statements 

The various forms of formatted input/output statement are: 

~!NT fmt, L 
READ fmt,. L 
PUNCH fmt, L 
WRITE (u,fmt) L 
READ ( u,fmt) L 

or 
or 
or 
or 
or 

PRI.NT fmt 
READ fmt 
PUNCH fmt 
WRITE (u,fmt) 
READ (u,fmt) 

fmt is a format number (or the name of a variable or array element 

which contains the start of the format information). 

u is the unit number (see Section 2.1) 

L is a list of items separated by corrmas. 

The items may be: 

(a) Simple variable names 
(b) Subscripted array names 
(c) Implied do lists ·-
(d) Unsubscripted array names {in which case the whole array is 

implied). 
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Each individual item in .a list L will require a single conversion 

specification in the corresponding format frr.t, except in the case of 

COMPLEX variables which require two real specifications. 

In addition, in output lists the- following are also permi·tted: 

(e) Any FORTRAN expression (except those which contain references 

to functions which themselves do input or_ output) 

Free format output statements may also contain: 

(f) Character strings enclosed in quotes or asterisks, and Hollerith 
constants. 

(g) A slash properly delimited by commas, 
i.e. the following is allowed: 
X=l.O $ Y=2 .0 
PRINT,/,* X PLUS Y IS *, X+Y 
This produces the output starting on a new line: 
X PLUS Y IS 3-0000000000 

3.2 Format Specifications 

A full description. of the various possible types of FORTRAN input/ 

output elements will not be given here. A full description may be found 

in the MNF Reference Manual. 

A table of format specifications which may be used in FORMAT 

statements wit.h the. MNF compiler follows: 

Symbols 

n 
w 
d 

X 

y 
z 
r 
j 
k 

= 
= 
= 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

repeat count: unsigned integer constant. 
field width: unsigned integer constant. 
number of digits after decimal point: 
unsigned integer constant. 
any character in the FORTRAN character set. 
any character except * 
any character except ' (Note: The character ' is the same as f) 
signed or unsigned integer constant. 
column position: unsigned integer constant. 
Hollerith character count: unsigned 
integer constant. 

'i 
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Legal forrrat srecifications 

Type ?orm Descriptions 

A 

D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
L 
0 
p 
R 

T 
X 

* 
I 

3. 3. 

3.3.1 

nA·_, or Aw 

Wvl. d or 
nEw.d or 
nFw.d or 
nGw.d or 
kHxx •.• xx 
niw or Iw 
nLw or Lw 
nOw or Ow 
rP or P 
nRw or Rw 

Tj 
nX or X 

*YY· · ·YY* 
'zz .•• zz' 
nl or I 

D-ll.d 
Ew.d 
F\-1. d 
GvT. d 

Alphamuneric conversion (left justified-blank 
filled) 
Double precision conversion 
Real conversion 
Real conversion 
Real conversion 
Hollerith (number of x's must equal k) 
Integer conversion 
Logical conversion 
Octal conversion 
Scale factor 
Alphanumeric conversion (right justified-zero 
filled) 
Tabulation 
Space 
Hollerith 
Hollerith [Note: 'DON"T' will print DONT] 
New record 

Execution Time Errors 

Output data errors 

In certain special circumstances, unexpected characters will turn 

up in ntlilieric output fields. 

* means that the field width specified in the format was not big 

enough to accomodate the value to be printed (e.g. J=2222 under I3). 

I mearis that a real, complex or double precision variable has the 

special hardware value "indefinite" (commonly caused by an uninitialised 

variable). 

R means that a real, ccrr.plex, or double precision variable had the 

special value "infinite" (cor..rr:only caused by dividing by zero)_, and 

.X means that an attempt was made to print an integer with a value more 

than 2**48-1 (usually printing a real nurrber on I format). 
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3.3.2 List/Fermat disagreements 

Hhen processing an input/output list with its associated forr:-,at, it 

rrcay happen that the type of the forn:at specification does not 

correspond with the data to be transferred. For example: 

. . . 
12* READ (5,1000) I,J,K 
13* 1000 FORNAT (I4,F6.2,I4) 

In this case, the following error message will be printed and 

processing will continue if TRACE FORMATIO is switched on. 

*TRACE I/O LIST ELEMENT,ADDR 00476lB AT SEQUENCE NUMBER 12* INTEGER LIST 

ELEMENT USES F FORMAT SPEC 

The wost general control possible is given by specifYing the T 

option on the MNF control card, which turns on tracing for all input/output 

statements. The I/0 tracing action which is globally initiated by the 

control card T option may be switched on or off more selectively by using 

the following statements: 

C$ TRACE FORMATIO 
C$ NOTRACE FORMATIO 
C$ TRACE tracelist 
C$ NOTRACE tracelist 

The first two of the above switch on/off the tracing on all textually 

succeeding input and output statements. An individual format number may 

be one of the elements of the tracelist in the general trace statement, 

allowing yet closer control. For a full explanation refer to Appendix 5. 
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4. Read Statement Status and Error Checking 

4.1 Detecting Endof File status 

There are many occasions when a FORTRAN program must read an 

ind~terminate amount of data which does not contain any signal to say it 

is ending. Thus, the programmer must have control over what should happen 

when the physical end of data is reached. The nonnal way of detecting this 

situation is to test for the end of file condition after each read state-

ment using the EOF Function. For example, this program counts how many 

cards are on the input file: 

INTEGER CARD (8) 
NUMBER=O 

10 READ (5,1000) (CARD(I), I=l,8) 
1000 FORMAT (8Al0) 

IF (EOF(5).NE.O.O) GOTO 20 
NUMBER:NUMBER+l 
GO TO 10 

20 PRINT 2000, NUMBER 
STOP 

2000 FORMAT (*THERE ARE*,I4,*CARDS*) 
END 

the IF(EOF,n) statement 
also works 

The ·EOF function returns a zero value unless an end of file was 

detected during the preceding read on the specified unit number. The same 

procedure may be accomplished, when using MNF, by an extension to the 

READ statement. The example above may be rewritten: 

INTEGER CARD ( 8) 
NUMBER=O 

10 READ (.END.=20,5, 1000) (CARD(I),I=l,8) 
1000 FORMAT (8Al0) 

NUMBER:NUNBER+l 
GO TO 10 

20 PRINT 2000, NUMBER 
STOP 

2000 FORMAT (* THERE ARE *,I4,*CARDS*) 
END 

-
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control will. be transferred to the statement number specified by the 

.END. = when the end of file condition is detected. Note that FORTRAN 

programs do not distinguish between end of file and end of record. Thus, 

a 7/8/9 card on the input file will be detected by an end of file test. 

A further read will read the next card past the 7/8/9 card. If an end 

of file is detected during the processing of an input list, the remaining 

elements of the list will be filled as if blank fields had been read. 

4.2 Recovery from bad data 

An error which occurs during data input may be recovered if the 

programmer specifies some action to be taken. This can be done by 

using another extension to the READ statement: 

READ( .ERR.=sn,u,fmt) L 

The .ERR. parameter indicates the label to jump to if there is a 

data error during input. The user is then free to take any appropriate 

action. · 

The .END. and .ERR. parameters may both appear on the same READ 

statement. They may be placed in either order but both should appear 

before the unit number. 

The following program demonstrates how a program could be con

structed to count the number of cards in a file which have a valid integer 

in the first 10 columns: 

:; I 
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10 
·1000 

220 

330 

2000 
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PROGRAMME(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT) 
NUM=O $ NUMERR=O . 
READ(.ERR.=220,.END.=330,5,1000) L 
FORMAT (I10) 
NUM=NUM+l 
GO TO 10 
NUMERR=NUMERR +1 
GO TO 10 
PRINT 2000 ,NUM, NUMERR 
STOP 
FORMAT (*9NUM=*,I4* NUMBER OF ERROR CARDS*,I4) 
END 

5. Free-Format Input 

5.1 Statement Form 

_ LBL-1570 

An MNF program may contain READ statements which do not have cor-

responding FORMAT statements. Data may be read where each 

item is separated from the next either by a comma or by one or more spaces. 

Thus the statement: 

READ, L 

reads free-format data from the file INPUT, and similarly: 

READ(u,) L 

reads free format data from unit number u. (Note that the comma is 

essential here, as READ(u) L is a binary read statement and means some-

thing else) . 

The other free-format input statements are: 

READ (.END.=snl,u,) L 
READ (.ERR.=sn2,u,) L 
READ (.END.=snl,.ERR.=sn2,u,) L 
READ (.ERR.=sn2,.END.=snl,u,) L 

where snl and sn2 are statement numbers in the current program or 

subroutine. 

Each READ statement starts a scan for data at the beginning of a 

new card or record. If the list L requires more data than appears on 

the first card or r~cord, more cards will be read until the list is 

satisfied. 
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The .END. parameter operates as described in section 4. If the end 

of file condition occurs part of the way through the list, the rest of 

the variables have values stored in them as if all blank fields had been 

read. The input field for a list element must contain a legal value of 

the same type as the list element. If this is not the case, a fatal error 

will occur unless the .ERR. paramete;' was specified in the READ statement. 

If it was, control will be transferred to sn2 on completion of the READ 

statement. Any illegal values will be stored as the octal constant 

37773777377737773777B. This value will usually give an "infinite result" 

fatal error if used in arithmetic statements. 

5.2 Layout of Input data 

Values for any type of variable may be read in by the free-format 

routines. Integer, real, double precision and logical variables require 

single values from the input stream,, whereas complex variables require 

two real values. Character strings may also be read into integer variables 

or arrays. Each data value must be separated from the next by a comma or 

at least one blank. Two consecutive commas indicate an all-blank field. 

Data values must not be split over two cards because the last data item 

on a card is considered terminated by the end of the card. 

5.2.1 Real, Double precision and Complex values 

If the next variable in the read statement list is a real or 

double precision variable, the next characters on the input stream are 

converted to a real or double precision value. If the field is all 

blank, the value -0 is stored. The input field should contain a number inF 

orE or D forrrat, the only difference from normal processing being that 

trailing blanks are discarded rather than being taken as zeros. A complex 
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variable requires two consecutive real values, which are then stored as 

the real and imaginary parts of the variable. 

For example, the program: 

COMPLEX CC 
REAL X,Y . 
READ,X,CC,Y 

operating on the dat~_lines: 

26.734,1.8E3 7.7E4 
29.7E-36 

··"'~ has the same effect as the statements: 

X=26.734 
CC=(l.8E3,7.7E4) 
Y=29.7E-36 

5.2.2 Logical values 

Reading values into logical variables with the free-format READ 

statement requires the data to follow the same rules as for L format 

input. If the input field is blank, it is read as the value FALSE. 

For example, the program: 

LOGICAL FRIEND,SWITCH(3) 

. 
READ( 5, )SWITCH ,FRIEND 

operating on the data card: 

TRUE,, ,F 

has the same effect as the statements: 

SWITCH(l)=.TRUE. 
SWITCH(2)=.FALSE. 
SWITCH(3)=.FALSE. (or .F.) 
FRIEND= .FALSE. 
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5.2.3 Integer values and strings 

Integer values will be input in the same way as formatted input 

using I format, except tha~ trailing blanks terminate the number instead 

of being treated as zeros. 

For example, the program: 

INTEGER X 
READ,I,X,M 

operating on the data line: 

91,23 14 

has the same effect as the statements: 

I=91 
X=23 
M=l4 

If either of the characters * or ' appears as the first non-blank 

character of an input field for an integer variable, the field will be 

taken to be an alphanumeric string. The field must be ended by a matching 

* or ' followed by a comma, a blank or the end of a card. If the list 

element is an unsubscripted integer array, the string is allowed to 

overflow from the first to succeeding elements of the array. Characters 

are packed 10 to a word, the characters in the last word being packed up 

against the left-hand end of the word with zeros filling the rest of the 

word. Unused elements of the array are also set to zero. The character 

* may be represented in a field bracketed by asterisks by **· The 

·character ' in a field bracketed by quotes may be represented by'' 

An input data field of '**' '' is stored as**'. 

Fat~l errors occur if any of the conditions above are violated. 

.. ._. 

.. 
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For example, the program: 

INTEGER STRING(4) 

. 
. · READ (?,)I, STR:ni(} .. 

acting on the data record: 

*HELLO*' I THIS IS A STRING I. 

has the same effect as: 

I=5LHELLO 
STRING(l)=lOHTHIS IS A 
STRING(2)=6LSTRING 
STRING(3)=STRING(4)=0 

6. Free-Format Output 

6.1 Statement Form 

PRINT, L Free format 
PUNCH, L Free format 
WRITE(u,) L Free format 

output 
output 
output 

LBL-1570 

on file OUTPUT 
on file PUNCH 
on logical unit u. 

Each of these statements starts the output of the list at the 

second character position of a line and continues to more than on line 

if necessary. As well as the normal list elements, the list L may 

contain character strings and slashes. Character strings enclosed in 

quotes will be written out in groups of 10 characters. If the next 

group does not fit on a line, it i~; placed on the next line starting in 

column two. A slash may be used to indicate that a new line is to be 

started. A string or a slash is a normal list element in that it must 

be separated from other list elemer,ts by commas. For example, the 

statement: 
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PRINT,' FIRST LINE' ,j,j,• WE MISSED ONE LINE' 
Produces the output: 

FIRST. LINE 

WE M!SSED ONE LINE 

LBL-1570 

Note that the quotes are not written out around the strings, so 

strings cannot be read back using free-format READ statements. 

6.2. Layout of Output 

Individual list items are written out in a format which depends on 

the type of the variable as shown below: 

Integer 
Real 
Double Precision 
Complex 
Logical 
Alphanumeric 

I20 
G20.l3 
G40.26 
2G20.l3 
LlO 
AlO 

If an integer variable or array element contains a number > 2**48-l, 

it is assumed to contain character information and will be printed in 

AlO format. For example the statements: 

DOUBLE DX 
COMPLEX CX 
DX=55.0l23456789012345678901D-l2 
CX=(47.6,67.4) 
R:200El2 
I=25 

. 
PRINT, 'I=' ,I,*R=*,R,/, *CX=*,CX,j, 'DX=' , DX 

produce the output 

I= 
CX= 
DX= 

6.3. Further controls 

Three parameters involved in the layout of free-format output may be 

altered or reset by the user. They are held in.the first three locations 
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of a labelled common block called /FREEFOR/. The parameters are com-

pletely dynamic and may be changed repeatedly during execution of the 

program. For demonstration purposes, the following declaration is 

assumed to be active: 

COMMON/FREEFOR/IFREEL,IFREEW,IFREED 

The number of characters per output record (line) may be changed 

by assigning another value to IFREEL. 

e.g. IFREEL=80 

This sets the width of the output to 80 characters and this would 

be suitable if output was to be to punched cards. The normal default 

value is 136. The upper limit is 150 characters and the lower limit is 

that just large enough to accomodate the largest variable to be output. 

The fixed formats for the different types of variables may be 

controlled by two parameters (Wand D). W is the field width controller 

and D is the number of places to appear after the decimal point. 

(W and D reside in locations 2 and 3 of the FREEFOR common block 

respectively.) 

For example, after the assignments: 

IFREEW=9 
IFREED::4 

real numbers will be printed in Gl8.4 format. 
\ 

Note that, when characters are being output if W >10, AlO format will 

be used and the rest of the field filled with blanks. 
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The formats of section 6.2 may be given now more generally as: 

Integer 
.Real 
Double. 
Complex 
Logical 
Alphanumeric 

I(2W) 
G(2W) .(D) 
D(4W). (2D) 
2G(2W). (D) 
L(W) 
A(W) 

It can be seen that the default values of W and D are W=10 and D=l3. 

7. Example Program 

,JOBCAJ\D 
MNJi'(D, T) 
7/8/9 

PROGRAM Pl6 (INPUT ,OUTPUT, TAPE5=INPUT, TAPE6=0UTPUT) 
DIMENSION NAME(8) . 

c 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES AND PRINTS AREAS OF ROO:MS 
c 

WRITE(6,lOOO) 
1000 FORMAT(*l*,*THIS IS A TITLE ON A NEW PAGE*) 

C CARD READING LOOP 
200 READ(.END.=600,.ERR.=400,5,) NAME,X,Y 

PRINT,/,*AREA OF *,NAME,* IS* , X*Y,* SQ.FT.* 
GOTO 200 

C PRINT MESSAGE FOR CARD IN ERROR 
400 PRINT,/,'*** CARD IS IN ERROR***' 

GOTO 200 
C EXIT TO HERE WHEN END OF FILE SENSED ON INPUT 
600 PRINT ,j,j,*END OF OUTPUT* 

STOP 
END 

7/8/9 
*KITCHEN* 12,8.6 
*LIVING ROOM*,15.75,12.3 

'BATHROOM' ,9.4A,7.9 
'BATHROOM' ,9.43,7.9 

6/7/8/9 

Output starting on a new page: 

THIS IS A TITLE ON A NEW PAGE 

AREA OF KITCHEN IS 103.200000000 SQ.FT. 

AREA OF LIVING ROOM IS 193.725000000 

*** CARD IS IN ERROR *** 

AREA 'OF BATHROOM IS 74.4970000000 SQ.FT. 

END OF OUTPUT 

SQ.FT. 

,, ,, 
' 

. ' .. 

.. 
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8. Other FORTRAN I/0 Statements 

8.1 DECODE Statement 

The DECODE statement provides a way of reading character data from 

cor·e storage rather than from an external device. 

The ·.normal DECODE statement is: 

DECODE (c,fmt,v)L 

where c is the number of characters 
fmt is the format 
v is the array with data in it. 

The error parameter may be used in this statement as follows: 

DECODE(.ERR.=sn,c,fmt,v)L 

If an attempt is made to process a character which is illegal 

under the current format conversion, a jump will be taken to sn when 

the whole of list L has been processed. 

ENCODE and BUFFER statements are also allowed, and are described 

in the MNF Reference Manual, and in the RUN and FTN Reference Manuals. 

9. Error Messages 

The following is a list of error messages which may be generated by 

the Input/Output processing routines INPUT$ and OUTPUT$. Only error 

numbers 73 and 80 concern the user of free-format input/output statements. 

In cases where it is relevant, the format may be printed out with 

an arrow pointing to where the error occurred, or the input record may 

be printed with an arrow pointing to an illegal character . 

. • 
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Error Number Message and cause 

64 

66 

68 

70 

71 

73 

74 

75 

ERROR DATA INPUT *** UNDEFINED FILE NAME: 
A READ was attempted on a file not defined on 
the PROGRAM card. 

ERROR DATA INPUT *** READ PAST END OF FILE: 
An attempt·was made to read past an end of record 
(7/8/9 card) or an end of file (6/7/8/9) - see 
section 4. · 

DECODE ERROR ***** CHARACTER COUNT 
EXCEEDS 150: Bad decode statement. 

ILLEGAL FUNCTIONAL LETTER: An illegal conversion 
letter occurred in an output format. 

IMPROPER PARENTHESES NESTING: Parentheses do not 
match in an output format or are nested deeper than 
two levels i.e. deeper than FORMAT((( ))). 

RECORD SPECIFICATION EXCEEDS 150 CHARACTERS: Tried 
to output more than 150 characters in one line. 

SPECIFIED FIELD WIDTH OR REPEAT COUNT ZERO OR 
NEGATIVE: A field width is negative or a repeat 
count is less than 1 in an output format. 

ATTEMPT TO READ OR WRITE DATA ITEM WITH FORMAT 
CONTAINING NO DATA CONVERSION FIELDS: Attempt to 
write value of a variable to a format which contains 
no data conversion fields. 

or RECURSIVE CALL TO INIT80: output list item is in 
TRACE statement. 

or ERROR FREE FORMAT OUTPUT *** 
PARAMETERS ZERO OR NEGATIVE: 
are illegal - see section 6. 

COMMON BLOCK/FREEFOR/ 
Common block parameters 

or ERROR FREE FORMAT OUTPUT *** COMMON BLOCK/FREEFOR/ 
PARAM 1 EXCEEDS 150 OR PARAM 1 TOO SMALL FOR FIELD: 
First word. of common block set to illegal value -
see section 6. 

ILLEGAL FUNCTIONAL LETTER: A illegal conversion 
letter occurred in an input format. 

IMPROPER PARENTHESES NESTING: Parentheses do not 
match in an input format or are nested deeper than 
two levels i.e. deeper than FORMAT ((( ))). 

·-
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Error Number Message and Cause 

77 

78 

79 

80 

84 

88 

SPECIFIED FIELD WIDTH OR REPEAT COUNT ZERO OR 
NEGATIVE: A field width is negative or a repeat 
count is less tban 1 in an input format. 

RECORD SPECIFICATION EXCEEDS 150 CHARACTERS: Tried 
to input a record more than 150 characters long. 

ERROR DATA INPUT *** ILLEGAL DATA IN FIELD: Input 
data characters do not match format. Usually caused 
by mispunched characters. 

ERROR DATA INPUT *** DATA OVERFLOW: Integer input 
item is> 2 ** 48-1 or exponent of real number is 
too large. Usually caused by not keeping numbers to 
the right of an input field. Trailing blanks are 
treated as zeros. · 

ATTEMPT TO READ OR WRITE DATA ITEM WITH FORMAT 
CONTAINING NO DATA CONVERSION FIELDS: Attempt to 
read a value of a variable with a format which does 
not contain any data conversion fields: 

or RECURSIVE CALL TO INIT81: input list item is in 
TRACE statement. 

or 

or 

ERROR FREE FORMAT ALPHANUMERIC INPUT *** ILLEGAL OR 
MISSING DELIMITER: Alphanumeric input string too 
long or terminated illegally - see section 5. 

ERROR FREE FORMAT ALPHANUMERIC INPUT *** ARRAY OR 
VARIABLE NOT TYPE INTEGER: Alphanumeric data may 
only be read into integer variables. 

ERROR DATA OUTPUT *** UNDEFINED FILE NAME: 
A HRITE was attempted on a; file not defined on the 
PROGRAM card. 

ERROR DATA OUTPUT *** OUTPUT FILE LINE LIMIT 
EXCEEDED: tried to print too many lines of output. 

ENCODE ERROR *** CHARACTER COUNT EXCEEDS 150: 
bad encode statement. 

ERROR DATA INPUT *** ILLEGAL READ AFTER WRITE: An 
attempt was made to read a file after writing on it, 
without an intervening REWIND or BACKSPACE. 
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Debuaainc and List Control Statements 10 

1be statements described in this chapter are all non-Bt~dsrd and their usaae 

caueaa note level diaanostics to be ai..a. However. they provide very useful 

ways for the proarammer to detect errore durin& the execution of hia proaram. 

to control the llatin& of the source carda·. and to aive additional infort"atlon 

about the source proaram. 

It is rec~nded that the D option of the IINP control card and C$ ill colUIIIDs 

1 aod 2 be used vith the statements deacribed ill this chapter since this ~ethod 

allow~ the program to run ua.chanaed with other Fortran ccapilera where the 

statements will be treated as cCIIIIIenta. The -thod also can be used to ignore 

tbe etatements durin& later compilation by HNF. 

TRACE AND 

NO DACE 

STATDIElrtS 

With these statements a prosr~er can establish automatic outputs and checks 

of various types as the program is executed. They provide.a better and simplaY 

•thod than the insertion of Pllllrt statements or the use of core-ducps for 

locatin& errors and checkins prosram fl~'• and can aid in the optiDization of 

frequently nan or long proarama. They can also greatly help other users tlho 

wish to modify unfamiliar programs. Extra output is minimized bv Dnst of the 

statements in that they only print when errore occur nr give sumoaries ~t the 

end of the program. They are keyed to the uur's progrnm either thro•1gh the 

aequence number or the octal address asaisned to each statement. 

The statements have a maber of foms. Tucillc begins when initiated by a 

TRACE statement and continues until terminated by a corresponding 110 TRACE 

statement or by the end of the program and all subprograms. except in the case 

of the TRACE state~ts described in 10.1.9. Several ~f the tracina forms are 

automatically tumed on by the T option of the t11:F control card (Appendix A) 

and begin tracin& when the first statement ie encountered. 

There are two kinds of ~CE atatementa, fr~quency and debu~~ing. The frequen'y 

statumenta give a usaae count after the prosraa has ftniahcd execution and are 

beet auJted for improvJnB proara~ efficiency. Th~y show where pro&rama or aub

proar ... spend moat of their time nr uhlch aubprograma are used &oat frequently 

From the inf~rmatfon they g1ve 0 it can be determined which areas of the progr•m 

need moat attentfnn for optimization (see Appendix J). Their value is mostly 
lo-1 
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for production programs thRt have been debugged an:: ~•hich are run frequently 

or use much computer time w\,enever they are run. To aome extent, frequency 

atatell!l!nta can alao be uaed Cor dcbu&gihU sincr. thf'y !!h<N areaa •mich \1ere 

aever executed. nth same inf::>rmation can bt= u•od fnr optilllieation 1f the 

unu.ed areaa are removed. The uR• nf frequency ~totementa cauaea execution 

ti- to be incnaaed by J(l tc SO% ao they ahnu'" "Tlly .be uaed for o few prn~trar 

runs and remove<! afterwards, or the T nr D uptior.a on thE •n;r control card 

turned off. The frequency informatiar ia printf'u even if errore occur •mich 

abort the program (except t18e limit, pa&e limit. ~ode exit, PP-detected 

erro'l'B, or operator drop). 

Debugging TRACE statements give primtouta to ahaw the flov of o program or 

errore detected during program execution. Their chief use is during the de

bugging phase of 11 proKra~:~ •n which the compilation is correct but answers are 

incorrect or execution errors exist 10hose cau,.e c.:mnot eastly be found. De

bugging TRACE statements can cRuse much slower execution, up ro ~ J10: increase 

in extrPmP cases, Rnd ~~11 usually increase printed output :o~LtlMe~ tc the 

point of raRr ltmit if mnny errore ar~ detected. Fnr Pxample: 

TRACE sunscr.IPTS 

COtntOil A(IO) ,8(10) ,C(JOOOO) 

no 2 I•l,lOOOO 

A(I)•O.O 

2 B(l)•O.O 

could produce 1'>980 error oessagea., the number r-f tir.IPS the subscript I was 

gre11ter th11n 10. Once a pro,1ram haa beer. debugged th<' TRACE statements should 

be removed, or ~Tor D ('ptione on the i~lF control card turned off, unless 

further protection is desired at the expcnoe of el~1er execution as in the 

case of subscripts being rPad in fron data • 

. If any errore in the TRACE or NO TRACE atatementa themselves are detected, a 

caution level diagnostic is given but it 1s not fatal. For example, 1f a NO 

TRACE atateoent appears but there ia no corresponding previous Tr-ACE statement, 

the NO TRACE 1s ignored. Also, TRACE and NO TRACE state~~enta should not have 

statement number labels on them, but 1f they do the lllbela will be ignored and 

they will not be entered into the list of atatement numbers. 

Under some circumstances. uae of TRACE statements can cause a rpcuraive attempt 

to use the oystem output routine which results in a fatal e1Corutton error rae!l

aage being printed on th<' OUTPUT file (see Appendix II) nfter whtch the program 

will be terlllinated. Recursive use would nccur if a traced array element sub

acript ~ound is exceeded in an nutput list, if there ia illegal indexing in an 

implied DO loop that ta being traced, or if the e~aluation nf - f•mctton ln .1n 
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output list causes trace output. Othervlae. only ln the case described 1D 

10.1.8 will tracina eauae a procru to be tanlDatad. All other traclD& -Y 

ca.-a error messaa•• to be printed but vtll oot cause proar• teralllatlon by 

1taelf. Certain .!aapelliall 1D !lACE atete.aata are corrected auta.atlcally 

by the compiler. Except far SUBPIOCUH CALLS acl SUBPROGRAM EHTRY • 1f .ore 

than 7 alphanumeric charactare appear after TRACE or NO TRACE .. d the first S 

asree with one of the fo~~~& belGife .. , anon 1D the r-ln1Da characters are 

lporad ad the carnct .cat-t 1a aaa~. 

The frequency TRACZ aad NO TRACE atat...ata for.. are1 

(1) TRACE STATEHENT HUHBERS 

NO TRACE STA'l'EliiNT NUIGERS 

(2) TRACE SUBPROCIWI CALLS 

NO TRACE SUBPROGIN( CALLS 

( 3) TRACE SURPROCIW1 EN'l'RY 

NO TRACE SUBPROCRAK ENTRY 

The debugging TRACE and NO TRACZ atataaeat fora. are1 

( 4) TRACE AlllTHHETIC 

NO mACE Alll'DIHETIC 

~S) TRACE DOLOOPING 

NO TRACE DOLOOPING 

(6) TRACE FORitATlO 

NO TRACE FORlfATIO 

(7) TRACE SUBSCUPTS 

NO TRACE SUBSCRIPTS 

(8) TRACE TRANSPZ~ 

NO TRACE nW!SPERS 

The above frequency and debuaiaa TIACB atat-ta an alobal ia that they will 

atay on during more than one proaru or subprosr- ualeaa turned off by a cor

l!'ea,_ding NO TRACE atat-t. 'ftle debuaaina fona balow -Y only be ... d lo

cally and are active durin& the! currant prosr .. or aubprosram. 'ftley are also 

the only fora. vhlch haw a lbt, 

(9) TRACE list 

NO TRACE llat 

'ftle foll-'na atataiNDU rCIIIPlc .. t the f option on tha MHF CCII :rol card 

(Appendix A). They tum on or off the •- aroup of traclDa fc :'1118 aa the T 

lo-3 
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option turns on but these uy be 1n1Derted any,.·here witl.in tha program. 

(10) TRACt 

NO TRACE 

TP.ACI STATtltENT NUI·IJl!l\.ci 

NO tRACE StATE!IENT NUMBERS 

When TRACE STATI:'fi:NT NUiffi!RS 1a uaed, l'l counl: ie kept of the number of u-s 

each statell'r.rot number vas executed and the number of tl!Jtes each fon:lllt nwaber 

was uead in each program and subprogram. The count 1~ eet up when the atmte

ment number is oncountered in en I/0 etetement. At the end of the proaraa, 

the program ond each oubprogram caae 1a printLd on the OUTPUT file followed by 

the list of statement numbers And format nu~cts sorted in aacend1na order for 

that proRt3r. ~~nit. and ~he nuMber of t.1~cs ench ~as executed ~r was Msed with

in that pro~ram unit. !n thh :4&)1, sections of the progrcr.~ or formats l!lllY be 

examined {cr unusually heavy or light uaage. 

NO TRACE STATE:1f~'T NhliF"'S a tops the insert ion of furt:.cr code to set up en 

increment count for o.ny loter :~tate~1ent or forcat nur:bero. At the end of the 

program only statement or format numbers that ~3d an increment count set up 

(or that wer~ in a trace liet) are printed. {Statement or format numbere that 

were in a trace liet but di~ not have an incretent count set by virtue of hPing 

between Tr..ACE STATEME~I'!' WfB!l:RS ~;~nd NO TP.ACE C.TATEIIENT !:uMBERS will have a 

zero count.) 

TRACE SUBPROGRAM CA~L~ 

NO TRACE SUUrROCnAM CALLS 

A rounr h lwpt of thr nuMher nr timt•s rach •uhrout inr ts called <'II!' each func 

tion !R referenced ••hl.!n TRACE SU\lPROCWI CALLS 1e used. At the end of execu

tion. the oubprogram ot· r.ntry nNI!e and the number of timea it was called or 

referenced is pr·tnu~d or. the OUTPt"r file. 

NO TRACE SUBPROGRAM CALLS Btop~ the insertion of cod& to increment the couat 

for each aubprog~am. At the end of execution, the subprogram and count liat 

· are printed but only those callo between the TRACE SUBPft~~ CALLS and NO 

TRACE SUBPROCRAU CALLS will be counted. 

TRACE SUilPROGRAH t:;lKi 

110 TVI M~P. II: llflrSIOGR/\M ENTRY 

~-~h ~fmo a aubprogra~ 1~ enter~d vhen TRAct SUBPROGRAM ENTRY 1a tn effect, a 

count ta tnrv~nted and at the end of exer.ution, the ltat of aubproareaa or 

-... 
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entry points and thf' nuClher of times they were entered is printed on the 

OUTPUT f f l.P, 

'Ibis statement in conjunction 11ith TRACE SUBPROCRAII CALLS tells how many times 

subprograms nre u!led. TRACE 5UBPROCRAIIS r.ALLS 1& needed because library sub

programs cannot have TRACE SUBPROGRAII ENTRY statements, and TRACE SUBPROCRA!t 

ENTRY. is n<.><'<lrd when Compa3S subprogrntJS or ~ubpror.rams compiled by other 

Fortrnn compll<'rs rall tlliF-compiled aubproArOIIIIS, Another exa111ple 11nuld be a 

systen• lihr:try 1ntej\rntion routine which u:;es a progr81111111!r supplied function. 

ln general, TRACE sunrROGRA!i CALLS is the m~st useful, and if both are turned 

on the totals at the end can be up to twice the number of times the subprogram 

11as actually executed. NO TRACE SUDI'R(':;RAU EtlTRY !;top!! the insertion of code 

to incretoent the ccunt in each &ubprogrBIII. At the end of execution, the sub

program name anrl count li~t are printed but counts will be zero for sUbprograms 

or ENTRY statements 11hich appeared after the NO TRACE SUBPROCRAI·l ENTRY state

ment since their count.s were r.ever incremented. 

TRACE AlUTHIIETlC 

NO TRACE ARl TIIIIETlC 

When TRACE AltlTIIiltTlC is in effect, before every store of an art thmetic result 

a check ts Clade that a re<~l or douhlr. precision or complex v.1l.ue is not out of 

range or undefined, that :m trtecer \•aluc is < 248 (•281 474 976 110 656), or 

th.lt a <.louhlt• preclS~·on value docs not have .1 7.ero lou.:Jr precision part with 

non-zero upp<.:r precision ra:.t (thi~: occurs in the range l.OD-292 to l,OD-278 

t~hich has only single predsf":t accuracy), The main purpose of this statement 

is to detect storane of ,·.:.lue. that will later 1,ivc mode exits or cause erro

neous results to be calcnlateci. ln this uay, the user can see where a bad 

valu•• tl.~" r.cn~ratrd tnstcutl of dfscovcrfnr. an error caused by the value many 

r:tatemcntr. <'1" r.uhrro~:rrur.·; l<.l• ;, lloo~ever, not all t~uch error~ ~•ill be caught 

by this statement becau~<: intr :-mediate results can overflow be fore the check 

is made, c11us!ng a mode "xit < vcn before any v11lues are stored. ln this case, 

examination of the core rlump • 111 usually give enough informal ion to detect 

the had value. CheckinR of r.• ••red values 1a done instead of rhecking every 

calculation because the latte. could be extremely expensive i~ computer time. 

If on attempt Is made to ~:tor, any of the above described bad values, a messag 

Js prinl<·d on lloe OUTPI:T file. 

*lRACU STOf:E J:IiO tyr~ VARlAIILF: name AT SrQutilC.F: ;JJJ!·!llrll n• VALUE c k ''" t.J I U 

(uhetc type is on~ o£ Rf..\1., II. l:CER, DOUBLE or CO:II'LEX, and no alB is the oct.Jl 

value) and then the valu ls · ·ored, In order to output comp: te decimal 

values the octal equival•··H c. double predstcn and complex v; ues is not 

printed. 10-5 
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Wheu a NO TRACE ARITHMETIC etateaent 11 eDCounte~ed, no fu~the~ checking is 

made of valueR to be atored. 

TRACE OOLOOPIHG 

t~O TRACI: OOLOO:>I.NC 

nur1ng execution undt'r tho cont~ol of TRACE DOLOOPINC, checks a~e ude of each 

DO o~ FOR loor o~ implied DO loop that the initial value is not g~eate~ than 

the final (or that the final value i8 not g~eater than the initial value in 

FOR loops), that the increment ia not 1ero o~ negative, that te~inal + inc~e

ment is not g~eate~ than 131071 fo~ DO loops, o~ thdt te~al - increment is 

not 1esa than -131071 fo~ FOR loops, o~ .that the absolute value of an indexinp 

pa~ameter is not greate~ than 131071. If an attempt is made to execute a loop 

with any of these conditions, one of the following messages is p~inted on the 

OUTPUT file : 

*TRAC[* DO LOOP IIHtlAL VALUE k AT SEQUENCE NUMBER n* 

GREATER ntAl'l trRitit;AL VALUE • m 

*TRACE* FOR LOOP INITIAL VALUE k AT SEQUENCE :ilJ:iBER n* 

LESS nl.Ai{ TERl'flMAL VALUE • 111 

*TRACE* DO/FOR lNCRElfENT VALUE k .LE. 0 AT SEQUEr:CE 

NUHBER n* 

*TRACE* DO LOOP TER!IINAL + INCREMENT AT SEQUENCE NUiffiER n* 

GREATER ntAII 131071 

*TRACE* FOR LOOP TERlliNAL-INCRDfENT AT SEQUEllCE i-IU:·IDER n* 

LESS TIWI -131071 

*TRACE* 1.10/FOR INCREIIENT PARA!fETER AT SEQUENCE !<UI-!BER n* 

ABS Vhl.lJE .CT. 131071 

*TIL\CE* TJO/FOR INITIAL PAIVI:ItThR AT SEQUENCE NIJlmER n* 

ABS VALUE ,GT. 131071 

*TRACE* DO/FOR TERI1l:IAL I'ARAIIETER AT SEQUENCE NUlmER nlll 

ABS VALUE .GT. 131071 

(where n* is the sequence number of the statement in er~or), after which 

control i8 returned to the DO or FOR loop and the loop is executed as is. 

Note that if terminal + inc~ement is g~ate~ than 131071 for DO loops o~ if 

terminal - incremr.nt is less than -131071 for FOR loops, it is possible that 

no p:-n-:•·;un error will occur if the illegal value is not actually achieved during 

exc-:· ' ., of the loop, i.e. when 1aat value of loop + increment 1s less than 

orr, to 131071 for DO loops o~ laat value of loop- increment is greater 

t"''" . . · ~·::'11 to -111071 fo~ FOR loops. Fo~ example, DO 10 1 • 1,131070,2 

will u . .a .. ;,! though an e l'ror message is &iveo. (llouever, DO 10 1 .. 2 ,131070,2 

w111 not work.) 

·-
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lecauae 18-bit resiatera are uaed for DO and FOR loop control variablea and 

parameters, DO/FOR tracins first checks to see if these numbers from 60-blt 

.registers will fit (i.e. they must be less than 131072 in abaolute value). 

thea the bottom 18 bits of each of the parameters are placed in the 18 bit 

registers where further parameter checka are made. Since the uppermost bit 

of the 18-bit register is ita alan bit. the register value may be negative or 

poaitive even though the 60-bit number from which the bottOIII 18 bits were 

taken has a different sign. The result ts that spurious trace error measases 

.. , be &iven when DO/FOR checks are made on the 18-bit registers. 

·ao TRACE DOLOOPING stops further checkins of DO, FOt, or implied DO loops. 

If all of the 1ndex1n& parameters are constants, checking of these is done 

at compile time and thus during execution there will not be anr TRACE oessages 

for indexing errors involving only constants. 

TRACE FOR!'fATIO 

NO tRACE FORMATIO 
. c .... 

Ult~!ne•rer a formatted REAl>, WRlTt, PRINT. PL":ICH, ENCODt:. or DECODE statement is 

executed and tRACE FO!UtATIO is in effect, 11 check is lllilde that each format 

specification implies a correr.t type for the corresponding list elements. If 

the format specification is E,F, or ~. rhe list element must be real or com

plex. If the specification is D. the ltst element must be double precision; 

tf it is I, the list element must be fnre~er; lf 1t ts L. the list element 

must b~ lor.frnl. Tf the s~rlffratfon I~ 0, the list element must not be 

double precision. If the spe~fffcatfon Is A or R, the list element must not 

be lr.~ic.al or double precfsion (sinr.e onlv the first 10 characters. of such 

a two-word var~able can be· read or written). If any of these conditions is 

aot satisfied. a message is printed on the OUTPUT file: 

*TRACE* I/0 LIST ELEMENT. ADDRESS • octalB AT SEQUENCE NUMBER n* 

type LIST ELEMENT USES k FORMAT SPEC 

(where type is one of: REAL, DOUBLE, LOGICAL, INTEGER. CO~LEX. and k is one 

of I, L, ~. A, R. E, F, G, or D) and control is returned to the format 

processor which converts according to the given format specification even 

though an error has occurred. All messnges are printed before any line that 

was requested to be printed on the OUTPUT file. The cross reference map 

containing octal addresRes can be •Jsed to locate the l/0 list elements. 

ICO TRACE FORH.\TlO stup~o further checking of formatted 1/0 statements. 

10-7 
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TRACE SUBSCRIPTS 

NO TRACE SUBSCRIPTS 

When TRACE SUB5CRIPTS ia used, every array subscript reference ia ch~~ke4 

to be sure it is between 1 and the total dia:enaion specification cf the 

array. If any reference is illegal, a message is printed on the output 

file: 

*TRACE* SUl'SCRIPT FOR AMAY name AT SEQUEHCE NUMBER n* 

VALUE • It OIIT5IDY. 'W~Ct 1 tl' 111 

and control is returned to the user's pror,ra111 utlere the snttst-.-fpt ts u!l4!d 

without being changed. In order to lllint .. tze coeputtn!! ttllle aad "'" .. ,.,. .. .,,.~ay 

extra. output, for one-statement 1lO or FOR loops the value of the suhHrJpt 

is cheeked using the initial and final value of the DO or FOR paramctrrs. 

llovever, this may cauae a false measase if the final value of the index 

ia not attainable. An cx3mple that vould senerate a falce ~~~eaaace ia: 

DIMENSION A(lO,lO) 
• 

DO 1n I•l,11,3 

10 A(I,I)•6.4 

NO tr~CE SUBSCRIPTS stops further cheektns of all subscripts. 

Note that the statement "TRACE list" and "!W TRACE list" -y be used 

to bectn or end tracing of individual arrays (see 10.1.9). 

\ ' 

• 

) 

) 
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Whenever en ualped r.o '10 atat-t 1a eueutec! aad TllAC! 'I'UIISFERS 

Ia in effect, the ... ip variable fa checbd to be aure it 18 one of 

the atat-Dta in tba 00 '10 nulllbar liat. If the value of the variable 

1s aot one of the atat-ta 1D tlae llat or 1f there 1a no llat, a M!'

aaae 1a prlated on the OUTPUT file: 

*TRACE* ASSICBD VAIIABLZ, VALUI • octalB AT SEQUERCI IIUHBE1l n* 

IS NOT EQUIVALDn' TO Mtr ITEM IB 1H1 STA'DIIENT MUHIBI LIST 

and the orn~ram .akea the jump to vhatewer value the aaatsn varla&lP h~~

The source llatin& Vhicb haa the abaolute octal valuea in the firat 

coluan allows the actual Fortran atat..ant number to be tdentiffed. 

Also. when a co.puted GO TO fa executed the co.putc>d CO TO varb'-1" 

or expreaaion fa checked that it 1s between 1 aad the number of st~tP~Pnt 

uu.bera in the atateaent ~r llat. If not, a ... sase 1s printed on 

the OU!PUT fUe: 

*ftACI* OOHPOttD 00 10 VALUI • k AT SIQUIIICI IIUHBD a* 

IS NOT IRSIDE lARGE 1 '10 N1IMIIIIl or STAHHEiiiS (FATAL) 

after which the proaraa 1s ter.tuted. 

m.l TRACE TRANSFERS iltnpe further checkfnc of a .. fsned and a.puted co TO 

statements. 

TRACE liat 

Each eleaent of the Uat fs aeparated b:r a ~. The el.-enta of the 

Hat -:r be: 

lo-? 
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(ioEe v!a arithRetic repl&cement, loop index variable chance. nr ator•~~ as 

a READ-DECODE 11Gt element) or ~he~ever the ~ariable mppears in the ar~~l 

list of a function reference or subroutine call, a message is printed on the. 

OU'Il'PUT fUe: 

*TRACE* STORE: n-:to 'l:ype VARIJWU: ~Gille Al SEQUINO: t.:U!IBER Ill* 

VALut • k octalB 

where type b one of RF.AL, ItrrEGER, OOUBLE 0 COHPLEX. or LOGICAL and octalB 

1a the octal v&lue, after "hich FJ".be chmge of vmlue (If my) 1e IMide as 

ap01lcif1,ed. The assi.gnment of 111 statement nvmber to a variable in an ASSI~ 

se~tement is nut ~raced. 

Array names. Each array subscript reference for the specified arrays is 

checked to insure that it is between I and the total di~~ension specification 

of the array. If any referl!nce 1s illegal a messase 1& prtn .. ed _on the OUTPUT 

file: 

*TRACE* SUBSCRIPT FOR ARRAY name AT SEQUEUCE NUIIBER n* 

VALUE • k OUTSIDE RANGE 1 to 1ft 

and control is r:turned to the uaer'a prograa Where the subscript is ua~d 

without being chan3ed. In orde~ ~o ainimi2e computing time and unnecessary 

extra output. for one-a_tatement DO or FOR loops the value of the subscript 1a 

checked usfnr. the initial and filllal val~ of thE DO or FOR par-ters. !low

ever. this may c&use a false message if the final value of the index is rot 

atta,nable. An examplP. that would generate a false message ts: 

Dlr-IENSIOrl X(lO) 

TRACE X 

00 1 1•1,11,3 

1 X(l)•l.S+FLOA~(l) 

~uJ!r@t:l.ne n__amellil or eubrout:l.ne t>.lll..i!:l!,._l"lllllWS· After each recum (1'0111 the name41 

subroutines of subroutine entrlee, a messace is rr1nted on the OUTPUT flle: 

"'fRACEt.r CALL OF SUBPROCIWI n&mc FlUX! SEQUENCE NO. n* 

Function ..!l!..~!.._C!~ _f~_~tii!!L en~!Y.._namea. 1-lhenever the n...id functions cor 

function entries &re referenced 0 the me~~Agea are rrfnted on the OUTPUT fl!e: 

!~~TRACE" CALL OF SUBrr.OGRA:I name FROii SEQUEilCE NO. n* 
and 

*TRACt* STURE WTO type VARTARl.ll': nAme AT ~F.QUG:ct NIUBI:R n* 

VALUE • k oct~JB 

) 
...... _ 

.. 

) 

) 
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wban k 18 the valua and octall ia the octal valua of the function or f•cUon 

entr)' after the retun fl•• the function la ..Sa. 

!1alt yad.fbl! nr• wb follm4 bz Ueer BoW!d• uanr lo!pdh 

"~r Boulld" ud "Uppal' llouftd" IIUIIt be conataata O\' simple vetldlu of the 

.._ type aa the aped.fled vuiable which MJ be double preclalon, nal, c•

plex or integer. Eve~ t18e the value of the vulable 1a ~ or ...._.,.r 

the variable appean tn the ara~t llat of a f•ction referace or aubrout ina 

call, it 1a checked u to wbether it 1a batwea the lowr bouad aod the upper 

bO\IIld, For ccxaplex nUIIbera, the real and iuaJDe~ puta of the variable ue 

aepat'ately checked aaatD•t the \'eal !ll4 t.agtaary parte of the lover and upper 

bouada. For double prec1aioa aUIIbera, oaly the upper pl'ect•ton pert ta checked 

againat the upper pred.aioa part of the bound. If the bounda. an exceeded, a 

meaaage ia printed on the OUTPUT fi1el 

*TRACE* BOUNDS 011 CJ1t8 VAIIAILE a- AT SEQUENCE t1111UR n* 

VALUE • k 

end the chanae of value ta Mde u specified. 

Array namea -ch follC!!!!d bt <Lo!!!r Bo!ad, Upp!r !CI!!t!l), 
Thia 1a the .._ aa the previoua tn»e except that .,.~ e1-at of the anay ia 

checlted and the aubacript ia alao checked. 

Function gCIDI!B or fua~JiioJl e&Jin na!l!et each followed br <I.ower !otel• Upeer 

Bosmd)._ Thia it the •- u for abtple vat'iable n~~~~~ea except that the chaek 1a 

aade each u- the ...-.d function or fUIIetiao nalll8 ia referenced. lloweYaz, the 

'"11-.lna -•aase ta alvaye printed ovea if bounda are not eJU:eecled: 

*TRACE* CALL CW SUII'ItOGIAII aame -FROII SEQUENCI NO, n* 

S~~t_q_lpb.!I!,. Every tiae a braaeh ta ucle to the atat!lll!llt n•er or it 

Ia eucutad 1n ao~J lleq-.ee, a IIU!ap 1a printed 011 the OU!'I'UT file: 

trn:Aa* DANSPIII. 10 STA'IDII!IIT lllllmER • Fru»t SEQUENCE NO, n* 

ad eoatrol returns to the atatement tt .. t tl1e etate~~~ent nlll!lber vaa on. 

Foi'Mt D!!!bera1 Uhe...,..r a fo&"matted IIE.t\D, WRI1B, PRUIT or PUIIal ata~t or 

aa EIICOIII or DECOilE atat._.t ta e•cuted v1th tha apeeified fomat llallbera, a 

c:hadt 1a uc1e that each fetr.at •red fte~tUon t•lta a conec·t t)tpe few the 

eornapoadt.ag llat •1-t (aae 10,1.6). If aot, the followtna - ... ie prtated 
on die OUIPU'r f1 :a. a 

*DMZ* I/O LIST EL&IUIT 0 ADDUSS • octa11 AT SEQUUCL tllllll& a• 

tJpe LIST EUILIT USES k FOIHAT SPRC 
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10.1.1 

10.1.11 

lO.I.U 

EWIPLE OF 

(where type b one of: IEALo nt>U&L!, LOGICAL, INTEGER, COMPLEX nd k ia oae 

of I, L, f. A, R, E, F, c. o~ D) Qfid control is returned te the foraat pro

cessor which conveTta according to the given fo~t spec1ftcat1on. All aea

••a•• are prlnte~ before any lln& that vas requaated to be printed oa the 

OUTPUT file. The erose ~ef~raaee map containisg octal eddreaaee can be uted 

to locate the 1/0 liat element~. 

Mota: If a~y statement u1: fonet numbers are traced, at the eacl of exe.:ution 

th~ ltsr. of prog~as arid subprog~am na~es followed by. atateMea~ and fo~t 

numbers with counts 1a p~inte~. However these counts vtll be &ero unlesa 

TRACE STATEMENT NUMBERS ia used (10.1.1). 

NO TRACE Hat .: , .. 

Each ~leMent of the liHt ts seps~ated by a comma.. Ll&t elements are variable. 

array, or subprogram names, statement numbers or fonut numbe~:s. They should 

correspond to names or numbers declared in a previous TRACE atat ... nt unlesa 

they are turning off tracing of individual items vtthin a global trace. If 

not, an error mesaage vill be siven and those a.aea or number• are ignored. 

The type of ttacing specified by the TRACE atatement is termiaated by the 

NO TRACE statement. 

TRACE 

NO TRACE 

TRACE turns on the same tracing that the T option of the MNF card turns on 

(Appendix A), na111:ely TRACE DOLOOPING, TkACE FORJfATIO, TRACE STATEMENT 

NUHBE!IS, TRACF SOBPROCRAM CALLS. TRACE SUBSCRIPTS and TRACE TRANSFERS. Thet~e 

remain 1n effect until the end cf the program al!d subprogr811l unleee turned 

off 1ndiv1dualiy or in toto or ~y t1 NO 11\ACE eUitteeent. 

TRACING The output fro111 tha T\IIAt:F. .na!:Gm~t.ll b oracnhed so that a cc:an of two 

columns locates thE desired information. The firat ,column vhtch ia alignel 

vertically ~s the essential name. numb~r value or octal address. The other 

column is the sequence number to locate vhere the problem ie. 

A sample pro~ram using TRACE facilities 1a co~pletely reprinted below. 
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10.2 

SOURCE 

LlSTlNG 

f.OllTROL 

STATE;\F.NTS LIST 

NO LIST 

PAGF. 

n,ese three statements may be used anyuhere and LIST will over-ride the L•O 

option on the IU~F card (Appendix A). After a LIST statemeat, all further 

source statements are printed on the OUTPUT file. After a NO LIST statement 

no furthPr source statements are printed except for the NO LIST statement. 

However error messages are alwaym printed and if the listing is suppresse•l, 

the r.ext ten line images are printed after any error wessages that are 

given. When a PAGE atatement to encountered, the statement is printed after 

which a new page is besun. I~F automatically begins a new page at each 

program or subprogram statement. 

Deletion of a source listing only saves paper but not coaputcr time. 

10.) 

CROSS 

REFERENCE 

LISTING 

CONTROL 

STATE;·li::NTS REFERENCES 

10-IP 

NO Rt: FERENC£5 

~•esc st~tements in ~onjunction wi~h the R option on the HNF control card 

govern the information inserted ~nd the printing of the cross-reference map 

at the end of each subprogram. The map fully describes the statement 

numbers and names used in the progn:= or eubprogr11111, particularly uhere and 

ho11 each is used (see Appendix I). NO RtFERENCES stOps the insertion of 

most of the ~nformation in the cross-reference map and deletes the pr1nt1na 

o[ the map if tiO REFCRENCES is in effect at the EUD statement. REFERENCES 

begins the insertiOD of information and allows the printing of the map. It 

also overrides R-o on the tmr control card and resets R to the default 

option (see Appendix A). 

Deletion of the cross-reference map eaves paper and about 20% of compile 

time but eliminates a valuable aid for debugging and progr~ information; 

thu.; the REFERENCES and 110 RfFERr:NCES statements should only be used with 

'aut icn. 



.. , 
",1" 

.'). '• 
PSEUDO 

COitJ.>AS:i 

us nne 
CONnor. 

;j ., 
··' 

STATEl11!ll"rS CODE 

1~0 CODE 

These two stateaent.a can be used anywhere in the aou~ca deck (prog~a 81ld 

subprograms) and will over~ide the • option on the NNF cont~ol card; how

ever the CODE statement is only effective uhen the FORTRAN listing is 

being put out. Uhen the CODE statement appears. an object code ps~··d

Compass listing for each Fortran statenent is put out after the statement 

i~F cannot output true Compass assembly language since it generates 

instructions directly in machine languase. The object code pseudo

Compass listing is only for easier reference by the user and cannot 

be assembled directly by the Compass assembler. 

The NO CODE atate~nt causes the object listing to be suppressed untU 

the next CODE atat~ment (if any) is reached. 
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'<.) ' t.J ,, 

A.l 
t!NF COKTROL 
CARD* 

-U ., t'J 1 -, ~) '·' ... ·,_) • .,,_11 ';l v 

CO~IPlLATIOl1 ARD UECUTION A 

The control card to obtain the coapilatioe aad execution of a 

Fortran eource and data deck baa the character• HNF followed by 

a period if the implied parameter• of the MNr compiler are to 

be used. or by an optional free-form par ... ter liet. 

MlW. 
or 

tCW(p1.P2o••••Pn) 

Parameters arc eeparated by comma& 1f the a•b form ia uaed. 

Otherwiae, aft~r a comma (or the open parenth .. ia) ainale 

letter foraa may be comllined without COIIIII8&. Bleak colUIIDfl 

may be used in the optiooal parameter list fo~ readaoility, 

but are ignored by the i·!:\T compiler. 

Examples: 

:·i?oT(RCf) 
t:flF(BR•O, I•TAPEl, L•TAPE2 ,AP•999, E•2) 

The standard control card MNF. 1a equivalent to the follow1aa 

control car•i: 

i.e. 1) Fortran source from the card deck on the INPUT file 

2) Source listinr, on the OUTPUT file to the printer 

3) All levels of error meaaagea are printed 
4) Page lil'lit on execution of 64 pages 

5) The complete cross reference Us tins (except for umaaed 
variables) ia printed 

If any errors are found on the HNP coatrol card, the meaaaaer 

ILLEGAL CONTROL PAPAMETER x 

(11here x is the illegal character on the coatrol card) will 

appear on thf' user•'• output followina the printed coatrol card 

after which the character ia ignored aad the rest of the control 

* Students who use the HNF Batch aye~ .. ahould firat read 
section A.5. 
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card ia scann2d. The lecal parAm~ter charactera explained below 

are. A,B,C,D,E,F,I,L,f,P,R,T anJ U. 

caARACTE1t 

A 

PARAO!ETER I.IST 

EXPUJUlTION AND/OR ACTI~ 

ANSI/CDC I/0 INTEEACTION 

If A ia omitted (default condition) the I/0 inter

action confo~ to t~t of the A.erican National 

Standards Ioatitute ataadard Fortran (See chapter 8). 

If A i• uaed, the Control Data Corporation (CDC) 

I/0 interaction ia followed <•=o 8.9). 

8 BiliARY riLt OF ODJECT ltOUTlNES ,ro BE APPENDED 

If 8 is omitted, the Fortran source deck ia compiled 

to binary a:td all external aubplroara requuta are 

obtained (if possible) from th1 FortrmD aubrout!Ga 

Ul>rary. 

If B ir. userl, the Fortran aour~e deck 1a compiled 

to hinaey, the file of binary routines on the file 

LGO 1a loaded after the compiled binary object code, 

anu then all exte~l subproarcoa are obtained frOiil 

tite Fortran aubroutine librai'J (if poasible). Th1a 

all~~• Compaaa ana othmr Fortran co.pilera to supply 

su!Jprograas to the 1.:1F c-pUer. rttw opena end 

rewinds the LC$ file before loading it. 

If ,•filaem, the action is identical to B except that 

f!lnam rather than LGf 1a the name of a file of·binary 

routines which are eppended to the ~~ compiler gen

eratO!d binary object routines. However, B•IIIPUT 11 

not a valiJ request so users having binary decks on 

the INPUT file should copy th .. to !!ln!! before the 

;~•F co~trol card is processed and use D•filnam. HNF 

opens and r~1inds the na.ed file before loading it. 

-... 
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CIIAP.ACTER EXPLANATIO~: AND/01 ACTION 

The followill3 two control card aequeac:u are exaaplee 

which require the B parameter. 'nley vUl compile PUN 

or n'H Fortran routian to biaary oa the LGf file. 

The Fortran source deck 1e thea c:oap1led to biaaey 

under IlifF and the fil~ of biury routiua oa the 

LGf file is appended. Note that the C par-ter in 

HNF is aecaaaary vben ueing the FTN coapiler with 

I~ (eee below). 

roN(S) 
HNF(B) 

PTN. 
HNF(BC) 

C CALLING SEQUIENCE POll EXTtiNAL ROUTINES 

If C is omitted, the RUN/FON coapiler c:alliaa sequence 

ia generated for eubprograms except for those routinea 

that are unique to HNF. See Appendix M. 

If C is used, the FTN or Fortran Extended calling 

sequence is generated for subprograms esc:ept for 

those routines that are unique to HNF. See Appendix H. 

Tl DEBUGGING ;-I)DE 

If D is omitted, Fortran comment source cards with C$ 

in the first two colu.ns are coaaidered normal comment 

atatcmente and if any FATAL-TO-EXECUTION errors are 

ciete<:ted, the compiler does not go into the esecution 

ph.!l!lC. 

If D is used, comment source carde with C$ in the 

first two columns are treated .. normal Fortran state

ments and the first two columma are ignored (see 1.1). 

This gives two op~iona to the Fortran user: 

1) Standard Fortran statements that are neceasary for 

debueging a Fortran source deck may be left in the 

deck for possible future use. The oaly ltDitatioa 

is that the C$ in the first twc coliJIIII\S leaves only 

three c:oluana for statement numbers on these 

debuRSing etatements. 

A-J 
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CKAIACTER ,!tXPLA!aTION lolfD/OR ACTION 

2) ~on-stanoard Fortr•n tracing and liattna 'tat ... nta 

of the KNF compiler will be tnvtatble when the 

source deck ia uaed on other Fortran compllera 

1{ theae atat~cnta have C$ in the first two columns. 

In addition to tha C$ option, the use of D means that 

the compiler will enter the necution phue evon thoush 

FATAL-TO-EXECUTION errors were detected (unleaa DEADLY 

errore ware detected). The object code will then run 

until normal termioation. 

E E!UtDR LEVEL OP DIAGNOSTICS 

If ! 1a Olllitted, all dx levela of error muaqea 

(~ti-STANDARD, COHHEHT, CAUTION, WARNING, FATAL-To

EXECUTIO~l, and DEADLY-To-COffPILATION) will go to the 

file OUTPUT (aee OUTPUT, below) after the aource 

atetement cauaing such a mesaage. 

If E-dtet~. all error meeaages of that level aDd lower 

are not output. Each level of meaaese is assisned a 

digit value. The levele are: 

1) rK>TE (NON-STANDARD, i.e. NON-ANSI) 

2) CO!II!Et!T 

3) CAUTION 

.4) I~ARNING 

5) FATAI..-To-EXI.CUTIOll 

The level DEADLY-To-COMPILATION is not assigned & 

v3lue since only n1o meesa~ee may occur at this level: 

POSSIDLE HACUII~ ERROR and NOT ENOUGH STORAGE FOR 

co;~ILATION. Wher the latter measqe occura, all 

current generated binary code iG cleared and the 

c~piler continues comp:Uing the remaining Foruaa 

stat~ents and checka for compilation errors. See 

Appendix G for a further explanation of the error typea. 

Those progr~ers who use octal conatants, multiple 

statements per card, ~ultiple replacement, aDd 

expressions in the DO parameter and output liats v111 

--...... .. 
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quickly tire of the many NON-STANDARD meaaaaea and 

uee E•l ae a compiler parameter. Since the MNF 

compiler triee to identify all errore or poeeible 

errore, it will aometimee aive out COHHENT and 

CAUTION messages for correct code. In thia caee, 

E-3 used in later ruoe is useful in avoiding thoae 

meaaagea. If B-S ia used, the program will be 

executed eveu if PATAL-TO-tiECUTION errore are 

detected since no error meeeagee are printed. 

F FORCED STORES 

If the forced store paraMeter P ie omitted. HNP 

assumes that each computer word is knowD by a unique 

name within the program and each aubprogru. Under 

certain circu.atancee, it 1a poaaible for a eiagle 

computer word to have more than one variable aame 
associated with it. If eo, there are a few ease• 

in which the wrong aaswer will be generated wben the 

KNF compiler tries to op~imiae by uetng operands 

already in the machine operating registers. 

If F is used, stores are forced before loads and 

equivalenced common par~~eter operands are not 

rem~~ered serosa statement&. Thus !OW will not 

optimize code but will also not generate incorrect 

results in the rare caaee described below. 

The fo!lowing four ezamplee illustrate a coaputer 

word haviag more than one r.aae and also show rare 

cases wbere liMP optimization can cause errore to 

occur. 

1) c I AND J ARE 'lRE SAME WORD 
EQUIVALEHC! (l,J) 
J•l+I 
K•l+I 

(2) 
(3) 

A-5 
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II) 

c 

III) 

c 

CAJ..L SAM (I • I) 
!ND 
SUBROUTINE. SAM(l,J) 
I AND J ARE THE SAKE WORD 
J•l+I (2) 
K•l+I (3) 

COHHON J 
CALL GEO(J) 
EIID 
SUBB.OUTit<E GEO(I) 
COHI-f<ll J 
I AND J AIU! THE SAME WRD 
J•l+I 
K•l+I 

(2) 
()) 

In each of the sbovs enamplee, if the F paraoetar ia 

not use~. the value of I ln atatementa (2) and ()) 

will be the same (incorrectly) becauae I will be 

loaded for statement ()) prior to the storage of the 

n~1, equivalenced valu~ of I from acateaeDt (2). If 

F is uated. the UB\.11 t of 1tatement ( 2) wU 1 be !Stored 

prior to the loadins; of the value I for etatement (3). 

If the progriUIIDer knowa of thia poaalble condition, 

he cen also avoid 1nvel1d results by uaing the name 

that waa moat recently to the left of the equal (thus 

(J) becomea K•l+J) or by puttin& a statement number 

on the statement. 

IV) EQUIVALENCE (I ,J) 
c I AND J I.U THE SAME WRD 

DO 10 1~1,10 (2) 
Y.•l+J (3) 

A similar aituation exiato iD the above example 

where 1 ls not actually otored before J is uaed if 

the F parameter 1a omitted. Asain, this aay bl!l 

corrected by using the F optioo, by ueing I 1n state

ment (3) or by putting a statement number on it. 

lfolllt progruae vUl run correctly without the F option, 

but if it ia uaed and the output reaulta differ fraa 

the nor.al mode then the prosraa baa a computer word 

knovn by cwo naaea. 

... 
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I INPUT FILE FOR FORTRAN SOURCE 

If the source input file parameter is omitted (default 

condition) the Fortran source statements will be 

tal:en from the file INPUT (i.e. the same file which 

contains the control cards). If the source state.ents 

are on another file. a parameter of the following 

form must be provided: I•filaam (default I•INPUT) 

where filna; is the name of the file containing the 

source statements. Parameters of the forme !•INPUT 

and I are equivalent to omitting the parameter. 

L LISTING OF TilE FORTRAN SOURCE STATF.MENTS 

If the source listing output parameter is omitted 

(default condition) the Fortran source listing is 

written on the file OUTPUT (ha•ever, see OUTPUT below). 

If the listing is to be written on another file, a 

parameter of the following fom ~:~ust be provided: 

L•filnam (default L.OUTPtrr) where .!!!n!! is the aame 

of the file to be written, and it replaces the OUTPUT 

file as the source and o~ject listing file (see ~ and 

OUTPUT below). Perametera of the form L-out'PUT and 

L are equivalent to onitting the parameter. 

·If the parameter L•O 1& used, the Fortran source 

listing is not written out, except that (subject to 

the E parameter) any errore thAt are detected cause 

the resulting error message to be written out and 

the next ten line imAges are also written out to help 

the user find the statement in error. 

The Fortran source listing may be further manipulated 

~y the Fortran statement• PAGE, LIST and NOLIST which 

may 1ppear between Fortran subprograms or betwe3n 

indivitlual Fortran etater~ents and thus give control 

over the spacing of source atateAants co the output aDd 

control vbich source etntemente may appear on the output. 

A-7 
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Note that a troLIST atate.ent will alao auppraaa the 

f and R output optioaa until the nezt LIST atat..aot. 

See alao 10.3. 

OBJECT CODE LISTIIIG 

If the object coda listins par ... tar is aaittad 

(default option) tbe ~..oaic paeudo-caapaaa object 

listina is not written on the OUTPUT fila (aee OUTPUT 

bel~l). If the object code liatina for each Fortran 

statement 1e deairad, a par ... tar of the form f 
must be uaed which cauaaa the object liatina to be 

written on the file OUTPUT if the L or LIST optiona 

are currently set. 

If ~filnam 1a used, the mr.emonic paeudo-tompass 

Ustina ia vritteD out on the fila l!!nl!! and it 

replace& the OUTPUT file aa the source and object 

listing file (see OUTPUT below). 

If the Fortrar. source is beina written out, the 

Fortran ~~~Demonic pseudo-Compasa liaUna may be further 

manipulated by the Fortran atat ... nta CODE aod NOOODE 

which 111ay appear betueen Fortran aubprogriiiU or 

between individual Fortran stateaenta. See alao 10.4. 

Thus, these statement& give control over which aectiona 

of the Fortran source will be followed by the object 

co1e listing. Note thatHOLIST will alao cauaa tbe 

ohject code listing to be auppressed. 

OUTPUT All four distinct outpu~ line 1magea (fortran source, 

pseudo-Compass object, errora and croaa-referance) ao to 

the file OU1TUT or to that file which vaa last equated 

to one of the letters L or f. 

Thus, !gqp(L•TAPEl,f-TAP£2) will be equivalent to 

rnlF(~•TAPE2) aince only one buffer area is supplied 

for these line images. 

.. , 
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P PACE COUNT LII UT 

If P la omitted, the !Jacytion paae count llmlt for 

the Rtandard OUTPUT fllo ie aet to 64 pa&aa of up to 

~f linea each. (There 1a no limit tn tho. auaber of 

paaea uaed durlna compilation, or duriaa eaecutloa lf 

the file ia DOt OUTPUT.) 

If P ia uaed, tbe extcution pace count ie set to zero. 

Thua the firat output on the atandard OUTPUT fila will 

terminate the job. 

If P•daclmal aumbar, the extcutlog paaa count for the 

standard OUTPUT file 111 set to that decimal aumber. 

R CROSS-R£PERC:CE LISTI:Jt; 

If R.O ia u1ed, no cros1 reference listing ia vr1tten 

on the OUTPUT file. 

If R•l i9 ueed, croaa references are written on the 

OUTPUT flle for Fortran etatamant number• and name• 

aorted in numerical ond alphabetic order except for 

unused variablea having no active referencea in the 

current Auhrronrnm. 

If R•2 1<~ ·.w.::l!, a croau rcferencco l!lap for varialll es 

and arreye sorted by octal addr~&o is vritten on the 

OUTPL~ file, This io helpful in interpreting tbe octal 

dump of an abnormal termination. 

If R•4 18 used, aull crooe reference names are written 

ou the OUTPL1 flle. This appliel only if the R•l 

option ie eet ao that R•4 ia not actually allowed by 

itself. However, theae values .. y also be auamed. 

Thua, R•S gives the croaa reference 11at1ns 1nclud1aa 

aulle but doca not givo a carted .. ,. Valid aumbara 

ar~ 0,1,2,J,S,7. See Arpendis I for a c~plete 

de~cr1rt1on of the crc~a reference cap. 

A-9 
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T 

If the craaa rofereacc lifttlna par ... car la a.itted 

{default value) the valuo Ral 1a aeeuaad ~ the 
c:roaa reference -P la wlttea oa the OU'I'PU'f fUia. 

The paraeter I 1.11 aqulYalnt Ito a5lttlna the p£ra

meter. 

The croaa rofero!IICe U.atlq =-Y be further Mftipulated 

by the Fortran lltlltliiiMll'itll UJ'!RIHC!S aDd NO UFBIUmC!S 

which nay apr .. r betw•en Fortran aubproar ... aDd 

batwean 1nd1v1dual Fortran atat•ute. Thua, thua 

otatements give control o•~r which aect1ona of a 

Fortran aource deck will provide namea aDd number• to 

the croee reference lletiDI· Mote that a ROLIST atate

ment will also auppreea the croaa reference liatiaa. 

See also 10.2 and 10.3 

TRACE POSSIBLE ERRORS 

If T ia omitted, normal object execution coda ta 

produced for Fortran atatemeata. 

If T !a used, most of the tractaa facilitt .. of HHF 

are turned on at the firat etat .. ent of the proar ... 

They only cauae printed output 1f aa error occura or 

give total uaage counta at the end of execution. 

They are: 

TRACE OOLOOPDIG - checks for i.nJ.tial greater than 
terminal in DO end implfed DO loops (te~inal greater 
than initial in FOR loops), negative or zero DO/FOR 
incrementation, terminal + increment greater than 
131071 in DO loops (or terminal - increment lese than 
-131071 in FOR loops) or the absolute value of an 
indexing parameter is greater than 131071 

TRACE FORKATIO - checks that the type of the format 
specification implies only certain types of list variables. 

TRACE SUBSCRIPTS - checks subscript to be between 1 and 
total dimension product. 

II 
I 
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r 

TRACE TRANSFERS - checka the aeatan variable aaatoat 
the aaairned GO TO nUDber ltat end checka the computed 
GO TO variable (or axpraaaton) aaatnat tha total 11at 
of GO TO nWDbara. 

These counta are put 
TRACE STAremNT NUI1BEitS • eouata the nllllber of tl.llaa 

, a atatement vtth a stateent ..-ar taa. baa executed 
' or the number of tilDes tbe POIHAT baa ben referenced 
lin an 1/0 statement. 

on the OUTPUT file after 
the program has completed 
execution. 

I TRACE SUBPROGRAM CALLS - counts the number of times 
a subprogram has been refer~nced or called. 

A.2 
DECK 
STRUCTUP.E* 

See 10.1 for a more complete explanation of these 

TRACE statements. 

U USER LIBRARY 

If U is omitted, no uaer library 1e eearched by MNP. 

If a parameter of the fo~ Uwfilaam la uaed, when 

IINF has finiahctd loa.Jina any binary file specified 

by the R parameter, external aubproarama are obtained 

from uacr ll'•nry apuclfied by {!1nlm after which 

r~a1ning external subproar.ae are obtained from the 

Fortran subroutine library. Thoae who wish to make 

up user libraries should see a UCC couaultaot for 

further information. 

Program and Subprograms Structure 

tmF progr~ or au~program or block data source decks are divided 

into five sectior.s as follows; they must conform to the order 

show:n. 

.content 

A PROC:RAII, !;URROliTIN£, or BLOCK DATA atateaent 

*Student& who uae the i~T Batch syatam should read section A.5 

A-ll 
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Section 

B 

c 
D 

E 

Conta5 

Specification atateDRDta (DIHIISlOB, TTPE, DAfA. etc.) 

Statement Puacttoa def1D1t1oa. 

Executable etatM~Ute (I..Y. GO TO 14, ate.) 

END atat~t 

Sections A and E muat appear in eva1'7 aubproar• (acept that 

a PROGRAM statement need not be uaeci 1D the •in proar•). 

Sections B, C, and D uy 1Dclude JOIUtAl' atat...nta and HAHEI.lST 

atatemeots. All sections may coatato ca.aent liDaa, alobal 
TRACE atotements, aDd the atat .. eota deacribed in aactioaa 10.2, 

10.3, and 10.4 (PAC!, LIST, ate.). If aectton A 1a a ILOCX DATA 

atatemeot, aections C and D muet not be tocludod In the aubproer ... 

Source decks for tiNP mu~5t only coatc1D rcrtrac etet--ta. Coapaae 

decka muat be aaparataly assembled by the COMPASS aaa.-bler. 

However, C0111paae aubprogramt~ and aubproar_. CCIIIJiiled vltb IDI, 

FUN or Fl'N uy be c011blned in en HNF proar• ua1Da the I paraetar 

of the I~ control card (sea A.l). 

Sample Deck Structures 

1. CcmpUation and execution, no data. Fortran oaly. 

.. 
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MAIN 

PROCRA!l 

SUBPROGRAM 

SPECIFICATION 

SUBPROGRAM 

ENTRY POINT 

INTERSUBPROCRAH 

TRANS!ER 

STATEMENTS 

STATEMENT 

FUNCTION 

POITUH IWIH!IIr UST ! 

!xplanatioa of SYHIOL: 

P prosnm unit atat-.at (flnt etat .. at) 

D declarative atat~nt (muet appear batveea proar.. etat ... at &Dd 
erltb.etlc etat ... nt functloa daflaitiODe) 

A ar1th111et1c atat ... nt fuactlOD (auet appear ba"tven declarative 
atad executable etat-.ata) 

I executable atat .... t (.uet appear bacveaa arl~tic etat .... t 
fuactioa daftn1t1oae aad liD atat..-nt) 

N !liD (IUat be the laet atat-.Dt of a proar• uait) 

S epecification atat..aat c .. , appear &DJVhere be~ firet 
etatement aad laat atat .... t) 

L 11atlaa atataant (may appear &D,.,t\ere) 

* aon-etaDdard Portraa atat.nt 

PIOCIAH URU II6rDIENTS !!UI2!t 

PROCIAl'of name (file1, ••• ,file
0

) *P 

PROCIAM Nllle *P 

FUNCTION nue (pl' ••• ,pft) p 

type FUNCTION GaMe (p1, ••• ,p
0

) p 

SUBROUTINE nama (p1, ••• ,pl\) p 

SUBROUTINE name p 

BLOCJ( DATA p 

BLOCK DATA nae *P 

ENTRY name •E 

EXTERNAL oame1, ••• ,naae
0 

s 

CALL n ... E 

CALL Dallt (pl'''''po) E 

RE11JRN E 

name (p
1

, ... ,p
0

) • expreaeioa A 

1-1 

PACI 

7-3 

7-) 

7-11 

7-11 

7-6 

7-6 

5-16 

5-16 

7-9 

7-7 

7-6 

7-6 

6-1(. 

7-1) 

APPX~ 7 
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l)U_AJ~GLMADS!! 6!1! S!OUGI 6II&PI!OR · !Diel& lAB 

TYPE INTEGER ocme1, ••• ,n ... 
0 

D 5-1 

DECLAIATION TYPE INTEGER oame1, •••• ~. *D 5-1 

REAL aame1, ••• ,..._D D 5-1 

TVPI REAL ne.e1 ••••• DeRe
0 

eo 5-1 

COMPLEX aaae
1

, ••• , .... 
0 

D 5-1 

iYPI COHPLEI 0880
1

, •• ,,---.
0 

. ~D 5-1 

DDUILI PIICISI~ .... 1, •••• ~. D 5-l 

DOUBL! n&me1, ••• ,aaae tiD 5-l 
D 

TYPI DOVIU: PRJCIStON 11 ... 1• • .. • .... D .., 5-1 

'n'P'E DOUBLE muae1, ... ,ncao
0 

.. eo 5-1 

LOGICAL aaee1, ••• ,oc.e
0 

D 5-1 

TYPE LOGICAL aa.e1, ••• , ..... *D 5-1 

ECS naae1, •••• ~0 eo 5-1 

TTPI ECS naae1, ••• ,aa.e0 *» 5-1 

STORAGE DIMENSION name1Cd1), •••• naea0(d
0

) D 5-2 

ALLOCATION COHtlON naae1 ••••• nUie
0 

D 5-4 

Cott«>N I /name1,.,. ·-•a D 5-4 

COMMON /blka:m.:1/nea~1 ••••• aa.e0 ••• /b1koaae0 / 
D 5-4 n••t• • •. , o . ......_ 

EQUIVALENCE (oame1, •••• name
0

) •••• ,(aaa.1 •••• ,n .. en) D 5-9 

DATA DATA vliat1/dliet1/, •••• vliat0/d1iat0/ D 5-11 
DECLAMTION DATA (vl1et1 • d1iat1), ••• ,(vliltn • dliatn) *D 5-11 

ASSICt.~IENT M!l! SjONTROL 

ASSIGNMENT v m arithmetic expression E 4-1 

logical v • logical or relational expreaaion E 4-3 

v ~ moak1ng expresaion *E 4-4 

HULTIII'LE v1 • ••• • vn • expreaaioo •z 4-4 

ASSIGNMENT 

... 

E-2 



CONTROL 

DECISION 

LOOP 

CONTROL 

STOP, PAUSE, 

F. Nil 

FORMATTED 

GO TO sn 

("J TO (sn1, ••• ,snn)' iv 

GO TO (sn1, ..• ,ann) iv 

GO TO (sn1, •.• ,ann), expression 

GO TO (sn1 , ••. ,ann~ expression 

GO TO tv, (an1, ••• ,snn) 

GO TO tv (sn1 , •.. ,ann) 

GO TO tv 

ASSIGN an TO tv 

IF (arithmetic expression) ·~~·snz,s~ 

IF (masking expres£ion) s~,snz••"P 

IF (logical expression) snT,s~ 

IF (logir.al expression) statement 

DO sn tv e m
1

,m2,m
3 

DO sn iv • m
1

,m
2 

DO sn v • expresston1,expression2,expression3 
DO sn v a expression

1
,express1on

2 
FOR sn iv • m1,m2,m

3 
FOR sn iv • m

1
,m2 

FOR sn v • expression1,expression2,exr.ression3 
FOR an v • e,;pression

1
,expression2-

sn CONTINUE 

STOP 

STOP n 

I' A USE 

PAUSE n 

END 

InPUT /OU fPUT 

PRINT fn,ioiist 

PRiNf fn 

PU.~Wi fn,iolist 

PUNOI fn 

WRiiE (u,fil) !oUst 

lo/RlTZ ( u, f n) 

!!!mQb PACE 

E &-1 

E 6-3 

*E ll-3 

*E ll-J 

*E 6-3 

E 6-2 

*E &-2 

*E 6-2 

E 6-2 

E 6-5 

*E 6-5 

*E 6-6 

E 1\-S 

E 6-7 

E 6-7 

~E 5-7 

*E 6-7 

*E 6-7 

*E f>-7 

*E 6-7 

*E 6-7 

E 6-14 

E 6-15 

F. b-}'j 

E n-15 

E 6-15 

N 6-16 

*E 9-1 

*E 9-1 

*E 9-2 

*E 9-2 

E 9-3 

E 9-l 

E-3 
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II1Pl.IED 

DO LOOP 

FORHAf 

DATA 

CONVERSION 

RECC'!:~ AND 

CHARACTER 

MANIPULATION 

I:FNEIU\L 

TRACI:-JG 

SI'ECl flC TYPE 

OF TRACING 

u ,.) ') 

INPUT/OUTPUT LISTS ANp FORMATS 

sn FORMAT (ts
1

, ••• ,fen) 

rEw.d 

rFw.c1 

rGw.d 

rDw.d 

rlw 

rLw 

rAw 

rRw 

rOw 

sP 

nX 

nHh
1

, ••• ,hn 

• • 

nT 

r( 

Tll·\CE 

;,, 11U\C£ 

'IR/·l'E ARIT:tMETIC 

NO HACJ.: 1\J\llWI!:~TIC 

Ti:ACF. DOLOOPINC 

llO TRACF. DO:.OOPitiC 

TllACE FORltATIO 

llO TRACF. FOR:LA.TIO 

TRACE STATEUENT NUMBERS 

NO TRACE STATEi!F.tiT tiU!CERS 

TP.ACE SUBI'ROGRA.'f ENTRY 

NO TRACE SUI!PROCRAii ENTRY 

TP.Ar.£ SUBPROGRA11 CALLS 

NO TRACE Sl1r\Pfl0GRA11 CALLS 

'I ;··J 
"I 

s 

B-2 

8-4 

8-8 

8-12 

8-14 

8-15 

A-IS 

8-20 

ll-18 

* A-19 

* 8-17 

* 
* 
* 

*L 

*L 

*L 

*L 

*L 
*L 

*L 
*L 

*L 

*L 

*L 

*L 

*I. 

*L 
E-5 

R-21 

8-24 

~-25 

ll-26 

R-26 

8-27 

A-29 

11-)(l 

10-12 

10-12 

10-5 

10-5 

10-6 

10-6 

10.7 

10-7 

10-4 

10-4 

10-4 

10-4 

10-4 

10-4 
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TRACE SUBSCRIPTS *L lQ-8 

NO TRACI SUBSCRIPTS *L 10-8 

TRACE TRANSFERS *L 10-9 

NO TRACE TRANSRRS *L 10-9 

SPi!:CXFIC TRACE l111t ttL 10-9 

ELEI!!IENT TRACING NO TRACE Uot *L 10-12 

SOURCE LIST *L 10-18 

LISTING NO LIST *L 1G-18 

CONTROL PACE *L 1G-18 

PSEUDO-COMPASS CODE *L 10-19 

LISTING CONTROL NO CODE *L 1G-19 

CROSS REFERENCES *L 10-18 

REFERENCE MAP NO REFERENCES *L 10-18 

OVERLAY 

OVERLAY (ftlname,i,j) *L A-14 

E-6 

'I ,, 
I 
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~ortran Library Functions and Subroutines~ F 

Two lists are printed below. The first ie a list of the functions alld subroutines 
by category and each is numbered. The second is an alphabetical list and also 
serves as an index for the first list. 

In the catesory list, the definition uses a or a to denote formal parameters. 
Type complex para1:1eters are also dencted this way or as x + i * y. 

In the column labelled "COfllpiler Type" which uses I for "intrinsic" and L for "libraf'} 
resident," subpro~:rams labelled I can be one of No forms: the first ie actually 
~ailed intrinsic (or in-line) because code for the subnrogra~ 13 inserted into the 
procram at the point •rhere it ts referenced. The second fo~, although library 
restrlcnt, has a sp~c1al calling ser.uence and is thus virtually a reserved n~e 
(see Appendix r..; -- n uarr subJlrogra~:~ havtnr. the s:~:ne name and ar11unent types must 
recognize the &.lme cal Uog sequence and ~rnuld have to be urttten in CO;J'ASS assel!li>ly 
langu.1r.e. If s u:~er references a aubproerar~ us inc a different nur.:'>er of arguments 
than th£' nul'lber in this list or 1f any are•Jments ere of a different type than those 
givl.'n in th" Usc, .1 caution l~vel cor.~pUation diagnostic is given =r.J 1t is ass~~ed 
th-lt the user h-ls provided nis own r.·•bprosram tti:th that ""me. Fut the:-, a norr:al 
FORTRA;~ calU ng sequence tlill be :;enerated to usc it. 

If an array ha3 the same name as an intrinsic cubprograc. a caution level diagnostic 
is given during compilation since the use as an array removes the intrinsic name from 
use as ::. subprocrao1 in the current procrar.t unit. It is !)ossible (although non
standard) for the user to sup!)ly his otm subpro<;ram having the S4rle name as an 
intrinsic subprosrarn. However. becau3e of the al~ost reserved status of these names, 
the user ~ust have the name in an ~{TEru~AL state~ent or else the intrinsic subprogram 
Hill be referenced instead of the user's subprocr&:~. 

Subpr<'Gra:ns labelled L for library resident are not reserved names and may be re-
I' heed by user subprograms of the sat:lt:: !Ulme and arsu,.,ent types. Uo compilation 
n.essage will be c!ven in this case. i'CI"E'Ver, if the argu:nent types differ, a caution 
level co~pilation di~~nostic is siven. TI1is m~ssage nay ~e suppressed by using the 
su"pro;;ram nane in .1:: E::T~il..i·!AL statement. 

In the tables below, an "octal'' result means that the result h~'l no particular type 
associated tzith it. It acts the .18111e ••ay as an octal constant - .>ce 2.4.6. 

*The lists tn this app~ndtx ~o not include the laree number of scientific subroutines 
av31lable at the ere. See the UCC consultant for further information about theo. 
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IJ8o1ic 

BH 

1 AU 

2 UBi , DDS 

4 cos 
5 VI.OAY 

6 IFU 

7 .U1ft' 

a Im 

9 IDIRT. 

10 A!I)D 

11 HDD 

12 JH)D 

13 .AKUD 

14 AHAXl 

15 MAID 

16 HAD 

17 IIHAn 

18 AKIRO 

19 AHD1 

20 taMO 

21 MI!!l 
22 lllmll 

23 jl:'!'ftf 

14 ISIQI 

2.S DSIQM 

26 Dll'C 

Z7 IDDl 

28 DGL 
29 !I\ 'lUI 

F-2 

PtfH1t1op .... I 1pUtt1oM 

{ ........ ..,.. !oJ,t.o.oUa?_O,-oUa<O 

· Hodulua of '• t.e~ 1Dt2(a) + uiw:2(a)l 

CoaYenioo b011 iataaer to rMl 

Coa9eraioo fr011 real to 1ntqar vttll uuacaU.oa (a_. If Dll') 

{ 

Truacatioa of t : (a) • Sip of t ti.u ltr,..t iat•t•r !. I• I• 
i.e. otp of a tteu tha iasoaer i euch that 1 !. jaf c i + 1 

I• I c2
59

-1 

u defioect u cba taseaer ruultiq fr011 the twacatiaD of ~/a2 • 

If a
2 

it Mftl 0 Shut fuac:UOM tl't UDdtfiDtd. hr DII)D, 

{ 

a-1Ddartq. lault 18 e1 - l•l•zl • a2, when (x) 

l·l·2 ~ c 2 •• 96. for too. rll c 2 .. 48, 1-zl c 2 .. 41. 

r Detandoe •rl•• Al'JUIIRS· ~ Ca1, 'z• ... ) 
Por AHAJD ad HAJD, 1(uJd- of prevtoc. tJ) -•it cz"'-1 

1 
Deitl!l"'dM ~ arau-at. Hiftt.. (a1, 'z• .•• ) 

For AHitiO ad KIMO, ~•1A1- of prntoue aj) _,l, cz"-1 

{

- rr..-re~r of etpa. Sip ol •z t!lla 1•11 
If 'z • 0 • •• ~~I· u 'z • -o, u •• - l•1l· 

{ 

Poe1t1ve clfffos-•acaz ·~ - 111111- Ca1 ,a2) 

For IDTHo h-•2 J <2 
9
-1 

rr--cate to obtain aoat dj!ft.il1c:car pan of double preclatoe arau-r . 

Expreaa t1ogle-preci•1oa arsuatDt la double prec1t10D for. 

II 
,: ,, ,, 

) 

") 

.. 

) 
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.. 

Standard or 
Non-atandard Number of 
FORTRAN* Are.ur.~ente 

s 
s 
s 

s 
s 
s 

s 
s 
s 

s 
s 
s 

5 

5 

s 
s 
s 

s 
s 
s 
s 
s 

s 
s 

s 
s 

s 
s 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

'2 

2. 2 

2. 2 

!_2 

.!. 2 

? 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

Type of: 
Function Compiler 

Argu~ent{a) Result Type** 

REAL 

lNT!GEJt 

DOUBLE 

COMPLEX 

INTEGER 

REAJ. 

REAL 

REAL 

DOUBLE 

REAL 

INTEGEP. 

DOUBLE 

INTEGER 

R.tAL 

INTEGER 

REAL 

DOUBLE 

INTEGER 

REAL 

INI'ECf.R 

REAL 

DVUIII.t: 

REAL 

IN'Tr:GER. 

DOUBLE 

REAL 

IPITEctR 

DOUBLE 

REAL 

REAL 1 

INTEGER I 

DOUBLE I 

REAL L 

REAL I 

Itl'l'ECE!t I 

REAL I 

INTEGER I 

INTEC.."::R I 

Rr:.AL I 

Il'TEGEn I 

DOUBLE L 

RUt I 

1\EAL I 

I:·:•·r:.CER I 

INTEC!:::R I 

DOU!ILr: I 

r.EAL I 

REAL I 
IllTECtl I 

I!ITECEP. I 

DOtrnLE 1 

REAL I 

I!ITCGER 1 

OOUilLE I 

REAL I 

INTEGtR T 

r-EAL 
DOl'nLr. 

I 

I 

!p::~pl! 

Y•ABS(l) 

.J•IABS(I) 

DOUBLE A,D $ D-DABS(A) 

COUPLEX C S R-cABS(C) 

R•Il.OAT(I) 

I•IFIX(R) 

Y•AINT(l) 

I•UlT(R) 

ooun:.E D $ l•WINT(D) 

R•At!OD(AJ,A:) 

J.,..}D(Il,I2) 

DOUBLE D,Dl,D2 $ D-DIIlD(Dl,D2; 

R•AMAXO (l,.J,K) 

R•AHA:U(X,Y,Z) 

I-HAXO(J,r.,L,H) 

I•HA.'Cl(A, B) 

DOUBLE D,X,Y,Z $ D•D:-t..'JU(X,Y,Z) 

R•Aili!IO (I ,J) 

~A.·UNl(R,S) 

L•!al!O(I ,J ,It) 

J-HINl(l,S,S) 

DOUBLE D,C,B $ B•DKINl(D,C) 

R•SIC~(X,Y) 

I•ISic~: (Jl,J2) 

DOtr.ILE D,A,D $ A•DSIQI(A,~) 

R•DIII(Z,-l.n) 
l•ltli'I(Kl,Y.2) 

DOUBLE D $ R-5Nc:t(D) 

DOU9LE D $ D•DDLE(«) 
* S means listed ln the ANSI standArd, N 111eans not listed 

** I means tntrJnodc, 1. means library rf!si.Jcnt F-3 



~l:lc 

~ 

30 WUL 

31 &nw: 

32 am.x 
33 CON.JG 

34 AN!) 

35 oa 

36 EOR 

37 ma 

38 OOMPL 

39 SHIFT 

40 LRSR.P"' 

41 I COUNT 

42 ED' 

43 DEXP 

44 CEXP 

"'I ALOe 

46 Dl.OC 

47 CLOG 

48 ALOClO 

49 DLOClO 

50 SQRT 

51 DSQRT 
52 CSQRT 

53 SIN 

54 osnr 
55 CSIN 

56 cos 
57 DCOS 

58 ccos 
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Obeain real pare of eC!8pla &r~UJ~Ut 

Obtaia imaliaal'J pert of c011pla ar~t 

Coavert two rul aq11Hata to eo11plex fon a1 + a2 ° ..r.:i,· 
Obtsia coajuR&ta of a ca.plaK araumeot 

~oolean AND a1A•~···A•n 
Boolael! OR a

1
va2v ••• ,a

0 
· 

~Boolean !xclu~iYa OR 

1.o11cal coatpl-at -.. 

{
Shift a

1 
by· a2 bit podtiooa: left circular 1f a2 ia poaittve. 

riaht end-off with a1£ft extaaaion if a2 ia aegattve 

Count the nUIIIber of bite ia ·a vord that are 1 

{ 

Expoaeattal, a•. For complex: ex(coa(y) + i * aia(y)) 

· For real and double praciaioa, a < 740.3. 

For e0111p.lex, x < 740.3, Jyl < 1.4!14. If a (or x) < -675.82, 

ruul t 1a aero. 

{

Natural losaritha, lo~ (a). For conplaxr O.S*loa Cx2+,2)+i*arctan(y/: e e 
For real and dou~la ~recision: a • 0.0 

For complex: x ~ 0.0 or y ~ 0.0 

{ Co111111011 losaritbna, los10(a). • ,. o.o 

{

. Squace I'OOt 0 (a) l/2• For COIIplax (x2+,2) 1/2 •· 

(coa(arctanC1(J))+1*•1n!arcCIQCy/x))) For rul aad 

dmlble precidon: a ~ 0.0 Fo~r 2collt'lex. z ~ 0.0 or 7 I 0.0 

{ 

Trien011etric sine, ain(a), a ia radians~ For real aaut double 

precieioa, I• J < 1.4!14. For coeplax, fxl < 1.4114, lrl " 740.3 
For complex, aia(x)*coab(y)+i*coa(x)*aiah(y) 

{

Trlgonomatrie eoaine, coa(a), a in radiaaa. For real aad doubla 

preciaion, faf < 1.4£14. '"'r c0111plex, lxl < 1.4!14, IYI < 740.3 

For complex, coe(x)*coah(y)-i*e1a(x)*a1nb(f) 

• -a 
dnh (a) • .!...::L-. 

2 

coch (a) .. ea+• -a 

2 

·-~. 

) 

) 

.. 

) 

j 
'' ' 
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'f'•" 

Standard or Type of: 
Non-etanclard NUIIIber or Fuactlan Co~~pUer 

PORIRAN* Ar&lollll!pt! AfSU!!nt (t} R!!ult Ius!! E!!!IJ!lt 

s 1 COHPLEX RF.AL I COHPLEXC s R-REAJ.(C) 

s 1 COUPLEI REAL I COMPLEX C $ R•AIHAG(C) 

s 2 REAL OOHPLEI I COMPLEX C $ c-atPLX(A,ll) 

s 1 COi-fPLEJ: COHPLEY. I COliPU:X C,D $ C-cotUG(D) 

N !. 2 Single vorda 'lctal I R•A:ID(Al,.f\2) 

R !,2 Siagle vords Octal I c-oa(IU,Rl) 

N !,2 Siaglt vorda Octal I D-EOI(Cl,C2) 

H !,2 Single vords Octal I £•XOR(Dl,D2) 

N 1 Sinal• word Octal I BeCOPIPL (A) 

a
1 

dacle word, 

N 2 a
2 

integer Octal I B•~HIFT(A,l) 

a
1 

dngle word, 

N 2 a
2 

inteaer Octal I R•LRSIIFT(X,-3) 

N l Single word INTEGER I J•ICOWT(R) 

s 1 REAL RIAL L R•EXP(Y) 

s 1 DOUJIL! DOUBLE L DOUBLE X,Y $ X•DEXP(Y) 

s 1 COJIPLEX COHPLEX L CO!fPU:X Z, t1 $ ti•CEXP(Z) 

s 1 It !AI. REAL L Z•ALOG(Y) 

s l DOUBLE DOUBLE L DOUBLt U,V $ U•DLCC(V) 

s 1 COHPLEX COlfPLEX L COPIPLEX I,J $ J-cLOC(I) 

s 1 REAL REAL L B•ALOGlO(A) 

s 1 DOUIL! DOUBLE L DOmiLE T,U $ T•DLOClO(U) 

s 1 REAL REAL L Y•SQRI(X) 

s 1 OOUILE DOtrnLE L DOUBLE Z,'l $ Z•DSQRT(W) 

s 1 COMPLEX COMPLEX L co~ux A,D $ A-c5QI\T(B) 

!; 1 REAL REAL L X•SIH(Y) 

s 1 DOUliL'E DOUDLE L DOUBLE .E,F $ E•SIN(F) 

s 1 cotll'LF.X COMPLEX L COI-IPLEX C,D $ c-cstNco> 

s 1 REAL REAL L ·z-cos c~rl 
s 1 DOUliLr. DOU:"'LE L DOUBLE C,ll $ C•DCOS(H) 

s 1 COHPLEX CO!IPLE:: L COliPU:Y. I ,J $ I•CCOS(J) .. 
* S means listed in the ~~SI standard, N Qeans not listed 

** I oeans intrinsic, L Deana library resident r-s 



Syabolic 

U!!!!. 

.S9 TAN 

,60 ASIN 

61 ACOS 

62 ATAN 

63 DATAS 

64 ATANZ 

65 ~TAN2 

66 TA."m 

67 EOP 

1;8 .[(JQ!ft: 

69 UNIT 

70 LENGtH 

71 LOCP 

72 t!GVAil 

73 CPTIHE 

74 ICPTUI'F. 

75 RANF 
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Def1~1tion apd Limitatto~a 

Tr1aonomatr1c taaaant, t&n\a), ~in radtana. l•l 4 8.8114 

Arcwin (a), ~~ ! 1.0, -•12! arcata<•> ! ~12 (radians) 

Arccos (a), jaj ~ 1.0, 0.~! arccos(a) ~ • (rad1ana) 

f Arctan (a) 

' ~Arctan Ca1/a2), not both a1 • 0.0 and a2 • 0.0 

-v ! arctan(a1/a2) ·! w (radtaa1) 

Hyrerboltc tangent: tanh(a) • ,•.,-a, 1•1 • 740.3 .· .... -· 
I/0 status oa unit a: • 0 if no EOF on previous rea~ 
Parity atatul ~n non-buffer unit a: • 0 if no paritv error on 

pre'lioua read 

I/0 atatul oa buffer unit a; • aeaative if unit realy, no error 

• 0 if unit ready, EOF on laat operattoo 

• positive aon-zero if unit ready. 

parity error on laat operation 

Number of central ~ry verda read on previous BUFFER IN or ~ 

fr0111 uait a 

Addrea• of arsumeat a 

Returns -1 if a ill indefinite, +1 1f out of range Unftaite) 

and 0 1f normal 

Retcrna floating-point CP sec~nds since besinntnc of job 

Returns intecer CP c1111aoccnda since begtnntnc of job 

Uniform rando~ number gene~etor on (0.0,1.0). The aft~ r¢ndoe 

number 111 cenerated each ti11e RANF is referenced. The 

argument a 1~ tgnored. The initial generative vmlue ia set 

by default unlels ~:SET ia uaed. 

) 

) 

) 



.' 

(J n 
I 0 J 

Standard or Tvpe of: 
Non-standard ~IU1Dber of Function Cc'o111piler 
FORTRAN* Arsurnents Arsucent Result Type** Exa111ple 

N 1 REAL REAL L A""l'Ail(D) 

N 1 REAL REAL L C•ASiiHD) 

N 1 r.EAL REAL L 1-.\COS(F) 

s 1 REAL REAL L C.ATAf'l(ii) 

s 1 DOUBLE OOUBLE L ilOU&Lt I,J s I•DATAN(J) 

s 2 REAL REAL L P•ATA.to12(Q,R) 

s 2 DOUBLE DOIJBl.E L DOUBLE I~,L.~l $ •:•DATAlU(L,M) 

s 1 REAL REAL L S""l'Al~f(T) 

N 1 IIITECER REAL I IF(EOF(I} )1,2,1 

N 1 INTEGER It:TECER I IPAR•IOotEC(J) 

N 1 INTEGER REAL I IF(Ui!IT (I;)) 3,4, 5 

~~ 1 IliTEGCR INTEGER L LEN•LEl:ctll (L) 

~I 1 /t.ny type II'TI:GER I CDitPLI!X C $ I•LOCF(C) 

lJ 1 REAL Il!TZGE!t I I•LEGVA.'t(P) 

Any non-aero 
tl 1 vn1ue !Ul:AL L T•CPTI::t(l.!l) 

N 1 Zerc value I!1TEGER L I•ICPTU'l:(O) 

IJ 1 Any type REAL 1 X•RA;IF(O.O) 

* S means lis tC!d in the Al.ffil IS t anda rd , tl iaeens not ltsced 
** I means intrinair., L "'"""" library resident 

r-7 



Syabolic 

r~a•e 

1 EXIT 

2 SLIT! 

4 SS\ITQI 

REMARlt* 

6 DISPLA* 

7 TIHt** 

8 SEOOND 

9 DATE 

Definition and Limitatlona 

Terminate program execution and returu control to operating oystem. 

Turn on or turn off aenae 11shta. If 1 .!, 1 .!, 6. tun oa eenae 

118ht 1. lf tell. turn all saiUitl Upu off. OthoiiVUe. 1po1'o. 

Test. then turn off sense ltsht. If 1 .!, 1 .!, 6. and aenae ltsht 1 

ta on. than J•l and senae light i io turned off; ~lae J•2. 

Test sensa switch. If 1 ~ 1 .1. 6 end aenae switch 1 te en, thea j•l; 

elae j•2. See SCOPE .. nual for information on settinR eenae 

switches on or off. 

Place a message of up to SO diaplay code characters in the dayfile. 

The a~eseage must be tena!nated vtth 12 binary &fl1'os (00008) in the 

lowest bits of the last V01'd of the meaaage even tf an entire 

word ts neceeaary. 

Place a aeasaae of up to 4n dtaplay code characters to the dayfile 

followed by a numerical value atven by the second arSu-ent. The 

message must be terDinated with a aero vord and muat ~ contain 

12 binary :;:eroa in the louest 12 bitl! of any of ths aeaaae 

worda. The value is displayed a~ an 1nte~e1' if no~ aoraalized. 

or is displayed in floating-point if normalized (bits 59 and 47 

are opposite i.e. 0 and 1 for positive numbers. 1 and 0 for 

negative numbera) 

Place the central proceasor time uaed by the job followed by a 

meaaase of up to SO dlaplay c~e characte1's on the OUTPUT file. 

The message IIIUU be tenain.1tel4 111th 6 blnuy Rero btca (008) eveG 

if an entire word is n.,caeaary. 

After calling SECOND. the or3UNat ~ contains the c:niral processor 

tt~ uaed by the job tn floattnz•potnt seconda (accurate to the 

nearest milliaecond). 

After calltns DATE, the arcument ~ coatataa the current date tn en 

AlO format: b~dd/yyb Where b ts a blank characte~ ... ls 

the 1110nth, dd 11 rhe da~, au•' yy h Lhe year. 

e The legal message characters are A t~1'our.h ~. 0 throueh 9. + - • I ( ) ~ • 

apace. co-, and llertod, i.e. dtsplay codes 018 th~o1.1;h S78 • 

•• This 1a dtffe~ent fro• the RUN and ni·i manual verdon of the Tl:IE routine 

F-8 
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.. 

:::tandard or 
Non-standard •:ur:~her of Coi'Jij)_Uer 
FORTRAN* f.rguments 'Type of Ar"!ument(s) Type"* Exeaple 

tl 0 (none) I CALL EXIT 

N 1 II\'TEGtR I CALL SLITt(J} 

N 2 a1 INTEGER I CALL SLITtT (2,J) 

•z INTEGER variable 

tl 2 Ill UITEGER I CALL SSl'TCHl,!C) 
a2 INTEGER v11riable 

rT 1 llollerith L CALL P.E~iA JU< CSt:!lf'GIN) 

2 a llollerith, L 
a~V.AL o~ INT~GP.r. 

CALL DI!=PLA (21',.•,20.2) 

1 "olleri th L 

H 1 REAL L CALL SECO;!D (TI~tr.R) 

N 1 r:ollcr'lth L CALL DATE (IDAT) 

• 
·-· 

S means listed in the M!SI standard, V mea~s not listed. 
"'"ans int r J ""I<'. ;_ Mt'.~nto 1 ihr01ry resident 



Symbolic 

!!!!.!. 

10 JJ»TE 

11 a.oac 

12 

11 

14 OPEl!: IS 

15 STU1DX 

16 READUS 

17 I'RIT'iS 

13 r..EADZC 

19 :miTEC 

2') FnllH:~ 
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Deftnltton ar.d Li~ttattons 

After calltnc JDATr. t~e areumer.t A contains the year and day of the 

year in anAl~ fornat; bbbyyddd~b where b is a blank charactet. 

yy is t~e year and dd ts the tnte~er n~er of the day of the 

year (Januar, 1 ts 1). 

After calling ctnr.r.. the arsunent ~ contains the ct-. of d&y tn an 

AlO. fo\"l'!lllt: bhh.m.ssb ~therP. b ta a blank character. hh is hours. 

~ ts atnutes. and ss ta seconds. 

After c.'lllin .. 11.!~!-!;;J'T, the arr;u~ent !. contains the current ~ener4t:i•e 

value of • .\t!F, 

lnltialt:rr. .;enerat!ve V4lue of ~'.A:'"'· l'sually used in conjunc:ti(>n 

•Jith nAt'Gl:T for etop and rcstoart ca;J.lbility. If the ~cnerath· c 

value is defined bv the user, tt ~st he a postti~e. odd, floated. 

(hit 58 is a 1) unr.ornalized ir.te1er • . 
Jpen !'lllss stcrage randoa~ access file (see '.).rt) 

Chanr.e index array of nass stors~e random access file (see 9.9) 

ltead "'aSS stora!;e random access file (see ?.~) 

trrite mass stor3se rando..a access file (see D,9) 

Read extended core (see o.A) 

'/rite extended core ("ee 9.fl) 

:necked binary flas (see Appendix 0) 

.. 

.) 



;.) 

Standard or 
Non-standard Number of 
I'ORTRAN* Arguments !I£!._ of t.rgument(s) 

llollerith 

N 1 Hollerith 

N REAL 

N 1 REAL 

N 4 see 9.9 

N 3 see 9.9 

N 4 see ').9 

'l 4 see 9.9 

tl 3 see 9.'l 

ll 3 see 9.C 

N l Ree Appendix 0 

I 

Colllt>iler 
Type** 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

Cxar.~ple 

CALL JDATE (IDAYS) 

CALL CLOCK (IY.LOK) 

CALL RA!~CfT· (X) 

CALL RANSET (X) 

CALL OPENIIS {99, IliDX,lOl,O) 

CALL STINDX (98,JNDX,51) 

CALL READII'l (97 ,A,lC'O, )!!AlA) 

CALL "T.ITPIS (96,1!,5"l,l5) 

CALL READEC {A,O,l) 

CALL 'T1UTEC (~.0,1) 

cALL Fn!,t:' (0,0, !l•Jmmv) 

* S means listed in the MISI standard, N means not listed. 
** m~nu~ lutclnsir, l means library resident 

I'-ll 



Alphabetic t.ist ad Imtu 

~ ba ldJ!I. 

AIS ' - 2 .1 

ACOS F - ~ 61 
AIHAG r - 4 ll 
AUIT r - 2 7 

ALOC r - 4 45 

ALOGlO ' - 4 48 

IJWID .. - 2 13 

AMAXl , - 2 14 

Ailll'O , - 2 18 

AKINl , - 2 19 

Al«>D r - 2 10 
AND r .- 4 34 

ASI~ 
' - fi 60 

A TAr! r - fi 62 
ATAll2 r - 6 64 

CABS F - 2 4 

ccos F - 4 5" 
~ 

CEXP ' - 4 44 

CLOCK F -10 11 

CLOG ' - 4 47 

Oil' LX F - 4 32 

COIIPL F - 4 38 

CONJG F - 4 33 

cos r - 4 56 

CPT I' IE F - 6 73 

CSIP. , - 4 55 
CSClP.T ' - 4 52 
DASS , - 2 J 

DAT..Ul F- fi 63 

DATAil2 r - 6 65 

DATE r - 13 9 

DBLE r - 2 29 
~ 

DCOS .. - 4 57 
DEXP ' - 4 43 

F-12 
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/ '' v 

!.l!!!!t !'Y!. I.ine 

DI!Ol F - 2 '6 

DISPLA r - e " 
OLOG F - 4 46 

DLOGlO F - 4 49 

Dt1AX1 F - 2 17 

o:ma F - 2 22 

!>K>D F- 2 12 

DSIG!l F - 2 25 

DSIN F - 4 54 

DSQRT F - 4 51 

EOF F - 6 67 

EOR F - 4 36 

EXIT F - r. 1 

EJCP F - 4 42 

FLOAT F - 2 5 

FTNBIN F -10 20 see Appendix 0 

lABS F - 2 2 

I COUNT F - 4 41 

ICPTIHE F - 6 74 

IniM F - 2 27 

I DINT F - 2 9 

IFIX F - 2 " 
WT F - 2 3 

IOCII!':C F - f, 6IJ 

I SIGN F - 2 24 

JDATE F -10 10 

LEGVAR F - 6 72 

LENGTH F - 6 70 

LRSHFT F - 4 40 

LOCF F - 6 71 

!iAXO F - 2 15 

HAX1 F - 2 16 

!UNO F ' 20 

l!1Nl F - 2 21 

HOD F - 7 11 

OPENMS F - 1" 14 see Chapter 9 .. 
01\ F - 4 35 
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RANF F - 6 75 

RANGET F -10 12 

RANSET p -10 ll 

READEC ' -11) 18 ••• Chapter 9 

R!ADHS ' -11) 16 aee Chapter 9 

REAL ' - 4 )0 

REHARJ( ' - 8 5 

SECOND F - 8 8 

SJIIFT F - 4 39 

SIGN F - 2 23 

SIN F - 4 53 

SLITE F - II 2 

SLITET ' - 8 ) 

SNGL F - 2 2! 

SQRT ' - 4 50 

SSWTCH ' - 8 4 

STINDX F -10 15 eee Chapter 9 

TAN ' - 6 59 

TAN!' F - 6 66 

TIME r - " 7 

UNIT r - 6 69 

IIYUTEC r -10 19 ••• Chapter 9 

~~RI'NS F -10 17 aee Chapter CJ 

lCOR F - 4 37 

.. 
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I QTJTPUT LISTING A!ID CROSS REFERE!TCE KOJ' 

OUTPUT LISTmG 

The first line of an o·.ltput listing gives the date this 1-UiF compiler 

was assembled, the computer instal.lation, the version of the operating system, 

and the PSR level of the compiler. The date and time the user's program was 

compiled appears after this on the first line. Unless the student BATCH 

mode is used (see below) , the second line reprints the MNF control card that 

initiated this ccmpilatioo. 

The remaining lines of the source listing can each be divided into t'our tielda. 

The first is the octal address (e.g. OOOlOOB) which is the absolute octal 

location within the user's field length where the code tor the current state

ment is being compiled (if there is acy). See Appendix IC tor an explanation 

of the order of storage of variables, arra,ya, and machine code. The second 

field is the MllF sequence number of the Fortran statement followed by a star 

(e.g. l*). Camnents, blank lines, and continuation linea are not assigned a 

sequence number. The next field is the first 72 columna of the Fortran state

ment. The last :field is columns 73-80 of the Fortran statement which are 

separated f'rom the :first 72 by ten blank colUDIDS. This aids debugging 1n 

that Fortran statements that are erroneously continued beyond column 72 

have these characters separated f'rcm the actual Fortran statement. It there 

are rmy errors or informative diagnostic messages listed, they begin with the 

sequence number to which they refer (e.g. SEQ 9*), and are followed by the 

relevant message. If' the error is fatal to execution, following the messase 

is listed the error number, a consecutive count of the number of fatal e~ 

encountered in the program (e.g. ERROR NO. 00001). 

Student BATCH output begins with the reprinting of the double-period control 

card. 'lhe last 40 columns of the card are reprinted as the second line of 

output. Then the 5 character identification immediatelY folloving the double

period on the control card is reprinted vertically in large block letters an 

the remainder of the page. Except as noted above, all. output following this 

is the same as for regular MNF. At the end of the job, a line is printed: 

END OF JOB, COST = $ n.m where n.m is the estimated cost of the Job in dollars. 
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CROS5-REFERErlCE HAP 

The cross reference map is a dictionary of &U FORMAT numbers, statement 

numbers, and names appearing in the current program, subprogram, or block 

data subprogram with their usage listed according to MNF sequence number. 

It appears only uhen the listing option L is on and is controlled by the 

R option of the HHF control card (see also Appendix A). 

R = 0 No cross reference map is listed 

l. Cross references are listed for FORHAT numbers and 

statement numbers sorted in ascending numeric order 

end Fortran nemes sorted alphabetical.ly except tor 

unused variabl.es (nulls) havins no execution references 

in the current program or aubprosram. The cOIIIIIlOD 

block names and numbers vi th corresponding block 

lengths are also listed. 

2 A cross reference map to~ variables and arr~ sorted 

by octal. address is listed... This is particularly 

useftil in interpreting octal dmnps arising frcm ab

normal program terminatiOn. 

3 Ca~bina.tion of' R = l and R = 2. 

5 Same as R = 1 but includes unused variables (nulls) 

having no execution references in the current program 

or subprogram. 

7 Combination of R = 2 and R = 5 •. 

If the L option is on, the default value is R = 3; otherwise R = 0 if L = 0. 

The cross ref'erence map may be :t\lrther manipulated. using the Fortran statements 

REFER.ErTCES and NO REFERENCES. See 10.2 and 10.3. 

De let ion of' the cross ref'erence map saves paper and about 20 Z ot compile time 

but eliminates a valuable aid tor debugging and program information. Same 

compilation space is saved if the map is deleted since not all of the map 

information is generated by the compiler if it is not listed. 

If there are errors in the program 11 the cross reference map may not be eaaplete.]7 

correct. AJ.so 111 in certain cases the map is not accurate because o'f prograD~Di.Ds 

considerations. In particular, a given Fortran statement m.ay have more references 
II 
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than actually appeared since the generated machine code may need to reter 

to some items more than once. Som.etimes there are fever references than 

those appearing within a statement vhen the compiler attempts to optimize 

code. However, when a variable appears in a statement, at least one cross

re:ference is always generated for it. The last inaccuracy is also due to 

optimization. In order to achieve maximum speed, storage of' results into 

memory is delsyed as long as possible. Thus, the va.riabl.e or srrq element 

appearing on the let't-hand side of an equal sign will often not be in the 

cross reference map until the next stat~ent. 

Lines in the number cross reference map each have four fields. 'lbe tirst 

is the number itself sorted in ascending numerical. order. The next is a 

two-character identifier: SN for a statement number or FN for a. FORMAT 

number. The third is either the absolute octal address ot the statement 

number (e~g. 000503B) or the decimal length of' the longest record vithin 

the FORMAT (e.g. LN=ll); thus f'or FO:ti1AT (3Fl0.5/U,I20), IB = 30. The 

length should be 80 or less for a FORMAT using punch cards or 137 or less 

for line printer output. The last field is a list of sequence numbers 

denoting where the statement or FORt-1AT number vas referenced. Each is 

followed by an identit'yi.ng character {e.g. 24L) and possibly followed by / 

and a decimal integer (e.g. 19J/3). The integer is the number of' times 

the reference appeared {19J appeared 3 times). 

The characters are: 

J. if the statement number \16.5 in a GO TO or IF statement 

R 01· W if the FORMAT vas used in, a READ/DECODE or WRITE/ENCODE/PUNCH 

I/O statement respectivelY 

L to denote the location in the program or subprogram of the 

statement or FORMAT number 

D if the statement number was in a DO or FOR statement 

A if t~e statement \las in an ASSIGN or assigned 

GO TO statement 

T if the statement or FORLOO number was in the list of a 

TRACE statement 
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Lines in the na:ne cross reference map each have six fields., First the name 

appears sorted alphabetically$ Then a type letter is given (R f'or real, D for 

double precision, I fc!:" i.nteger, C for complex, and L for logical.) i:f tb.e name 

has an associated type. However, subroutine names Yill have Fortran implicit 

type. The next field is the main use of the name: 

VARIABLE 

ARRAY 

PARAMETER 

PAR ARRAY 

EQUIVLNCE 

EQ ARRAY 

NP.MELIST 

ST FT..JNCTN 

ENTRY 

EXTERNAL 

STANDARD 

SYSTEM 

FILE 

for a simple variable name (including that on the 

FUNCTION statement if within a function subprogram) 

uhicb io not in the form3.l parameter list or in an 

EQUIVALEnCE statement 

for an array name not in the formal. parameter list or 

in an EQUIVALErrCE statement 

for a simple variable name in the formal parameter list 

for an array formal parameter name 

for a simple variable name appearing in an EQUIVALENCE 

statement 

. for an array name appearing in an EQUIVALENCE statement 

for a namel.ist name 

for an arithmetic or logical statement fUnction name 

for an entry name 

for the name of the current program unit (it it is a 

program or subroutine) or subroutines or f\mction names 

which are not known to be standard 

fm: knmm standard functions or subroutines 

ror system subroutines {i.e. those names indirectlY 

needed by the Fortra."l program) 

for input/output file names (each followed by = ) . 
A ztar is appended before the previous field if the name had no execution 

references (i.e. was a null. and the cross-reference parameter R = 5 or 7). 
Tne fourth field is the absolute octal location of a variable or array name, 

or the par8I!leter number in octal of a. nsme appearing in the formal parameter 

list. The next field is the block name: a name or number for a labelled ccmmon 

block or I I for the blank common block. The last field is a l.ist of sequence 
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numbers denoting where the name was·referenced. Each sequence .number is followed 

by an identif.ying character (e.g. 28D) and possibly folloved by I and a decimal 

integer {e.g. 28UI5). The integer is the number of times the reference appeared 

(28U appeared 5 times). The characters are: 

U if the name was used in the statement 

S if the name was on the left hand sign of an equal sign or was 

in ~ input list or in a DATA statement 

D if the name 11as in a declarative statement 

I if the variable vras a DO or FOR index variable 

P if the variable was a DO or FOR index parameter 

A if the variable was an assign variable in an ASSIGN or assigned 

GO TO statement 

The block names for labelled, numbered and blank common and their decimal lengths 

are listed next. The blank common block is denoted as I I. 

'The last portion of the map is the list of variable names and arrs:y names sorted 

by octal address. First the address is printed follzyNed by either B denoting an 

absolute address or C denoting an address relative to the beginning of blank 

common, and then the name is printed. T'ne addresses appear sorted horizonta.lly 

across the page. 

The final part of the HNF output listing is the loader map. It contains three 

columns. The first is the list of program, subprogram, or common block names 

(I I is the blanlc common block). The second is the octal address of the first 

word for common blocks,_ or the entry point address for programs and subprograms. 

The third column is the octal "length" of each item, i.e. the di:ff'erence between 

the consecutive addresses in the second column, with the last value being the 

l.angth of ble.nk common if 8:!J.Y, or the length of the last subprogram. Following 

the loader map is a line which gives the canpile time in milliseconds (C'l'llm), 

the version number of l·ll'iF and the maximum of core needed to compile and execute. 

An example is printed belato~ which has a full cross referen.ce map and includes 

every different kind of map element. 
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J OPTIMIZATION OF FORTRAN PROGRAMS* 

The key to optimization in Fortran is to understand the problem to be 

solved and to find the best possible methods (or algorithms) to solve that 

problem. Coding the best method without attempting to be efficient will 

almost always be better than writing the most efficient code using a poor 

method. Best algorithms will not be discussed here; instead it is assumed 

that the programmer has found and translated the best method into Fortran 

and wishes to improve the efficiency of the program by optimizing the code 

itself. An assumption is also made that the programmer does not want to 

use assembly language since although optimum code can be written in assembly 

language, it cannot be run on other manufacturers' machines and it is hard 

to write and debug for large programs. Furthermore, it is assumed that the 

program is worth optimizing. A short program to be run a few times is 

probably not a candidate. 

To begin improving efficiency, first find the most-used repeated code: 

innermost loops or subprograms, and do the best possible Fortran programming 

there. The rest of the program may usually be ignored because most of the 

computer time spent on programs (other than I/O operations) is in this 

repeated code. 

Finding the innermost loops is often quite easy - just a glance at the 

program by drawing in the loop levels will pin-point them or else use 

TRACE STATEt-IENT NUMBERS. In some cases, the loops are obscured by the fact 

that a library routine may contain them. This is particularly evident when 

the user supplies a FUNCTION or SUBROUTINE for integration or differential 

equation solving routines. There may be millions of FUNCTION references or 

SUBROUTINE calls from such routines so the user must carefully optimize his 

supplied subprogram to minimize computer time. 

There are two levels of Fortran optimization: general types which apply to 

all compilers, and individual types which are tailored to suit a particular 

compiler or computer (and which may be very poor for some other compiler 

*See also Appendix K for information about storage space optimization and 

Appendix N for information concerning optimization of Fortran Input/Output 

operations. 
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or computer). ~~F users can take advantage of both types so we begin 

with a list of general opti~zation hints. 

1. In DO, FOR or IF loops, move expressions that do not depend on the 

current index variable (or variables that are not changed in the loop) outside 

of the loop because such expressions or variables can be considered as 

constants for the loop. · MNF does B£l automatically do this although some 

compilers do so (e.g. Fortran Extended with OPT=2, IBM Fortran H). For 

most compilers, however, when the user takes the time to do this type of 

optimization himself it is perhaps the most worthwhile one of all those 

discussed in this Appendix. Thus, 

DO 10 J = 1, N 

DO 10 I = 1, N 

10 V(I) = VJ(I) + 0.5 * H * VK(J} 

is better written as 

DO 10 J = 1, N 

and 

TEMP = 0.5 * H * VK(J} 

DO 10 I = 1, N 

10 V(I} = VJ(I) + TE~~ 

SUM.J • 9.78 

DO 50 J • 1, 70 

50 SUMJ a SUHJ + XT(J) * P 

is better written as 

SUMJ • 0.0 

DO 50 J "" 1, 70 

50 SUMJ • SUMJ + XT(J) 

SUMJ = 9.78 + SUMJ * P 

5 F = SIN(Y) * XN ** 2 + 2. * COS(XN) + 2. * SIN(Y} 

FP = 2. * SIN(Y) * XN - 2. * SIN(XN) 

XNP 1 = XN - F I FP 

T = XNPl - XN 

XN = XNPl 

IF (ABS(T I XN) .GT. l.E-6) GO TO 5 

is better written as 

Z = SIN(Y) 

TWOZ = 2. * Z 

5 F = Z * XN ** 2 + 2. * COS(XN) + TWOZ 

FP = TWOZ * XN - 2. * SIN{XN) 

XNPl = XN - F / FP 

T == XNPl - XN 

XN = XNPl 

IF (ABS(T I XN) .GT. l.E-6} GO TO 5 
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In a similar case, a loop containing a decision that docs not depend on 

the loop control variable should be broken up into two or more separate 

loops. For ex~~ple, 

LOGICAL S\.JTCH 

DO 20 I = 1, N 

IF (SHTCH) GO TO 15 

T(I) = A(I) * B(I) 

GO TO 20 

15 T(I) = A(I) * C(I) 

20 CONTINUE 

T(N) = 0.5 * T(N) 

should be written as 

LOGICAL SWTCH 

IF (SWTCH) GO TO 15 

DO 10 I ""' 1, N 

10 T(I) = A(I) * B(I) 

GO TO 25 

15 DO 20 I = 1, N 

20 T(I) = A(I) * C(I) 

25 T(N) = 0.5 * T(N) 

2. Remove unnecessary statement nuebers which are not being used. Heed 

the comment message "STATEMENT NUMBER n NEVER USED" because extra code is 

needed whenever a statement number is encountered and many compiler optimiza

tions may have to stop there. For example, when ~~F encounters a statement 

number on a statement inside a loop, it must save away indexing regist·ers 

and can no longer remember operands in active registers for later use. (The 

exception is when the statement number terminates the loop and there have 

been no transfer statements in the loop.) 

3. \lhenever possible, place variables and arrays needed by subprograms in 

CO~IDN state~ents rather than in the formal parameter list. This minimizes 

the number of storage addresses that need to be transmitted and substituted 

for the formal parameter references every time the subprogram is executed. 

For example, 
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SUBROUTINE SAN (X, Y, Z, N) 

Y Y + X ** N .- X I N 

Z Y + FLOAT (3 * N) 

RETURN 

END 

can be optimized as 

SUBROtiTINE SAM 

COMHON IPll X, Y, Z, N 

Y '"' Y + X ** N X I N 

Z = Y + FLOAT (3 * N) 

RETURN 

END 

However, arrays in COMMON have a fix~d size that is determined at compilation 

time so arrays with differing sizes which should use variable dimensioning 

cannot use COMMON (see 5. 2 .1). Another disadvantage of COMMON is that it 

makes subprograms less general -- the specific order and size of the COMMON 

list is pre-determined -- but in a production program to be optimized it 

is probably worth the sacrifice. 

A further problem can arise when the subprogram is called or referenced 

in many places with different actual parameters. At each use, the values 

in CO~MON must be changed to correspond to the current actual parameters and 

this would be inefficient if large arrays were involved. For this reason, 

the code: 

Dl}ffiNSION A(SO, 50), B(50, SO), C(50, 50), D(SO, 50), E(50, 50), 

1 F(SO, 50), G(SO, 50) 

CALL t-rrXADD (A, B, C, 50) 

CALL MTXADD (C, D, E, 50) 

CALL NTXADD (E, F, G, 50) 

SUBROUTINE MTXADD (X, Y, Z, N) 

DI}ffiNSION X(N, N), Y(N, N), Z(N, N) 

DO 1 J = 1, N 

DO 1 I = 1, N 

1 Z(I, J) = X(I, J) + Y(I, J) 

RETURN 

. ' 

! : 



should~ be changed so that the for~al parameters X, Y, Z and N reside in 

cm!MON. 

~. Use local variables in subprograms when a simple variable form~l parameter 

\Jould be needed many times within the subprogram. This minimizes the number 

of \-lords needed for prestoration every time the subprogram is executed. 

Thus, heed the cor:llilent message "ARGUMENT name SHOULD BE SET TO LOCAL VARIABLE 

FOR FASTER SUBPROGRAM SETUP." For exat:tple, 

SUBROUTINE BOB (I, J, KK) 

DIMENSION KK(lO) 

JIM = I * J + KK(l) 

IF (J .GT. KK(l)) GO TO 3 

IF (JIM .GT. J) GO TO 2 

DO 1 K = 1, 10 

1 JIM = JIM + KK(K) * K I I 

2 JIM = JIM I I - J ** I 

3 I = JIM / KK(lO) - I 

RETURN 

END 

uses I enough times to cause the above comment message to be given. The 

SUBROUTINE could be re-written using I as a local variable and changing the 

formal parameter name to II. 

SUBROUTINE BOB (II, J, KK) * 
DIMENSION KK(lO) 

I = II * 
JIM = I * J + KK(l) 

IF (J .GT. KK(l)) GO TO 3 

IF (JIM .GT. J) GO TO 2 

DO 1 K = 1, 10 

1 JU1 JHI + KK(K) * K I I 

2 JIM JIM I I - J ** I 

3 II = J I H I KK ( 10) - I 

RETURN 

END 

The asterisks ~ark the changed statements. 
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Note that a local variable may need to be stored into the formal parameter 

just before returning to the calling or referencing program unit. This 

situation can be observed during optimization by looking at the cross

reference map (see Appendix I) which notes when a variable is stored. In 

the first version of the SUBROUTINE above, I is both used and stored within 

it so the variable II in the second version must be stored into before 

returning from the SUBROUTINE. 

In general, formal parameter arrays should~ be stored into local arrays 

since except for very small arrays, this storing will take longer than the 

corresponding prestoration code. 

5. Use the DATA statement to prestore constants rather than using executable 

statements for initialization. This is particularly important for subprograms 

which are executed many times since both execution time and storage are 

saved. However, executable statements must be used for initialization if 

certain variables or arrays must be initialized every time the subprogram 

is entered. For example, 

SUBROUTINE JOE (X, Y, A, B, N) 

DIMENSION A(N), B(N), TEMP(lOO), KEY(6) 

DO 1 I = 1, 100 

1 TEMP(!) = 0.0 

PI = 3.14159265358979 

DO 2 I = 1, 4 

2 KEY(I) = 3 

KEY ("i) = 7 

KEY (6) 9 
- ----'.~- -~ 

Here, array TEMP must be initialized during every call of JOE but PI and 

array KEY need only be initialized once so an optimized version is 
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SUBROUTINE JOE (X, Y, A, B, N) 

DI~ffiNSION A(N), B(N), TEMP(lOO), KEY(6) 

DATA PI I 3.14159265358979 I , KEY I 4 * 3, 7, 9 I 
DO 1 I = 1, 100 

1 TEMP(I) = 0.0 

6. If it is possible to use a single-dimension array instead of a_ two

or three-dimension array without many extra calculations for subscripts, 

then do so. If extra calculations are needed such as in the equation in 

2.6.1, the compiler may be better able to do them (see Section G, below). 

However, the compiler cannot optimize subscript calculations when a loop 

contains complicated decisions, SUBROUTINE calls, FUNCTION references, 

I/O statements, extended DO ranges (6.3.4) or non-standard subscripts. In 

this case, the user can optimize himself by using single-dimension arrays 

and calculating the subscript explicitly from the equation in 2.6.1. For 

example, 

SUBROUTINE JOE (X, Y, N, M, SAM) 

COMHON A(lOO, 50), B(lOO, 50), C(lOO, 50) 

CALL SAM (A, B, C, N, M, O, 0) 

X== 0.0 

y = o.o 
DO 10 J = 1, M 

DO 10 I = 1, N 

CALL SAN (A, B, C, N, M, I, J) 

X= X+ A(I, J) + B(I, J) I C(I, J) 

10 Y = Y- 0.5 * A(I, J) * B(I, J) 

RETURJ.~ 

END 

can be better written as 
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SUBROUTnm JOE (X, Y, N, M, SAl-f) 

COHMON A(SOOO), B(SOOO), C(SOOO) 

CALL SAN (A, B, C, N, M, 0, 0) 

X == 0.0 

y "" o.o 
!DINA == -100 

DO 10 J = 1, M 

IDIMA = IDI~~ + 100 

DO 10 I .. 1, N 

IJ = IDIMA + I 

CALL SAM {A, B, C, N, M, I, ~ 

X = X + A(IJ) + B{IJ) / C{IJ) 

10 Y == Y - O.S * A(IJ) * B(IJ) 

RETURN 

END 

where * denotes new or changed statements. 

* 

• 

• 

In a related optimization, it is best not to combine into one multi

dimensional array what could be separate arrays with fewer dimensions. 

For example, A{20, 2) might be split up as B{20) and C(20). 

7. An array with 2 or 3 dimensions which must be completely set to zero 

(or to any other constant) should be considered a single-dimension array 

for that operation. For example, 

DIMENSION A(lOO, so, 3) 

DO 1 I = 1, 3 

DO 1 J = 1, 50 

DO 1 K = 1, 100 

1 A(K, J, I) = 0.0 

ts better written as 

DIHENSION A(100, so, 3) 

DO 1 I = 1, lSOOO 

1 A(I) 0.0 

The reason is that the subscript 

than for A(I) (see 2.6.1). Note 

calculation for A(K, J, I) is more complicated 

that the Fortran compiler used must allow 

fewer subscripts than were declared in the DIMENSION, COMMON or type statement 

(MNF does allow this). 

I ,, 
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8. If a subroutine or function is only used by one subprogram which is the 

most-often used subprogram, incorporate it into the calling or referencing 

program unit. Note that although this optimizes the code generated, it 

reduces the modularity and may make the program harder to follow or to 

debug. This can be alleviated by using more comments to explain the program's 

operation. Example: 

CALL RA..'iD (ZERO) 

DO 1 K = H, 20 

CALL RAND (R) 

IF (R .GT. 0.81) N(K) = 1 

1 CONTINUE 

SUBROUTINE RAI.~D (SEED) 

DOUBLE PRECISION XN 

DATA XN I 2147483647.DO I 
IF (SEED .EQ. 0.0) SEED = 1.0 

SEED = DMOD(DBLE(SEED) * 1220703125.00, XN) / XN 

RETU&~ 

END 

is better written as 

DOUBLE PRECISIO~ ~~ 

C XN IS 2 ** 31 - 1 

DATA XN I 2147483647.00 I 
R a 1.0 

DO 1 K = M, 20 

C 1220703125 IS 5 ** 13 

R = DMOD(DBLE(R) * 1220703125.00, XN) I XN 

IF (R .GT. 0.81) N(K) = 1 

1 CONTINUE 
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(The random number generator RAND will work on any machine with a word

size of at least 32 bits and unrounded DOUBLE PRECISION arithmetic; 

however faster generators should be written in assembly language.) 

9. Use Horner's Rule to evaluate polynomials so as not to evaluate 

X ** I for each term. Thus P{X) = i~O a1xi should be evaluated as 

P(X) (( ... (ax+ a 1) x + ••• ) x + a0 • For example,·with coefficients n n-
.'\(1) , I = 1, ••• , N+l where A(l) = a0 , .•• , A(N+l) • an, 

POLY = A{l) 

NPl = N + 1 

DO 1 I = 2, NPl 

1 POLY = POLY + A(I) * X ** I 

t.s better written as 

POLY = A(N + 1) 

FOR 1 I • N, 1 

1 POLY = POLY * X + A(I) 

or be reversing the order of the coefficients where we have 

B(I) = A{N + 2- I), I= 1, ... , N + 1, we can write in standard Fortran, 

POLY = B{1) 

NP1 = N + 1 

DO 1 I = 2, NPl 

1 POLY = POLY * X + B(I) 

If the order of the polynomial (n) is not too large, one may want to evaluate 

tt without loops. For example A * X** 4 + B * X ** 3 + C * X ** 2 + D * X+ E 

·'.hould be written as (((A* X+ B) * X+ C) * X+ D) * X+ E. 

lfl. If a subexpression having several constants is needed in an.expression inside 

heavily repeated code, evaluate the result elsewhere {on paper or with another 

:•·:o~r:-1m) and use that result in the calculation. For example, 

Y = 3.0 + ALOG10{2.0) - X 

1~: better written as (\-Tith comments added for clarHy) 

C 3.30102 99956 6398 = 3.0 + ALOG10(2.0) 

Y = 3.30102 ~9956 6398 - X 

and 

Z = 2.0 * 3.14159265358979 * ANGLE 

is better written as 

C 6.28318 53071 7958 = 2.0 *PI 

A= 6.28318530717958 * ANGLE 
I 

'11 
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Apt>enJix D contains n.:my of the corn~on constants used in computing just for 

thi!; purpose. ~:otc th:-~t some compilers (such :ts rtNF, section I below)· can 

evaluate constant expressions ther:~selves during compilation. However, 

constants involving library functions or ** (exponentiation) to other than 

integer powers usually cannot be evaluated during compilation so the user 

should do so. 

11. A ** (REAL integer constant) where A is REAL or DOUBLE PRECISION should 

be written as A** (INTEGER constant). For example, A** 4.0 should be 

A ** 4 (because A ** 4 can be done by a series of multiplications while 

A** 4.0 must use logarithm and exponential routines). 

In a similar case, use SQRT(X) instead of X** 0.5 and X* SQRT(X) instead 

of X ** 1.5 because the SQRT function is usually faster than the logarithm 

and exponential functions which are used to evaluate REAL ** REAL. 

Complicated tolerance checks involving SQRT can sometimes be better written 

using X ** 2. For example, 

IF (SQRT(X) .GE. Y) GO TO 10 

is better written as 

IF (X .GE. Y ** 2) GO TO 10 

(assuming Y ** 2 does not overflow) and 

·o .. o.o 
DO 100 I = 1, N 

100 D = ~\Xl (D, SQRT (X(I) ** 2 + Y(I) ** 2)) 

can be better written as 

D = 0.0 

DO 100 I = 1, N 

100 D n AMAXl (D, X(I) ** 2 + Y(I) ** 2) 

D = SQRT(D) 

since only one evaluation of SQRT is needed. 

12. A constant of the form k * 10 ** n should be written in the form kEn. 

For example, 3.7 * 10 ** (-3) should be 3.7E-3. 

13. (-1) ** N should be rewritten to take advantage of the fact that the 

result is either +1.0 or -1.0. For example, 
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DO 1 N = 1, 15 

SIG~E = (-1.0) ** N 

should be 

SIQ\E = 1.0 

DO 1 ~ = 1, 15 

SIGNE = -SIGNE 

In another example that 

or (what is equivalent) 

refers back to section 9, 1~1 (-1) 1- 1Axx1
- 1 

ti I-1 I-1 
1~ (-1) ~+2_1x , can best be coded using 

a double Horner step in statement 200: 

POLY = B(l) 

IF (N - 1) 400, 300, 100 

100 X2 = X * X 

DO 200 I = 2, N, 2 

200 POLY = POLY * X2 - B(I) * X + B(l + 1) 

300 IF (N .NE. 2 * (N / 2)) POLY • B(N + 1) -POLY * X 

400 

Note that this much more efficient of time (but not of space or clarity) 

than the following: 

POLY = A(l) 

IF (N .. EQ. 0) GO TO 500 

NPl = N + 1 

DO 400 I = 2, NPl 

400 POLY = (-1.0) ** (I - 1) * A(I) * X ** (I - 1) 

500 .... 
A maxim of optimization is that one can usually trade space for faster 

execution time. 

14. Many computer decisions can be avoided during searches to find a 

value if the code is properly written. Thus, to fi~d which element in 

an array is the same as a given value, one can t.rrite 
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DO 10 I == 1, N 

IF (XA .EQ. A(I)) GO TO 20 

10 CO~TI!HJE 

I -· N + 1 

20 . 

I 

If I is N + 1 at state~2nt 20, XA is not in the array. This requires two 

decisions per pass through the loop: one for the IF and one for the DO 

anst,.>ering the question "is I equal to N?" A better method requiring only 

one decision per loop is 

A(N + 1) = XA 

I = 0 

10 I = I + 1 

IF (XA .NE. A(I)) GO TO 10 

20 

Unless the machine fails, the loop is guaranteed to find the value in array 

A which is equal to XA, since the last element A(N + 1) is set to XA 

initially. This is a case where the normal Fortran DO statement is not 

always best. 

Another example is the use of a table lookup instead of a search. This 

often occurs when converting from one type of code to another, e.g. display 

code to BCD code. The loop 

DO 10 I = 1, 64 

IF (IX .EQ. ICHAR(I)) GO TO 20 

10 CONTINUE 

20 JX = JCHAR(I) 

can be re-written as a single statement by taking advantage of the value 

of IX itself to index into the table JCHAR as 

JX = JCHAR(IX) 

if the JCHAR table is built up using the sequence of IX. 

In still another cxarr.ple, the number of dec.i.sio~s is almost cut in half 

at the expense of more code; t\vO operations are done per loop instead of 

one. 
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For example, or 

s ,.. 0.0 T • o.o 
DO 10 I .,. 1. N DO 30 1 - 1. N 

10 S • S + A(I) 30 T • T + A(I) * B(I) 

is better written as ia better written as 

s • o.o T • 0.0 

IF (N .LE. 1) GO TO 20 IF (lr .LE. 1) GO TO SO 

DO 10 I • 1. N. 2 DO 30 I • 1. N, 2 

10 S • S + A(I) + A(I + 1) 

20 IF ( N .NE. 2 * (N I 2)) 

1 S • S + A(N) 

30 T • T + A(I) * B(I) + A(I + 1).* E 

SO IF (N .NE. 2 * (N I 2)) 

1 T • T + A(N) * B (N) 

However, see section A below about further cautions. 

15. Mlnirni~e the number of multiplications by use of the distributive 

law: A * C + B * C • (A + B) * C and A * C - B * C • (A - I) * C. MNF 

does not detect this case, and other compilers that do may miss 1t if there 

are different subexprcssions in between the combinable ones. 

16. Whenever possible. use library routines provided by the computer 

installation rather than write your own. In general. installation-provided 

routines are of good quality. However, they sometimes cannot be run on 

other machines so this must be taken into consideration. Only if a programmer 

is very kno\-Tledgeable in an area and if no library program does what he 

wants should he attempt to write his own routine. Testing and debugging 

one's own routine can be much more expensive than obtaining someone else's 

version that does the same as well or better. The oniy good thing about 

writing your own routine is that it is very educational. 

il. In nested loops, attempt to make the innermost loop have ~perands 

that are in adjacent words whenever possible. For example. 

DI~~NSION A(l6,16),B(l6,16) 

DO 10 I = 1, 16 

DO 10 J = 1 1 16 

10 A(I, J) = A(I. J) + B(I. J) * T 
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should be re-wrlttcn by reversing the order of the I and J loops as 

DUlliNSION A(l6,16) ,!3(16,16) 

DO 10 J 

DO 10 I 

10 A(I, J) 

1, 16 

1, 16 

A(1, J) + B(I, J) * T 

since the first .form uses elements that are 16 words apart while the second 

for~ uses adjacent elements. This prevents possible memory bank conflicts 

in some machines with interleaved memory banks and simplifies subscript 

incrementing in many compilers. On certain machines such a change can make 

an enormous difference in efficiency (see section Q, below). 

In a similar case, keep references to a particular variable or array 

element in as few Fortran statements as possible and attempt to keep them 

within a single block of statements. (A block consists of individual 

statements terminated by transfer statements, labeled statements, I/0 

statements, or statements having subprogram references.) Such usage 

aids optimization for many compilers and minimizes the need for loading 

from and storing to memory on machines with multiple high-speed registers 

since values in active registers can be remembered. 

18. Be careful when using non-standard mixed-mode arithmetic because 

this may cause inefficient code to be generated or loss of optimization 

inside loops. For example 

MNF allows. standard Fortran requires 

10 

REAL A(l0,20) ,B(l0,20), 

1 D(l0,20),E{l0,20),F(l0,20) 

INTEGER X(10,20) 

DO 10 J 1, 20 

DO 10 I 1, 10 

A(I, J) = X(I, J) + B(l, J) 

D(I, J) X( I, J) * E(I, J) + F(I, J 

A(I, J) = FLOAT(X(I, J)) + B(I, 

10 D(I, J) = FLOAT(X{I, J)) * E(I I 

1 + F(I, J) 

The non-standard mixed-mode arithmetic that MNF allows hides that fact that 

there must be type-conversions every time ~hrough the loop. The innermost 

code can thus be better written as 

REAL XIJ 

XIJ = X(I, J) 

A(I, J) = XIJ + B(I, J) 

10 D(I, J) = XIJ * E(I, J) + F(I, J) J-15 
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As another example, 

X a I * Z - (I - 1) I T + 6 * I 

can be better written as 

V • I 

X - v * (Z + 6.0) - (V - 1.0) I T 

However, for ~~E mixed-mode arithmetic may allow more efficient code to 

be generated if it allows a DO or FOR loop to be expressed in one statement 

rather than as a multi-statement loop (see section A below). 

19. In circumstances where it is possible, replace a multiplication 

by an addition, or an exponentiation to an integer power by a multiplication 

inside a loop. (The latter can appear when applying Horner's rule, section 

9, above.) At the same time, replace tests to end a loop by an equivalent 

test ba5ed on another variable in the loop. As an example, the function 

f(x,n,m) represented by the double sum 

n m 
1 might at first glance be coded as 

FUNCTION F(X,N,M) 
.F .,.··· 0.0 

DO 10 IR • 1, N 

DO 10 IS • 1, M 

10 F • F + 1.0 I (4 * IS - X) ** (2 * IR) 

RETURN 

END 

Howev~r, by reversing the order of the summations so that 

m n 
f(x,n,m) ... r I: 1 and by using the replacements mentioned 

2r (4s-x) 

above, ~e can code the function as 
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FUNCTIO~ F(X,N,M) 

F = 0.0 

"} u I 

''"' 
::,.,..;1 ·/ 

XM = 4.0 * FLOAT(M) - X+ l.OE - 10 (l.OE - 10 added to insure loop 

s :: 4.0 - X completion) 

1 OS2 = 

PROD= 

1.0 I 
1.0 

(S * S) (division done here instead of inside loop; 

see section J, belm.;) 

DO 2 IR = 1, N 

PROD "' PROD * OS2 (exponentiation replaced by multiplication) 

2 F = Jo' + PROD 

S = S + 4.0 (multiplication replaced by addition) 

IF (S .LT. XM) GO TO 1 (DO test on IS replaced by IF test on S) 

RETURN 

END 

Another example of addition replacing multiplication is the loop in 

section 6, above, where a hidden multiplication in a subscript calculation 

is replaced by an explicit addition. 

There is one case, however, where exponentiation to an integer power 

should .!lQ!_ be replaced by multiplications: when the exponentiation 

only occurs once. The compiler usually sets up better code to do the 

exponentiation. Thus, X ** 4 is as (X * X) ** 2 which only requires 

2 multiplications. In another example, 

DO 30 I = 1, N 

PROD (I) = 1.0 

DO 30 J = 1, N 

30 PROD(I) PROD(I) * 2.3 * B(J) 

should be re-written as 

TEMP = 2 • 3 * * N 

..... DO 30 I 1, N 

PROD(I) = TEMP 

DO 30 J = 1, N 

30 PROD(!) = PROD(!) * B(J) 
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Now, some,optioization hints th3t are machine or compiler oriented. 

A. lfueneverpossible, use DO or FOR loops that consist of only a single 

rtrithmetic-replacement statement (a CONTINUE statement not being counted 

as a statement h~re) because these are often optimized by the compiler to 

usc index registers for holding loop controls, variable dimensions and 

needed constant increments. In order for such a loop to be optimized, 

a) the DO or FOR increment must be constant (e.g. DO 10 I • 2, N, 2) 

b) only INTEGER or REAL constants, variables or arrays can be used 

c) there can be no FUNCTION or statement function references 

d) each individual subscript must be in the form INTEGER variable 

+constant, INTEGER variable, or constant (e.g. A(I + 1) or B(J) or C(17)) 

e) the innermost DO or FOR loop control variable can only appear 

once in any array subscript (e.g. DO 20 I • 1, N $ A(I,I) • I - 1 

would prevent optimization) 

f) there must be no more than a total of four occurrences of either 

multiple subscripts (two- or three-dimension) depending on the 

innermost loop control variable or that variable appearing in the 

second or third subscript of a variable-dimension array (e.g. DO 30 I • l 

30 A(I, J) = B(J, I)). 

g) if the F-option is used on the MNF control card (Appendix A), 

there must be no variables or arrays in the loop appearing in an 

EQUIVALENCE statement. 

h) if the left-hand-side of the equal sign is an INTEGER variable, 

it must not appear in a subscript on the right-hand-side (e.g. DO 70 I • 1, 

70 L = I+ A(L) would prevent opti~ization). 

As a complete example, the form 

F = 1. 

DO 20 I = 2, M 

X "' I 

20 F "" F * X 

is better written in the (non-standard) form: 

DO 20 I = 2, N 

20 F = F * I 

In addition to using index registers, up co two variables or constants 

(elements which do not change within the loop) can be pre-loaded into 

active registers before the loop begins if all the above and following 
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conditions are met: 

i) The only parenthesis groups that can appear arc subscripts 

(e.g. DO SO I = 1, L 

SO X(I) = X(I) +B). 

ii) There must be no exponentiation (**) operators. 

iii) There can be at most four operands in the expression on the 

right-hand-side of the equal sign (or five if one of them is the 

same as the left-hand-side variable or array element, 

e.g. DO 60 K = l't, I 

60 II(K) = II(K) + JJ(K) I K I~). 

i~) If the element is a constant, it cannot appear after a divide 

operator (I) (e.g. in DO 70 N = 3, 7 

70 P(N) = P(N) I 6.9, 6.9 will not be pre-loaded). 

v) If the element is a simple variable, it cannot be the left-hand

side variable, the loop control variable, or the loop terminal 

variable (e.g. in DO 30 I = 1, N, 3 

30 A(I) = A(I) * N, N will not be pre-loaded). 

vi) If the element is a subscripted variable, it must be singly 

subscripted and the subscript must not be the loop control 

variable; furthermore, the variable must not be the left-hand

side variable (e.g. in DO 40 L ~ 1, M 

40 P(L) ~ P(L) + P(N) * Q(N), 

pre-loaded but P(N) will not be pre-loaded). 

Thus, in the loop 

DO 100 I '-'- l, ll 

100 A(I) = B(I) * X 

X is pre-loaded once before the loop begins. 

Q(N) will be 

A further optimization is made when the loop is a simple summation (r) or 

product (v); the sum or product is not actually stored until the loop is 

completed if the above conditions a) through h) and the following hold: 

1) ~he only parenthesis groups that can appear are subscripts. 

2) There must be no exponentiation (**) operators. 

3) If the left-hand-side of the equal sign is an array element, the 

subscripts must not depend on the innermost loop control variable 

and every appearance of the array on the right-hand-side must 

contain the identical subscripts as th~ lcift-hand-side. 
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Examples are: 

00 10 I = 1, N 

A(I) = 0. 

DO 10 J = 1, L 

10 A(I) A(I) + B(I, J) * C(I, J) 

POLY A(l) 

DO 20 J = 2, N 

20 POLY = POLY * X + A(J) 

Because MNF does not optimize beyond one statement in a DO or FOR loop 

(although some compilers do so), making two one-statement loops into a 

single two-statement loop should be avoided. For example, 

DO 1 I = 1, N 

1 B(I) = S + A(I) 

T • 0.0 

DO 2 I =- 1, N 

2 T .. T + B(I) 

should not be re-written as 

T ,.. 0.0 

00 3 I = 1, N 

B(I) • S + A(I) 

3 T = T + B(I) 

because the second case is not optimized whereas the first case is. 

B. Attempt to optimize branch statements by choosing the fastest statements 

and putting decisions in order of decreasing likelihood of occurrence. 

The fastest branch statement compiled by MNF is the assigned GO TO, 

followed by the logical IF, arithmetic IF, and the computed GO TO 

statements. TI1us when practical, replace an arithmetic IF by a logical 

lF sinc.e it is faster, mny eliminate saving index registers or storing 

at-Jay control values, and allows the compiler to use values remaining in 

operating registers when needed for later computations. This replacement 

is especially good when 2 of the 3 branches of the arithmetic IF are the 

same because extra statement numbers often can also be removed. 
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For example, 

is 

DO 20 J = 1, K 

A(J) • B(J) * C(J) 

IF (J - 15) .10' 20' 

10 A(J) = A(J) + 7.5 

20 CONTINlJE 

better written as 

DO 20 J = 1, K 

A(J) = B(J) * C(J) 

10 

IF (J .NE. 15) A(J) = A(J) + 7.5 

20 CONTTNUE 

. ., 
~ 

Similarly, replace computed GO TO statements having 3 or fewer statement 

numbers with arithmetic or logical IF's (e.g. GO TO (10,20,30) ,N should 

be IF (N-2) 10,20,30 ). 

When a series of decisions must be made, they should be put in the order 

that makes the most likely relations take the first branches. For 

example_, if one is examining data for college age students, the statements 

IF (AGE .CT. lOQ,) GO TO 100 

IF (AGE .GT. 75.) GO TO 75 

IF (AGE .GT. SQ,) GO TO 50 

IF (AGE • GT • 35..) GO TO 35 

IF (AGE .GT. 2~ GO TO 25 

IF (AGE .GT. 15..) GO TO 15 

would require 6 decisions on the average whereas the statements 

IF (AGE .LE. 15.) GO TO 5 

IF (AGE .LE. 2~ GO TO 15 

IF (AGE .LE. 35) GO TO 25 

IF (AGE .LE. sen GO TO 35 

IF (AGE .LE. 75) GO TO 50 
"' 

IF (AGE .LE. 100..) GO TO 75 

100 

require only 2 decisions on the average. 

Logical IF statements containing multiple .OR. decisions or multiple 

.AND. decisions should be written in such a way as to make the most 

likely branch be taken first because of the way such statements are 

compiled. Thus, 

IF (A .GT. B .OR. I .EQ. N .OR. P .LE. Q) GO TO 10 
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is compiled as if it had been written as 

IF (A .GT. B) G0 TO 10 

IF (I .EQ. N) GO TO 10 

IF (P .LE. Q) GO TO 10 

so that \vhichever relation is most likely to be ~ should be placed 

first in the statement (e.g. A .GT. B) • Similarly, 

IF (C . GE. D .AND. F .LT. G .AND . K .NE. L) GO TO 30 

is compiled as if it had been written as 

IF (C .LT. D) GO TO 40 

IF (F .GE. G) GO TO 40 

IF (K .NE. L) GO TO 30 

40 

so that whichever of the original relations is most likely to be false 

should be placed first in the statement (e.g. C .GE. D) in order to skip 

over the less likely relational decisions. However, the programmer should 

keep in mind that MNF compiles parenthesis groups before looking at the 

.OR. and .AND. relations themselves. In particular, when a function 

evaluation is involved in a relation which is not likely to occur, it 

should be split off in a separate statement. Thus 

IF (X .GT. Y .OR. K .EQ. M .OR. P .LE. FCT(T)) GO TO 60 

is compiled as if it has been written as 

TEMP = FCN(T) 

IF (X .GT. Y) GO TO 60 

IF (K .EQ. f1) GO TO 60 

IF (P .LE. TEMP) GO TO 60 

&o the original statement could better be written as 

IF (X .GT. Y .OR. K .EQ. M) GO TO 60 

IF (P .LE. FCN(T)) GO.TO 60 

in order to minimize the number of mneedcd evaluations of FCN(T). In the 

c;:Jse where there arc mixed .A.t.ID. and .OR. relations or the unary 

. NOT. in a locical IF, the complete logical expression within the IF 

statement must be evaluated before any decision can be made. This can be 

wasteful of time when one relation is more likely to be true or false 

than the others and such a relation should be split off and placed first 

in a separate IF statement. 
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SUBROUTINE calls, FUNCTION references and input/output operations require 

saving and restoring registers and control values, and cause the compiler 

to lose values iti operating registers, so they should be done before a 

series of IF decisions if possible. Thus, 

DO 10 l = 1, 1000 

IF (NOD(I, 10) .EQ. 0) GO TO 10 

L(I) J (I) 

Y(I) = SIN(X(I)) * COS(X(I)) / FLOAT(J(I)) 

10 CONTINUE 

should be re-written as 

DO 10 I = 1, 1000 

TE~W = SIN(X(I)) * COS(X(I)) 

IF (HOD(I, 10) .EQ. 0) GO TO 10 

L(I) J(I) 

Y(I) = TEMP / FLOAT(J(I)) 

10 CONTINUE 

Note that \-Then the IF's almost always branch around the code, this should 

not be done. An example where SUBROUTINE calls and FUNCTION references 

should not be moved (since the branch is taken 986 times) is: 

DO 10 I = 1, 1000 

IF {MOD(I, 10) .NE. 0 .OR. MOD(I, 7) .NE. 0) GO TO 10 

L(I) J (I) 

Y(I) = SIN(X(I)) * COS(X(I)) / FLOAT(J(I)) 

10 CONTINUE 

When 3-branch arithmetic IF statements are used, moving statements around 

can often improve decision-making. The reason is that ~mF looks at the 

statement following the IF and when its statement number is the saoe as one 

of the branches of the IF, different instructions are usually.generated. 

Thus 

IF (X) 10, 20, 30 

10 A = B 

is compiled as an equal-to-zero jump to 20 and a greater-than-zero jump 

to 30 (this form is best when X < 0 occurs least often), 
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IF (X) 10, 20, 30 

20 c = 0 

is compiled as a less-than-zero jump to 10 nnd a non-zero jump to 30 

(this form is best when X • 0 occurs least often), 

.IF (X) 10, 20, 30 

30 E .., F 

is compiled as an equal-to-zero jump to 20 and less-than-zero jump to 

10 (this form is best when X > 0 occurs least often} and 

IF (X) 10, 20,· 30 

40 G = H 

is compiled as an equal-to-zero jump to 20, a greater-than-zero jump to 

30 and an uncQnditional jump to 10 • 

C. Decisions on the CDC 6600 are costly so they should be avoided whenever 

possible. The compiler attempts to generate code with the minimum n~er 

of decisions but the programmer can attempt to minimize them, also. One 

method is to use.the ABS, MIN, MAX, and SIGN type of f\mction whenever 

possible (i.e. lABS, ABS, DABS, MINO, MINl, AMINO,AMINl. DMINO, DMINl 

MAXO, MAXl, A.."fAXO, AMAXl, DMAXO, Dt-1AX1, !SIGN, SIGN, DSIQl). These have 

been carefully written for MNF in such a way that no actual computer 

decision is made. For example, 

XMIN = l.OE + 10 

DO 10 I = 1, N 

IF (XMIN .LT. X(I)) XMIN •·X(I) 

10 CONTINUE 

is better written as 

XMIN =·l.OE + 10 

DO 10 I = 1, N. 

10 :XHIN = AMINl(XMIN, X(I)) 

D. Attempt to take advantage of "permanent" subscripting for two- or 

three-dimensional arrays in certain cases, t-1NF will calculate a sub

script only once in a DO or FOR loop when the subscript or sit:d.lar sub

scripts are used in one or more stntements several times in the loop. 

At the time the subscript or similar subscripts are found later in th~ 

locp, the previously calculated "permanent" value is remembered nnd is not 

recalculnted. 
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A permanent subscript will be generated and saved by the compiler if 

a) at le3st one of the variables in the original subscript is the 

innermost DO or FOR control and 

b) all other parts of the original subscript are of the form ±constant 

or V<lricble±.constant and that variable is any DO or FOR control 

in the nest or is a formal parameter used as a variable dimension. 

(W~F requires that DO or FOR controls and variable dimensions 

not ch~nge in a loop and in a subprogram respectively.) 

In addition, there must be no transfer statements appearing. within the loop 

before the original subscript reference is seen, and the original subscript 

reference must not be in the dependent statement portion of a logical IF. 

Thus, moving a proper subscript reference before the first transfer statement 

in a loop can cause a permanent subscript to be generated. 

In order for a later subscript to be similar to the original so as to be 

able to use a generated permanent value, when the array has constant 

dimensions each part can only differ from the original by a constant 

(e.g. for DIMENSION A(lO, 10), B(lO, 10), if the permanent subscript 

A(I, J) is generated it can be used for A(I + 1, J - 1) and for 

B(I- 1, J + 1)). However, when the array is variable dimensioned, if 

a) the first dimension of a two-dimensional array is variable or 

b) the first dimension of a three-dimensional array is variable 

then only the first part may differ from the original by a constant to be 

considered similar (e. g. for Dlt1ENSION A(I, 10), if A(K + 3, 7) is generated, 

it can be used for A(K- 1, 7) or for DIMENSION A(N, N, N), if 

A(I + 16, N, 36) is generated, it can be used for A(I, N, 36)). 

If the first dimension of a three-dimensional array is constant but the 

second dimension is variable, then either the first or second part but 

.!J.2.!_ the third part raay differ from the original to be consicered similar 

(e.g. for DI~ffiNSIOS A(6, L, K)~ if A(I- 1, J- 1, N) is generated, it can 

be used for A(I, J + 1, N)). 
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SUBROUTINE PEAK. (D, E, M, L, CC, HM') 

DIMEl\SIOl~ B(lO, 10), C(20, 5, 6), D(N, 13), E(6, L, 9) 

NMl = N - 1 

DO 200 I = 2, N 

DO 200 J = I, N~ll 

B(I - 1, J + 1) D(J - 1, I) Permanent subscripts generated for 

DO 100 K = I, J B and D. 

C(I, J, K) = cc Permanent subscript generated for C. 

C(I + 1, J + 1, K - 1) = C(I - 1, J + 1, K + 1) Permanent subscript 

TEMP = E(K + 1, L, 7) used for C. Permanent subscript generated 

IF (TEMP .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 100 for E; original subscript occurs before 

E(K + 1, L, 7) = E(K - 1, L, 7) transfer. Permanent subscript used for E. 

E(K - 1, L, 7) s TEMP Permanent subscript used for E. 

100 CONTINUE 

200 D(J, I) = B(I, J) * C(I + 1, J + 1, MM- 1) Permanent subscripts 

DO 300 J = 1, N used for B and D. 

DO 300 I = 1, J Permanent subscript generated for B 

C(T + 3, J. MM) .. D(I, .l) (but ~C); MI-t not a variable dimension 

C(I, J + 1, MM- 2) a 1.0 + B(J, I + 1) or loop control. Permanent 

BB = B(I, I) 

IF (BB .GT. CC) Z • D(I, J + 1) 

X= D(I, J) * D(I, J + 3) 

IF (BB .GT. CC) GO TO 300 

CC = CC + E(6, L, 6) 

X = X+ E(6, L - 3, 6) 

300 CONTINUE 

RETUP.N 

END 

subscript for B not used because not 

similar. Permanent subscript not generate. J 

for D in dependent statement of logical It. 

Permanent subscript not generated for 

E after transfer statement. 

It is interesting to note that if the seemingly useless statement 

·Do 300 MM = NH, HN is inserted before the statement DO 300 J = 1, N then 

a permanent subscript will actually be generated for C(I + 3, J, M}1) and 

it will be used for C(I, J + 1, t-1!-!- 2). 
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E. Constants in the first subscript in a subscript reference of the form 

cxpressior:.±_co:1stant or .±.constant are lumped \vith the address of the array 

by the co~piler. In the case of an array having constant DIMENSION 

declQrations, constants appearing last in all subscripts allow inclusion 

of thtm into the array address thereby si~plifying the subscript calculation. 

However, the compiler will not do this if the subscript is constant+expression 

with the constant coming before the expression. Example: 

DIMENSION D(6, S) 

Y "' D(K + 3, J + 3) 

The subscript is calculated as (D + 14) + 6 * J + K (see 2.6.1). 

In the case of the variable dimensioned arrays, constants can be lumped with 

the address of the array if they appear properly expression±constant) up 

through the first variable dimension of the array. Thus, if the first 

dimension is variable, only the.first part can be lumped; if the second 

dimension is variable and the first is constant, both the first and second 

constant parts of the subscript can be lumped; and if only the third 

dimension is variable, all three parts of the subscript can have their 

constant portions lumped with the array address. 

F. In a single statement, subscripts of the same array having constant 

DIMENSION declarations or of different arrays having the same constant 

DIMENSION declarations are only evaluated once by the compiler if they all 

use the same variables within the subscripts. A further requirement is 

that the subscripts each be in the form: variabl~constant, variable, or 

constant. Thus in 

DIHENSION A(lO, 20) 

A(I, J) = A(I + 1, J - 1) 

only one subscript evaluation is made since the compiler knows that the 

two clerwnts are 9 \o'Ords apart. Another example is 

DI~~NSIO~ B(l5, 5), C(lS, S) 

A(I + 1, J) = R(I, J) - C(I, J) 

G. The compiler remembers result values previously stored which remain 

in active registers. For example, instead of 
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use 

X = y 

z = y 

X= y 

Z = X 

If one constant is to be stored in several variables, writing the statements 

consecutively is equivalent to the (non-standard) form of multiple replacement 

(see 4. 5). It causes only one load or set command plus necessary store 

commands to be generated when the type of the constant is the same type as 

the variable. Thus 

A= 0 

B = 0 

is better written as 

A = 0.0 

B = 0.0 

Also, group variables of the same type together. Thus 

c 1.0 

N 1 

D = 1.0 

M = 1 

is better written as 

c = 1.0 

D = 1.0 

N = 1 

M = 1 

H. Identical subcxpressions appearing within parentheses in a single 

~;tatement are remembered by the compiler and evaluated only once. For 

example 

z = -A + H - (A - B) I c 
should be ~ritten as 

Z = (B - A) + (B - A) I C 

to take advantage of this. A further requirement is that in the single 

stateMent if one subexpression is immediately preceded by a name (i.e. that 

of a FUNCTION or an array), all other identical subexpressions must be 
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preceded by the same name in order to be remembered. This allows complete 

FL~CTION or array references to be calculated once and re-used in a statement. 

llm.Jever, this requireMent neans that extra parentheses are sometimes needed. 

Thus, 

Q ~ 1.0 I SQRT(X) * SIN(l.O I SQRT(X)) 

must be re-written as 

Q = (1.0 I SQRT(X)) * SIN((l.O / SQRT(X))) 

to take advantage of remembering the identical subexpression 1.0 I SQRT(X). 

Since subexpression remembering is only done within a single statement by 

the compiler, the programmer must sometimes do the required work himself. 

Thus 

IF (G .GT. (B +C) *D) GO TO 10 

D = (B + C) * D 

should be re-written as 

TEMP = (B + C) * D 

IF (G .GT. TEMP) GO TO 10 

B = TEMP 

and 

XP ... X * COS(PHI) + y. 

yp = X* SIN(PHI) - y • 

should be re-written as 

CT • COS(PHI) 

ST a SIN(PHI) 

XP:o X * CT + y * ST 

YP = X* ST - y *CT 

I. Constant subexpressions are evaluated during compilation if they 

precede the first variable in a subexpression. For example, the constant 

expressions in 2.0 * 6.0 I A or 6.4 + 7.88 + B or 1.0 I 3.0 * C will be 

evaluated but the constant expressions in 2.0 I A* 6.0 orB+ 6.4 + 7.88 

or C * 3. 6 I 7,£1 will not. Parentheses may be used to group constants into 

a separate subexprcssion so in A* (3.6 I 7.4), the constant will be 

evaluated during compilation. Note also that ~mF allows expressions to 

be used in DATA statements (see section 5.5) so with proper coding, 

there should never be arithmetic involving only constants during execution. 

SIN(PHI) 

COS (PHI) 

J. As with many computers, division is quite a bit slower on the CDC 6600 

than multiplication. Thus multiplication by the reciprocal will be faster. 

The compiler automatically does this for constants appearing in a denominator: 

X I 2.0 is done as x·* 0.5 andY I 10.0 is done as Y * 0.1. The programmer 

should multiply by reciprocals when possible. Thus, 
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DO 10 J = 1, N 

DO 10 I = 1, N 

10 ·c(r) = A(I) 1 (B(J) + c(J)) 

should be re-written as 

DO 10 J = 1, N 

T = 1.0 I (B(J) + C(J)) 

DO 10 I = 1, N 

10 C(I) = A(I) * T 

Note, however, that replacement of division with multiplication by the 

reciprocal does not always produce the same result. This can occur when 

the reciprocal cannot be exactly represented on the machine (e.g. 0.1 does 

not have an exact representation· on a binary machine such as the CDC 6600). 

K. If possible, avoid the unary operator minus preceding a variable since 

an extra subtraction may be needed to generate it. Thus, SIN(-X- 0.5) 

should be SIN(-0.5 - X) because -0.5 is a constant generated by the compiler. 

L. Shifts and adds are generated by the compiler to do the operations of 

multiplication and division with small integer power-of-2 constants 

(e.g. 2, 4, 8~ 16, etc.) in expressions and subscripts. Thus, the user 

need not do his own shifts and adds to accomplish l-7hat the compiler can do 

better. Also, the user should not replace such constants with variables 

having the same value since the compiler will no longer recognize their 

special power-of-two form. Thus, 

ICHAR = 64 

JCHAR = I I !CHAR 

is better written as 

JCHAR "' I I 64 

Similarly, I~TECER, REAL or DOUBLE PRECISION constantswh~ch are (positive 

or negative) powers of 2 involved with DOUBLE PRECISION operands in multiplica

tion or division arc done as an add-to-exponent or subtract-from-exponent 

operation which does not require a full double precision multiply or 

divide. Ag~tn, such constants should be used directly in 3 multiplication 

or division rather than r~placing them with variables having the same value. 
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N. The constant 2 multiplying any variable having as high or higher type 

than the constant (see 3.1.2) is done as an ad.dition by the compiler, 

e.g. 2.0 * R is R + R. Also, a REAL, DOUBLE PRECISIO~ or CO}~LEX 

expression divided by 0.5 is done as an addition. The user does not have 

to sacrifice clarity and write variable+variable himself. 

N. Complex arithmetic expressions are done '~ith improved code inserted by the 

compiler directly in the program -- rather than calling execution time 

functions. The following operations are done this way (I is an INTEGER 

operand, R is n REAL operand and C, Cl~ C2 are CO~~LEX operands): 

Cl ~ C2, Cl * C2, Cl I C2, C ** I,C I R, R * C, C * R, C ± R, R ± C 

(these last five are done without converting R to COMPLEX). The programmer 

does not have to program COMPLEX operations in REAL arithmetic to optimize. 

Furthermore, the'programmer should attempt to use REAL variables or constants 

rather than convert them to COMPLEX when using them in COMPLEX expressions. 

There are similar cases in expressions involving DOUBLE PRECISION -- use 

REAL values whenever they are exactly representable ·in single-precision 

·(e.g. 2.0). In a related case, a DOUBLE PRECISION comparison in a logical 

IF statement is not done in full double precision since only the sign of 

the result is needed, so avoid doing such a one-time calculation outside of 

the IF statement. A further remark is rel~vant here: beware of mixing 

REAL and DOUBLE PRECISION in an expression because unless the REAL values 

are exact, accuracy may be lost in the results. 

0. When using progra~$ that are being converted from other manufacturers' 

machines with smaller vord-size (e.g. IBM/360, IBM/370 or UNIVAC 1107,1108) 

to CDC machines havirig 60-bit words, beware of the use of DOUBLE PRECISION 

arithmetic. The CDC machines have about 14.4 digits in REAL precision so 

DOUBLE PRECISION arithmetic used on other machines should be translated 

to REAL arithmetic by changing type state~ents, constants and Ft'NCTION 

references. DOUBLE PRECISION should only be used where such accuracy is 

truly needed especially since there is about a factor of 4 difference in· 

speed. 
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In a similar situation, programs written on CDC machines that are later run 

on other manufacturers' machines may ~•ell have to be converted to DOUBLE 

PRECISION in order to run correctly. The differences in accuracy are often 

critical here. 

P. After a program is completely debugged, compilation and paper can be 

saved if the NO REFEP£NCES and NO LIST statements,or R = 0 and La 0 on 

the NNF control catrl are used. If possib~le, generating an overlay 

(Appendix A) and running the resultant binary version of the program is 

even better. 

Q. In order to program large Fortran array problems so that they will run 

efficiently on the large computers currently in use, the programmer 

must be aware of the underlying structure concept of data contiguity that 

these computers use to operate effectively. Thus the processing of large 

amounts of scattered data is inherently less efficient on these machines 

than processing contiguous data. Some of the machinese are: 

CDC 6600 with arrays stored in ECS 

CDC 7600 with arrays stored in LCM 

CDC STAR 100 pipeline processor 

IBM 360/85 (double precision) with cache storage 

IBM 370/168 with the (double precision) array in virtual storage 

An example such as the usual way of programming matrix multiplication in 

Fortran illustrates the problem. 

DO 110 I = 1, 400 

DO 110 J 

s = 0.0 

1, 400 

DO 100 K = 1, 400 

100 S = S + A(I, K) * B(K, J) 

110 C(I, J) = S 

Here, the elements A(I, K) used inside the loop are 400 words apart (CDC 

machines) or 3200 bytes apart {double precision on IBH machines). This 

defeats the purpose of cache storage on the 360/85, causes excessive page 

faults on the 370/168, and runs 5 times slower than using the transpose of 

A on the CDC 7600. The loop can be written (cfter transposing A into D) to 

operate on contiguous data as 
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DO 110 I ~ 1, 400 

DO 110 J 1, 400 

s = 0.0 

DO 100 K = 1, 400 

\) 

100 S ; S + D(K, I) * B(K, J) 

110 C(I, J) = S 

For a 131072-word CDC 6600 assuming the arrays are on ECS, we can generate 

A-transpose (calling it D) by reading A in halves into the arrays E and F 

in central memory, transposing the halves, and writing them out as the 

array D. 

ECS I XX I A(400, 400), B(400, 400), C(400, 400), D(400, 400) 

COMMON E(200, 200), F(200, 200) 

DIMENSION G(400, SO), H(400, SO), P(400, SO) 

EQUIVALENCE (E(1, 1), G(l, 1)), (f(l, 1), H(l, 1)), (E(l, 101), P(l, 1)) 

C READ IN TWO DIAGONAL BLOCKS 

DO 10 I ~ 1, 200 

CALL READEC (E(l, I), A(l, I), 200) 

10 CALLT:.EADEC (F(l, I), A(201, I+ 200), 200) 

C TRANSPOSE DIAGONAL BLOCKS 

DO 20 I = 1, 199 

IPl = I + 1 

DO 20 J IPl, 200 

T ~ E(I, J) 

E (I, J) E (J, I) 

E(J, I) ~ T 

T = F(I, J) 

F(I, J) = F(J, I) 

20 F(J, I) = T 
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C \vRITE OUT TRAI-JSPOSED BLOCKS 

DO 30 I "' 1, 200 

CALL 1-JRITEC (E(l, I), 0(1, I), 200) 

30 CALL \JRITEC (F(l, I), 0(201, I + 200), 200) 

C READ IN T\JO OFF-DIAGONAL BLOCKS 

DO 40 I = 1, 2UU 

CALL READEC (E(l, I), A(l, I+ 200), 200) 

40 CALL READEC (F(1, I), A(201, I), 200) 

C TRANSPOSE OFF-DIAGONAL BLOCKS 

DO 50 I = 1, 200 

DO 50 J = 1, 200 

T = E(I, J) 

E(I, J) = F(J, I) 

50 F(J, I) T 

C WRITE OUT TRANSPOSED BLOCKS 

DO 60 I = 1, 200 

CALL WRITEC (E(l, I), D(l, 200 +I), 200) 

60 CALL WRITEC (F(l, I), 0(201, I), 200) 

C DO MATRIX MULTIPLICATION IN 8 PARTS, 50 COLUMNS AT A TIME 

DO 90 L = 1, 400, 

CALL READEC (H(l, 

DO 80 I 1, 50 

DO 80 M = 1, 400, 

CALL READEC (G(l, 

DO 80 J 

s = 0.0 

1, 500 

DO 70 K = 1, 400 

50 

1) ' B(l, L), 20000) 

50 

1) , D(l, L), 20000) 

70 S = S + G(K, J) * H(K, I) 

80 P(M + I - 1, J) A 

90 CALL WRITEC (P(l, 1), C(l, M), 20000) 

lfuile this code is longer than the other method, it is quite fast since the 

largest possible transfers are made using ECS. 
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Approxinate Timings 

In order to help the programmer understand the execution time of his program, 

the folloHing table gives the approximate number of machine cycles for some 

of the various operations of the MXF compiler on the different CDC 6000/7000 

machines. 

For the 6000 series a cycle 100 nanoseconds 

For the 7000 series a cycle c 27.5 nanoseconds 

SFC are special cases 

P is a constant 

6400 
Operation Machine: 6200 

16 

14 

9 

60 

6 700CP 1 .2.2QQ. 

INTEGER LOAD 

INTEGER STORE 

INTEGER + or -

INTEGER * 
INTEGER I 

SPC frNTEGER * 2 p 

LrNTEGER 1 2P 

REAL LOAD 

REAL STORE 

REAL + or -

REAL * 
REAL I 

SPC [INTEGER -+ REAL 

DOUBLE LOAD 

DOUBLE STORE 

DOUBLE + or -

DOUBLE * 
DOUBLE I 

DOUBLE + REAL 

2 * D or D + D 

SPC DOUBLE * 2P or DOUBLE I 2P 

_p ** 2 or D * D 

112 

18 

18 

16 

14 

24 

60 

60 

21 

34 

30 

137 

300 

468 

123 

58 

137 

240 

15 13 

13 

8 

59 

106 

16 

16 

15 

13 

22 

59 

59 

19 

32 

28 

127 

292 

451 

114 

54 

134 

233 

11 

6 

57 

94 

12 

12 

13 

11 

18 

57 

57 

15 

28 

24 

107 

276 

417 

96 

46 

128 

219 

6600 
6700CPO 

8 

10 

3 

10 

44 

7 

7 

8 

10 

8 

10 

29 

9 

10 

13 

41 

34 

118 

36 

19 

18 

28 

7600 

8 

1 

4 

5 
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29 

4 

4 

8 

1 

6 

5 

20 

5 

10 

3 

23 

22 

81 

22 

10 

15 

18 



COHPLEX LOAD 34 32 28 10 '" 
CO~!PLEX STORE 30 28 24 13 J 

COHPLEX + or - 50 46 38 12 8 ,, ,, 
CONPLEX * 292 284 268 32 19 

CONPLEX I 506 488 451 121 80 \, i 

COMPLEX ±. REAL 34 31 25 7 7 

2 * C or C + C 29 27 23 9 s 
SPC COMPLEX * 2P or COt-iPLEX I 2p 137 134 128 18 15 

C ** 2 or C * C 221 215 203 27 15 

COMPLEX I REAL 121 119 115 59 38 

6400 6600 
Some Functions Machine: .UQ.Q. 6700CPO 

ACOS 1399 264 

ALOG 1041 206 

ASIN 1383 259 

ATAN 927 216 

ATAN2 1017 248 

cos 1248 221 

EXP 898 180 

SIN 1230 208 

SQRT 856 153 

T~'ffi 974 196 
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Su~rnary List of Optimization Do's and Don'ts 

(Page numbers in parentheses) 

General Optimizations 

1. In DO, FOR, or IF loops, move variables, expressions and decisions that do 

not depend on the current index variable outside the loop. (J-2) 

2. Remove unnecessary statement numbers that ·are not being used. (J-3) 

3. Place variables and arrays needed by subprograms into COMMON where 

practical. (J- 3) 

4. Use local variables in subprograms when a simple variable formal parameter 

would be needed many times within the subprogram. (J-5) 

5. Use the DATA statement to prestore constants for once-only initialization. 

(J-6) 

6. Use single-dimension instead of tw~- or three-dimension arrays when 

feasible. (J-7) 

7. Consider a multi-dimension array to be single-dimension for setting 

all elements to a constant. (J-8) 

8. Incorporate one-use subprograms into their calling or referencing 

program units. (J~9) 

9. Use Horner's rule to evaluate polynomials. (J-10) 

10. Evaluate constant subexpressions elsewhere (e.g. on paper) and replace 

the subexpression with that result. (J-10) 

11. A** (REAL integer constant) should be A** (INTEGER constant). (J-11) 

12. A constant k * .10 ** n should be written as kEn. (J-11) 

13. Rewrite (-1) ** N to take advantage of the even/odd result. _(J-11) 

14. Avoid unneeded decisions in loops. (J-12) 

15. Use the distributive law to minimize the number of multiplications. (J-14·: 

16. ~~en possible, use library routines provided by the computer installation 

rather than writing your own. (J-14) 

17. Attempt to make the innermost loop inside nested loops have operands 

that are in adjacent words and keep references to important arrays or 

variables in a single block, if possible. (J-14) 

18. Be careful when using non-standard mixed-mode arithmetic. (J-15) 

19. Attempt to replace exponenti~tions l)y multiplications, multiplications 

bv additions and loop tests by equivalent tests. (J-16) 
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Machine or Comoiler Oriented Optimizations 

A. Use one-statement DO or FOR loops whenever possible. (J-18) 

B.. Choose the fastest branch statements for the situation and put multiple 

decisions in decreasing likelihood of occurrence. (J-20) 

C. Avoid decisions vhenever possible especially by using ABS, f>liN, HAX, 

and SIGN functions. (J-24) 

D. Attempt to take advantage of HNF permanent subscripting. (J-24) 

E. \Jrite subscripts with the constant portion last so that the compiler 

can lump the constant portion with the array address. (J-27) 

F. Put subscripts in standard form in a single statement (if possible) to 

help the compiler evaluate the subscripts only once. (J-27) 

G. Help the compiler remember result values previously stored which remain 

in active registers. (J-27) 

H. In single statements, help·the compiler to remember to evaluate 

identical subexpressions only once; in multiple statements, do this your

self. (J-28) 

I. If you don't evaluate constant subexpressions yourself, put them before 

the first 'variable in a subexpression or use expressions in the DATA 

statement. (J-29) 

J. Hultiply by the reciprocal whenever the possible slight inaccuracy can 

be tolerated. (J-29) 

K. Avoid the unary operator minus preceding a variable. (J-30) 

L. Use power-of-2 constants in multiplication or division because the 

compiler makes a special attempt to recognize them. (J-30) 

H. Usc 2 * variable rather than variable + variable. (J-31) 

N. Use REAL constants or vari~bles in operations involving COMPLEX or 

DOUBLE PRECISION ~ince the compiler can often take advantage of this to the 

user's benefit (but be\IT.:lre of possible loss of accuracy in mixing DOUBLE 

PRECISION and REAL). (J-31) 

Q. Use REAL rather than DOUBLE PRECISION if it does not affect the accuracy 

of the program. (J-31) 

P. After debue~ing is finished eliminate the listing arid cross-reference 

map or generate and usc an overlay. (J-32) 

Q. Program large Fortran array problems to use adjacent. data. (J-32) 
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K LAYOUT OF EXEC1.Jl'!Q;'! TI: i;: rl'lC!i!if!~ COD£ fli'P X I( 

Each program unit (PROGRAH, SUBROU7It!E, O!" Ftr.fCTim!) has the follO'o~ing memory 
structure: 

This storage is 
assiened for variables 
and arrays appearing 
in decl<!rative state
Clents ~rhen the :first 
executable statement 
is encountered 
This binary code is 
generated during 
processing of execut
nble statements 
This is ll.A:1ELIST 
storage 
This formal parameter 
storage is done uhen 
the Elm statement is 
encoU!ltered 
This·is the entr,y 
point 

This binarJ code is 
generated when the 
E:m statement is 
encountered 

This storage is 
e.ssigned and/or 
preset during the 
processing of the 
Erm :.>tatei!lent 

Input/output buffers defined 
implicitly or by PROGR.~~ state-
oent (if this program unl~ is 
t~0 t"!"'.in proRren) 
L~belled and number~d co~on 
blocks l-Thich vere not previously 
seen in other progra=s or 
subprograms ' 
Arrc.ys end variables appearing 
in DDl.EiffiiOU, type, and DATA 
state::~ents 

Executable code equivalent to 
source statements (all addresses 
are relative to the final 
execution locution) 
List names needed for NN1ELIST 
statei!lents 
Formal paremeter address storage 
(if the RillY/FUN ce.lling sequence 
is used and this subprogra:~. has 
more than 6 fomal parameters) 
Traceback word 
Progrm:t u!'li t entrY point 
Execution code to generate formal 
parameter address prestoration 
and variable dicension products 
(if this program unit is a sub-
pr,.,gram) or a call of Q8ii'l'RY (if' 
thi.s program unit is the oain 
program) and setup of FETs (if 
!:l~~ f"l'N cr.llinr: sel~ucncc is U~(!d) 
ncmote pnrameter lists for 
arithmetic statement functions 
(and for called subprograms if 
the FTN calling sequence is used) 
Permanent subscripts 
Temporaries for subscripts and 
exPressions 
Tei!lporaries for DO-perm:1eter 
expressions during the DO/FOR 
ranp;e 
Constan~s 

For.:! at:. 
Variable-dimension veri able 
values and -prod'..lcts 
Simple variables·uhich were not 
se~n before the first executnble 
statement 
Nemes and statenent numbers re-
quircd by TRACE statements 
.. ·- ... -··-·. . .. . -

. 
Pseudo-ccapass 
key names 

. 

(TRA. i.e. 
(XIT. i.e. 
{PRS. i.e. 

tra ceback) 
ry/exit) 
et) 

ent 
pres 

(APTAG. i.e. ac tual. 
parameter tag) 

(nm. i.e. 
(~NP. i.e. 

in eli 
tem 

ces) 
poraries) 

(D<m,iP. i.e. DO tem-
poraries) 

(con. i.e. cons 
(Fi-1T. i.e. form 
(VARDTI-1. i.e. 

tants) 
ats) 
ariable ~ 

dimension) 
(VAR. i.e. vari ables) 

(GV. a ted i.e. cener 
vnriables) 
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The first program unit is stored beginning at location lOlB. The bins-~ 

code frci!l externally cCD:pilcd progr~s (B pa.rc.c:!.eter on liNF control card) 

is placed follouing the last user-defined proc1ra.::1 1.lllit. After this comes 

binary code frcm u~er libr~ies (U parameter) a~d then binary code ~ron 

the syzte:c1 library. T'ne last area is for bla.."lk camDon. 

Since HNF cc::1piles a cc:nplete progrc ·directly into absolute binary rather 

th~~ putting out relocatable binary for each progr~ unit, it requires 

that the storage needed by ca:tpiler and loader tables and the total needed 

by the exccutio~ coue be avail~ble during cOQpilntion. There are tvo 

exceptions to this that the programmer can use to minimize needed field 

length. I~ the ma.in program is the first Fortran source progr&!!l unit, 

the storage space tor I/O bu.ffers is not allocated until execution begins. 

.1\lso, because ltl1F does not al.lov the presetting of blank comc1on by the 

DATA statement, the area assigned ~or ble.nk CCl!l:lii.OD can be used ~or compiler 

and loader tables • Thus the progreccer should place the main program first 

in his source deck and put arra,ys in blank cam:1on in order to keep field 

· iengtb as small as possible end in order to allov extremely la..-ge programs 

to be compiled "Wi. thin computer nemory. 
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APPENDIX 12 MNF Performance 

7600 

JOB CPU TOTAL XEQ FL ( 100B) 

' MNF FTN RUN MNF 

APR OX 1.63 2.06 1. 77 101 
CTIM 1.22 1.12 1.20 543 
EVANN 12.76 11.77 13.02 163 
JEEZ 47.40 44.29 45.34 137 
LEEDN 13.62 11.25 14.01 256 
MAIN 1.04 2.14 1.69 424 
MATRIX 0.72 2.41 1.07 217 
PSTPKN 2.76 4.68 3.64 267 
RADM 0.33 1.23 0.55 322 
SNATH 3.09 3.12 4.18 145 
STIM 1.01 1.28 1.24 315 
TAJ<"""'EL 7.22 7.75 8.32 226 
TOPSY 3.46 4.70 4.05 137 
\HRE 0.42 0.64 0.64 121 

'I'OTAL 9().68 98.44 100.72 4310 

Ratios 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.00 .· 
(t00'=1) 

Control cards: RUN76(s) (6600) 
MNF(B=BIN,R=3,E=2) (6600) 
FTNX(OPT=2,R=3) (7600) 
RUN76( S) ( 7600) 
MNF(B=BIN,R=3,E=2) (7600) 

FTN RUN 

111 101 
551 542 
171 161 
144 141 
256 256 
430 426 
230 224 
264 2066 
326 320 
145 147 
321 313 
233 226 
141 137 
133 120 

1+401 4312 

1.03 1.00 

I/O REQ 

MNF FTN RUN 

90 197 96 
23 1+9 16 

141 319 139 
178 394 177 
82 222 39 

243 348 242 
64 319 53 

109 451 81 
57 322 54 

100 276 87 
23 76 20 
75 255 62 

309 538 315 
100 68 95 

1594 383!+ 1476 

1.00 2.40 0.93 

..... ·e-

RMS CALLS 

MNF FTN RUN 

8 28 6 
6 10 4 

11 55 7 
ll 51 '7 

I 

8 32 5 
12 47 10 
8 62 5 

10 70 7 
7 63 5 

10 44 6 
6 13 4 
9 54 6 

15 89 12 
7 8 6 : 

128 626 90 I 

1.00 4.88 0.70! 

I 
f-' 
I 

t:-' 
tJ:j 
t:-' 
I 
f-' 
\Jl 
--..J 
0 



APPENDIX 12 MNF Performance 

6600 

CP TIME XEQ f1( 100B) 

MNF RUN MNF RUN 
APR OX 8.66 10.44 130 122 
CTIM 6.54 7.78 561 551 
EVANN 67.41 70.78 210 201 
JEEZ 237.34 249.46 153 146 
LEEDN 66.87 78.46 303 276 
MAIN 6.35 10.61 454 446 
MATRIX 4.61 7.35 247 245 
PSTPKN 
RADM 2.52 3.87 346 340 
S.!v1'ATH 16.70 22.80 163 156 
STIM 5.48 7.47 331 321 
TAFEL 36.45 47.83 266 261 
TOPSY 17.55 24.05 165 156 
rwiRE 3.01 3•89 151 140 

TOTAL 481.49 544.79 . 4436 4317 

!Ratios 
(MNF=1) 

1.00 1.13 1.00 0.97 

~ ... 

REQS. 

MNF RUN 
66 76 
83 73 
90 95 
84 91 
87 59 

100 96 
so 86 

73 85 
83 75 

117 111 
72 77 

133 122 
58 57 

1126 1103 

1.00 0.98 

SOURCE ! 

STATEMENTS 1 

198 
88 

396 
464 
400 
367 
585 
756 
461 
331 
181 
360 
507 

46 

5140 

y ~ 

I 
1\) 
I 

~ 
t:Jj 
~ 
I 
t-' 
Vl 
--,J 
0 

~ 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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